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In your own
interests..

compare these figures
with those of any other

all -mains operated valves
AC / H. T. Volts 200, Grid Volts 80, Magnification

/SG 1,200, Mutual Conductance 3 - Price 251 -

AC/ H.T. Volts 200, Magnification 35,
HL 11,700 Mutual Conductance 3 -

AC/ H.T. Volts 200, Magnification 10,
IP 2,650, Mutual Conductance 3.75 -

AC/ H. T. Volts 200, Magnification 5,
2.5 -

Impedance
Price 151 -

Impedance
Price 1716

Impedance
Price 1716

AC H. T. Volts 250, Auxiliary Grid Volts 200,
'PEN Mutual Conductance 22 - - Price 2716

In your own interests-in the interests of good
reception -you should compare figures before
buying your valves.

The fine characteristics of Mazda Valves are the
results of many years' patient research and investi-
gation by some of the finest brains the radio
industry has ever known.

From raw materials to the finished product-in
all stages of manufacture-the most rigid standards
are set and stringently enforced. There is no "near
enough" in the making of MAZDA Valves.
Every feature of every MAZDA Valve must be
perfect before it is passed as fir for use. That's why
you are safe in buying MAZDA Valves. They em-
body everything of the best in radio valve design.

Send for Valve Catalogue giving curves and full
particulars of the complete range of Mazda Valves.

THE MAZDA AC/PEN

"Wireless World " readers place the Mazda AC1Pen
FIRST in the class for Valves at thr Olympia Show
Competition.

Here is striking evidence of the excellence of the Mazda
AOPen-and to the value it offers "Wireless World"
readers-the most critical public. There could be no better
testimony than this to our slogan "The finest range of
valves the world has ever known."

11A IA
GAUDIO

VALVES
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering,
Refrigeration and Radio Business of the British Thornton -

Houston Co., Ltd.
Radio Division :

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN v9.
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SUCCESSFUL CONSTRUCTION
depends largely upon

SUCCESSFUL COMPONENTS
THE BURTON AUDIO

TRANSFORMER.
A neat and compact
instrument of the high-
est efficiency, being
carefully wound to
give correct ratios.
Enclosed in neat
moulded case.
Type B/3. Ratio 3-I

Price 10,6
Type B/5. Ratio 5-1

Price 10 6

THE BURTON H.F. CHOKE.
A highly efficient Choke cover-
ing a wave -band of 20-2,00o
metres. The sell -capacity is
extremely low, which, coupled
with high inductance, makes it
ideal for any set. Price 3/9 each.
See also BURTON Binocular
H.F. Choke. Covering wave
band of 50-3,000 metres.

Price 5/9 each
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Start right by choosing and
using guaranteed components.
The name 'BurTon' stands
for all that is best in radio
component parts. Indepen-
dent tests are constantly prov-
ing it. Send for latest list
fully describing the complete
range of BurTon CONDEN-
SERS, VALVE HOLDERS,
DIALS, CONTROLS, TER-

MINALS, Etc.

C. F. & H. BURTON,
Progress Works,

WALSALL, Eng.

BUILD IT WITH

BURTON CHANGE -OVER
SWITCHES.

Anti -capacity type.
One-way 4;-, Two-way 5/-,

Three-way 6/-. Four-way V,
Five -way 8/-.

THE BURTON REACTION
CONDENSER.

Capacity 000t, 0002 and 00015.
Panel mounting type, 4/- each.

B RTON
COMPONENTS,
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Microphonic noises
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definitely eliminated by mossagagszas
ASOinenA

Seven point suspension

THE cause of microphonic noises in a
Receiving Set is generally to be found

in a faulty Detector Valve. Usually it is
due to filament vibration. The new Cossor
Detector Valve (210 Det.) has been specially
designed to overcome this fault. Filament
vibration is rendered impossible by a new
method of seven point suspension. The
diagram shows the four insulated hooks
which secure the filament in position and
damp out any tendency to vibration. The
use of this " steep slope " Cossor Detector
Valve not only eliminates microphonic
noises, but ensures great volume with
exceptional purity of tone.

The New Cossor 210
DET., 2 volts, 1 amp.
Impedance 13,000.
Amplification Factor 15.
Mutual Conductance
1.15 m.a./v. Normal
working Anode Volt-
age 90 -150. . gib
Price . . . jj

THE NEW

OSSOR
DETECTOR VALVE

IV e have just issued
a novel circular
Station Chart which
gives identification
details of nearly 50
stations and space
is provided for enter-
ing your own dial
readings Price 2d
each, they are
obtainable from any
Wireless Shop. In
case of difficulty
write us, enclose 2d.
stamp and head your
letter " Station Chart
W.C."

DEFINITELY FREE FROM MICROPHONIC NOISES
A. C. Goss°, Lid., Hichbury Grove. London N.5 r_^,6616
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THE
EDITOR'S

CHAT
Do you build our sets, or just read about them ? There is definite benefit to be de rived

from home -construction, no matter how simple may be the set you choose to build.

THERE are quite a number of
regular readers of the WIRE-
LESS CONSTRUCTOR who take

the paper for its general interest,
although they themselves have not
yet taken any, practical steps to
make home -construction their hobby.

In many cases the purchaser of
a factory -built set has aroused their
interest in radio generally, and in
their desire to know more about .it
they have purchased this journal and
thereupon become regular readers.
It is for them that this particular
chat is intended.

A Timely Question
I want to take this opportunity of

asking them just why they have not
become practical workers. The ques-
tion is timely because we are now
in the best time of the year for radio
work. The evenings are dark, wire-
less conditions are at their best, and
the show being a thing of the past,
new components and the latest tech-
nique are now available to them. The
probable answer to the question is, in
many cases, that they are not quite
sure where to begin.

Best Way to Start
Undoubtedly the best way is to

start with a single-valver. Several
excellent designs of this kind of set
have been published recently, and
nothing teaches one better the effect of
changes in coils and condenser, the
method of coupling to the aerial, the
importance of correct reaction setting,
proper filament voltage, and a hun-
dred and one other things, than the
simply built single -valve set.

It does not matter whether your
present commercially built *let is
functioning well or not. Experiments
with a single -valve set will give you

a surprising amount of information.
The valve will be a detector, and as
the detector is a vital part of every
receiver you will be able to learn
just what the detector does.

Later you can add very simply a
stage of low frequency, and by the
purchase of relatively few additional
parts you can modify your home -built
receiver to make it into one of the
already published two -valve designs.

SAS AKOZOIVSMC'Sd-AVAMIA6-.X.9o>

A MERRY XMAS.
This is the Christmas and it
New Year Number of the
"Wireless Constructor ,"and
we therefore take the oppor-
tunity of wishing you, one 4
and all, a Right Merry Xmas
and a Prosperous New Year.
To many of you overseas a
the greeting must perforce
arrive a little late, but it is
none the less sincere forthat,
and we trust that everyone, ti
at home and abroad, will 4
increase his prosperity and
happiness as we hope he will k
increase his radio successes.
To all readers of the "Wire-
less Constructor"-A Merry

Xmas!
?as

Do notnot worry about cabinet, neatly -
laid -out panel, or the " professional
touch." Remember that the parts
screwed to a wooden board, with the
condenser attached to simple brackets,
rather than to a panel, will facilitate
changing components, and will teach
you just as much as the most carefully -
built receiver.

If you had visited, as I have, the
laboratories of many of the great
inventors, and if you had seen some of
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the famous commercial receivers in
the stage when all the vital data
concerning them was being worked
out, you would appreciate what the
Americans call " the bread -board
layout " means of construction.

Using Existing Components
One of the great virtues of wire-

less as a home -constructor's hobby is
that practically all receivers are made
up by joining together bunches of com-
ponents in different ways. When a new
circuit comes out, experimenters who
have been " in the game " for some
time generally are able to try it out
with the parts they have on hand, and
if it turns out to be something of value
they can then, without risk of failure,
build the new set in finished form.

If, however, it gives no better results
than are obtained with other arrange-
ments, the experimental gear can be
taken down again, and the parts put
by for the new series of experiments.

A Glorious Possibility
Some of the leading firms in the

wireless industry employ as their
designers and engineers enthusiasts
who began in just the same way. as I
am recommending you to, while there
is always the glorious possibility of
the young experimenter with his sim-
ple gear, working perhaps in his bed-
room, evolving something entirely new
of great commercial importance, but
which has nevertheless eluded the
research of scientists and engineers
with the best -equipped laboratories
in the world.

And so, reverting to the beginning
of this chat, let me ask the question
again : "Why not start now ?" Wire-
less components were never so cheap as
they are now, while the quality is
higher than ever before. Go to it
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THE B.B.C. AS BACKERS :1.
Opera broadcasts are popular among many listeners, as the demand for `
the published libretti proves, so that the B.B.C.'s opera backing if
necessary in return for 60 broadcasts a year is a legitimate licence

revenue appropriation. Rut those other schemes . . . !

:**::**:**:**:**:°:".:+:::::**:::**:**:**::::::"::**::"::**:::":":°4

WHAT will the B.B.C. save next ?
By the look of it, certainly
not money.

It has " saved " the Promenade
Concerts at the Queen's Hall, various
musical societies, and now it is going
to save Grand Opera.

Well, it must be admitted that,
so far, the B.B.C.'s saving campaigns
have been very worth while, and
the money spent-or invested-has
yielded a handsome return to listeners
in the form of very fine concerts and
outside broadcasts, etc.

A Mikh Cow
There were signs the other day,

however, that the B.B.C.'s willing-
ness to act the part of saviour has
attracted the attention of people
who imagine there is an unlimited
amount of surplus cash in the Savoy
Hill coffers. And to take one instance,
a supporter of the National Theatre
scheme blandly suggested some of
these mistermed B.B.C. " profits "
should be set aside as a sort of subsidy
for a National Theatre.

Luckily this amazing suggestion
met with the reception it deserved-
it was widely ridiculed and" generally
condemned ; but, nevertheless, the
very fact of the suggestion being made
indicates the prevalence of the belief
that the B.B.C. is a sort of milch cow
which can be easily tapped when
schemes like a National Theatre need
a subsidy.

Well, the matter was raised in the
House of Commons and we gather
that the Government have not yet
been approached. Government sanc-
tion would be necessary before
listeners' money could be " raided "
for this grandiose theatre scheme,
and we feel safe in saying that the
plan suggested by Mr. Granville
Barker is as good as dead.

Value for Money
Quite a different proposition is the

B.B.C.'s decision to come to the
rescue of Grand Opera, because lis-
teners will really reap a fine reward
-in the shape of 60 first-class opera
broadcasts a year.

Theatre broadcasts are seldom
worth while-unless the shows are
of the musical variety-but every

listener knows what tine broadcasts
can be had from Covent Garden.

The new arrangement has been
made between the Covent Garden
Opera Syndicate, Ltd., and the B.B.C.
for carrying out a scheme of Grand
Opera production over a number of
years. The undertaking will be
administered by a company to be
known as the Covent Garden Opera
Syndicate (1930), Ltd., under the
chairmanship of Mr. F. A. Szarvasy,
the originator of the Koposal. More
than 200 performances will be given
yearly, allocated between the Grand

OUR EMPIRE

of Sir Thomas Beecham and the
Imperial League of Opera. At least
sixty performances a year will be
broadcast.

The absence of guaranteed support
over a considerable period has been
a serious handicap to the development
of Grand Opera in this country. Plans
could be made only on a seasonal
basis and additions to repertoire were
restricted. Despite the enthusiasm
and sacrifice of opera lovers, it is
unlikely that the Covent Garden
season would have continued other-
wise than in .a limited sense up to
1932, if it had not been for the new
arrangement.

The Listeners' Return
And so, all things considered, the

money put up by the B.B.C. will be
well spent, and listeners have no
reason to grumble, or to fear that
their licence money is being frittered
away.

LINK AT RUGBY

Visitors to the recent Empire Conference inspecting the apparatus at the giant Rugby
station which provides a link with every part of the Empire.

Season of ten weeks at Covent Garden,
Autumn and Winter Seasons there of
six weeks each, and two-week seasons
in at least six other centres through-
out the country. Except for the
Grand Season, popular prices will be
charged at all performances, and the
artistes employed will be almost
exclusively British. An income of
£30,000 has been guaranteed from
various sources, and all the funds and
earnings of the new company will be
devoted to furthering the scheme.
Arrangements are in the course of
being completed for the participation
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Subsidising national theatres and
similar movements which would offer
little or no return from the broad-
casting point of view, will, we hope,
be turned down just as often as they
creep up.

And perhaps those who assist
them to crop up will, in future,
realise that a licence fund is not like
income tax. It gives the option, no
tax no wireless ; and therefore must
be regarded as a public subscription ;
and public money of this kind is not to
be " milked " for schemes which yield
nothing in return to the listener.
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The very latest and
greatest creation of
a world - famous
set - designer is
presented here. It
combines magnifi-
cent quality, ease
of operation, and
a range of reception
that has never been
excelled. A super
set for Super

Results 1

ASMALL party of people, some
relations, some friends, are
gathered together in the draw-

ing room, or, as the highbrow would
have it, the music room.

The room is not large, but it is
strikingly furnished, all the furniture
blending together with artistic har-
mony. One does not -spot at first the
neat cabinet radio set in one corner,
and the gramophone in another,
although somehow they may be ex-
pected.

A Wonderful Set
Everyone is waiting for dance

music relayed from a London hotel.

YOU WILL FIND

Sitting near the radio is a young man.
He refers to some notes made on a
card and then sets the tuning dials
and switches on the set.

Dance music comes through faintly
and the guests begin to take notice.
A small knob is turned, a slight touch
given to the dials, and the music
swells out and fills the room.

Everyone is satisfied, but satisfac-
tion turns to surprise when the band
stops and a guttural voice breaks in.
What has happened ? Is it a special
relay from Germany ? Is the -an-
nouncer fooling ?

" I'll now go over to the local,"
says the young man, and the mystery

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

DESIGNED

and

DESCRIBED

BY

VICTOR
KING

is solved. But what a wonderiul
set, thinks everybody.

The dials are reset, a switch moved,
and in comes the' local, a powerful
station only a mile or two distant.
The quality is perfect, there is no over-
loading, the volume is just right, not
too loud and not too weak. There is
no swamping of the H.F. stages here !

On the Long Waves
Later, at midnight, the set will be

put on long waves by the movement
of just merely one knob. Nothing
else ; and a programme will roll in
from the continent with surprising
" nearness."

THAT THE TUNING IS DELIGHTFULLY EASY

3'4"

30

/sr H.F TUN/NO
CONDENSER.

s"

21"
DETECT Tulvms

Vat_
co/v-r

CONDENSER

END. N., TUN//MG
CONDENSER

5"

D/FP. REACT.
CONDENSER.

Pith -UP

'4"

/VA 1 /7.'s

54'h"

1

L 7"
Swl TCPe

21/2

PANEL LAYOUT
X67S

So great is the power developed, even on weak stations, that tutting is remarkably easy. As will be seen, the panel layout is
quite straightforward, making for facile handling.

I 4 I
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The " Vi -King " Five continued

That is a true and unexaggerated
picture of the " Vi -King " Five.
Handsome, powerful, pure, a real
programme -provider. It is my latest
pet, and has replaced a faithful
friend of long standing which was
considered absolutely " the last word."

Your Wish Come True
Radio enthusiasts, like other people,

have their dreams, and I expect you
have conjured up such a set in your
mind, at some time or the other, and
wished it possible. Well, you need
no longer wish ; just build this " five "
and experience for yourself what
volume it will give on any station,
local or otherwise.

Two properly designed S.G. stages of
H.F. amplification are easily able to
overload an ordinary detector valve,
and it is not unlikely that the second
H.F. valve will also be overloaded.

The result is that no matter how
much you waggle the volume control
on the L.F. side of a set, you are
bound to get bad quality due to over-
loading.

At first sight the obvious thing
to do under such circumstances would
be to employ a volume control on the
S.G. valve, such as a rheostat in one
of the filament leads, or a voltage
control for the screening grid.

Unfortunately such methods are
limited to small variations of volume

but it is arranged in a special way
which gives it other advantages.

Perfect Volume Control
The volume control for the local

station consists of a neutralising type
condenser connected in series with
the aerial lead, and a switch is
provided so that it may be shorted
out of circuit. It is thus possible to
set the volume, so far as the local is
concerned, to a desirable value and
always to be able to switch it on at
this value at a moment's notice.

Naturally, small variations of
volume will be desired from one item
to another, and so a rheostat in the
filament of the first H.F. valve is

YOUR SHOPPING LIST FOR THE "VI -KING" FIVE
Ebonite panel 21 in. x 7 in. x I in. or

18,- in. (Lissen, or Goltone, Red Seal,
etc.).

Special cabinet for above (Cameo
Master cabinet).

3 .0005-mfd. variable condensers
(Polar, or Lotus, Lissen, Igranie,
J.B., Formo, Ormond, Ready Radio,
Dubilier, etc.)..

1 .0001- to 00015-mfd. differential re-
action condenser (Igranie, or Lissen,
Formo, Magnum, Lotus, Wearite,
Ready Radio, Dubilier, J.B., Polar,
Ormond, Pare; etc.).

1 30 -ohm filament rheostat (Wearite,
or Igranic, Lissen, Geeophone, etc.).
L.T. switch (Bulgin, or Lotus, Igranie,
Ready Radio, Magnum, Red Dia-
mond, Keystone, Goltone, Junit,
Lissen, Wearite, Benjamin, etc.).

1 Single -pole change -over push-pull
switch (Red Diamond, or Lissen,
Bulgin, etc.).

2 Panel -mounting sockets for pick-up
connections (Clix, or Eelex, etc.).

1 D.W.A. coil unit (Lewcos).
2 D.W.G. coil units (Lewcos).
3 Ordinary sprung -type valve holders

(Lotus, or Clix, Benjamin, Igranie,

Telsen, Junit, Bulgin, W.B., Lissen,
Dario, Magnum, Wearite, etc.).

2 Vertical -mounting sprung -type valve
holders (W.B., or Junit, Bulgin, etc.).

1 Neutralising type condenser (J.B., or
Bulgin, Igranic, Magnum, Lissen,
etc.).

1 "On and off " switch (Benjamin, or
other good make).

2 2-mfd. fixed condensers (T.C.C. and
Lissen, or Igranic, Hydra, Ferranti,
Dubilier, Formo, Mullard, etc.).

2 1-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier,
etc.).

2 -25-mfd. fixed condensers (T.C.C.,
etc.).

2 .002-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, or
Dubilier, T.C.C., Igranic, Ediswan,
Telsen, Mullard, Ready Radio,
Formo, Watmel, etc.).

1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
or Telsen, etc.).

1 .01-mfd. mica fixed condenser (Mill-
iard, etc.).

1 Completelgang switch action for coils
(Lewcos).

1 Output choke (Lissen, or Varley,
Ferranti, Atlas, R.I., Igranie,
Wearite, Magnum, etc.).
L.F. transformer (Ferranti A.F.3, or

Lissen, Telsen, R.I., Igranie, Varley,
Leweos, Lotus, Mullard, Brown,
etc.).

1 100,000 -ohm resistance and holder
(Varley, or Dubilier, Lissen, Igranic,
Mullard, etc.).

1 2-megohm grid leak and holder
(Dubilier, or Lissen, Telsen, Igranie,
Mullard, Ready Radio, Ediswan,
Ferranti, Graham-Farish, etc.).

1 1-megohm grid leak and holder
(Graham-Farish, or Telsen, etc.).

1 .25-megohm grid leak with ter-
minals (Lissen, etc.).

4 600- or 500 -ohm fixed resistances
(Parex, or Ready Radio, Magnum,
Wearite, Keystone, etc.).

1 H.F. choke (R.I., or Lewcos, Dubilier,
Varley, Telsen, Igranic, Lotus,
Parex, Ready Radio, Keystone,
Watmel, Wearite, Magnum, etc.).

1 Terminal strip 19 in. x 2 in.
11 Insulated terminals (Belling Lee, or

Eelex, Igranie, etc.).
2 Standard vertical screens, 10 in. x

6 in. (Magnum, or Ready Radio,
Wearite, Keystone, Parex, etc.).

Piece of copper foil about 22 in. x
10 in. (Parex, etc.).

Wire, screws, battery plugs, etc.

Having arrived at this question of
volume, there are a few points in con-
nection with it that I should like to
mention. They concern the methods
used to control it.

The usual scheme is a high -resist-
ance volume control on the L.F. side
(which is desirable), applied before the
first L.F. valve. This arrangement is
perfectly satisfitctory with small sets
having only one or no H.F. stages, or
on large sets when receiving distant
stations.

No Overloading
But naturally a large set will also

have to work on powerful local trans-
missions, and it is then trouble begins.

where a large input is concerned. The
reason for this is that as well as
reducing the amplification obtained
from the S.G. valve, they reduce the
grid swing which the valve will take.

Consequently distortion will take
place when volume is reduced too
far by these methods. Obviously,
therefore, we need a scheme which
will adjust the receiver power to the
right amount before it is applied to
the first valve of the set.

Something is wanted which will
have the same effect as though the
aerial were taken down, cut shorter
and erected once more. And that is
the type of volume control which is
incorporated in the " Vi -King " Five,
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provided for this purpose. However,
it should not be used to cut down the
volume very much.

Provision for Pick -Up
You will see by the theoretical

circuit diagram that provision is
made for the use of a pick-up, and
you may wonder about the control of
volume when it is being used. For
this purpose an external volume
control is provided, and it is con-
nected directly across the actual
pick-up.

If you will consider the matter for
a moment you will appreciate that
the ideal place for a pick-up volume
control is actually on the gramophone
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The " Vi -King " Five-continued

and not on the set. The set does
not have to be touched when
records are being played, but one is
continually going to the gramophone

volume control should be quite handy
so that the adjustment can be made
immediately the record begins playing.

Another of the special features of

TWO H.F.'s, A DET., AND TWO L.F. STAGES!
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For a five -salver the set is remarkably straightforward, and you will see that
provision has been made for volume -controlling the " local " first by an aeria
series condenser and then by a filament rheostat. This latter also serves for a volume

control on distant stations when necessary.

to change records. Also, the volume
may require altering, according to
the record that is put on, and the

the set is the wave -change switching,
which, in spite of the fact that there
are three tuned circuits, is carried out

by means of just one knob. This is
accomplished by the special method
provided on the dual -wave coils for
joining their switches together.

The output filter is mounted inside
the lower compartment of the cabinet.
This compartment also contains the
batteries or mains unit and the
loud speaker.

Almost any type of chassis loud
speaker can be mounted behind the
fret in the front of the cabinet. The
one I have used in the original receiver
is a Mullard assembly. A complete
list of the components needed and
suitable makes are given in a special
list as usual.

Well Screened
There are several points in the

construction of this receiver which
call for special comment. First of all,
there is the screening. There is a
screen over the whole of the baseboard
and two vertical ones next to the
H.F. stages.

WHAT THE SET LOOKS LIKE BEHIND THE PANEL

The four dc -coupling resistances
are shown at A, B, C and D, while
E is the filament rheostat for con-

trolling oolume.
The pick-up switch is shown at F.

The volume -controlling condenser
and its shorting switch are indi-

cated by /3 and G respectively.
Although the S.G. valves appear to be
"lying down," you'll find they "ptan du p"
to the foreigners in marvellous style
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The " Vi -King " Five-continued

The screening on the baseboard
is copper foil, and this should be
fixed in place before any other
constructional work is started. One
small screw at each corner will
suffice.

Holes for the valves have to be
drilled in the two upright screens.
The positions for these holes, the
centres of which are 1 in. up, are
shown on the wiring diagram. These
positions are not critical, but the

holes must come opposite the valve
holders.

The Switching Links
It is also necessary to cut two small

slots in the bottom of these upright
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The " Vi -King " Five-continued

screens for the switching links to pass
through. When the set is wired -up
the whole of the screening is connected
to earth.

You will therefore understand that
it is very important that none of the
metal connecting parts of the com-
ponents, or soldering tags, should 'be
allowed to touch it.

Making Sure of Insulation
With components such as valve

holders, where there are metal -springs
and the heads of screws uncovered on
the underside of the component, it is
desirable to provide some form of
insulation between them and the
baseboard screen.

The most convenient way to provide
this insulation is to cut out pieces of
cardboard and put them under the
components before the latter are
screwed down.

** " The tuning will be found to
be very constant, and if a chart
showing stations and condenser
readings is made it will be very
easy to find a certain station at
a moment's notice."

....

Where soldering tags are used under
terminal screws, and they are near to
the heads of holdina-down screws,
particular care must be taken to turn
the tags away from the screws to
avoid the possibility of shorts between
the tags and screws.

And now for the wiring -up. In
order to keep the wiring as simple as
possible, all points which have to be
electrically connected to L.T. - are
taken direct to a point on the screen,
when this is the most convenient
method of wiring. On the wiring
diagram all such points are marked
with a J.

An Important Point
The wire from the volume -control

rheostat to the filament of the 1st
H.F. valve has to run right across the
set, and it is therefore taken through
holes in the baseboard and run
underneath. The two holes for this
wire are marked with X's on the
wiring diagram.

On the particular make of valve
holders used for the H.F. valves in
the original set there are five terminals
and five sockets. The object is to

make them suitable for use in sets
that use 5 -pin mains valves as well as
in sets using ordinary valves.

One of the terminals is not used
and is so marked on the diagram. It
is the one which is joined to the
centre socket of the valve holder.

The second H.F. stage-that is, the
one between the two vertical screens-
should be wired first of all. While
this is being done the first vertical
screen must be removed to enable you
to get at the components.

When you have done this, put the
screen back and wire the rest of the
set. "There is nothing difficult about
the wiring, but don't forget to allow

plenty of room for the valves to be
inserted.

A separate small sketch is given
showing the connections for the output
filter components. The two wires
marked output are connected to the
two output terminals on the set's
terminal strip.

H.F. Grid Bias
Two small grid -bias batteries will

be required for the H.F. valves.
Generally 11 -volt ones will be found
sufficient, but sometimes up to 41 is
beneficial.

The H.F. bias batteries can stand
on the baseboard, but the main

A CLOSE-UP OF THE SECOND STAGE

Near the dual -range coil, with its tuning condenser, are grouped the components
in the second H.F. stage, those in the foreground being the bypass condenser and its

associated de-eoupling resistance.
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The " Vi -King " Five continued

grid-bias battery is attached to the
side of the cabinet. That completes
the constructional details.

Full details of the accessories and
voltages to use will be found in the
special operating chart. Condensed
instructions regarding the handling of
the controls are also given.

Kept in Step
The three tuning dials will keep

practically in step over their whole
range. The tuning will be found very
constant, and that if a chart showing
stations and condenser readings is
made it will be very easy to find a
certain station at a moment's notice.

The series aerial condenser should
be adjusted as follows. Set reaction
at zero, and turn the rheostat volume
control to maximum volume.

Next push in the shorting switch
for the condenser and, starting with
the condenser at maximum, gradually
reduce its value until the volume from
the local is sufficiently reduced and
there is no overloading.

You should set the volume so that
reception is at the loudest you will
require. Further reductions can be
made with the control on the panel.

H.T. Voltages
The value of the H.T. voltage on

H.T.+ 3 should be adjusted so that
the control of reaction is quite
smooth. Incidentally, when working
on distant stations, you may some-
times find it possible to quieten a
noisy background by reducing the
volume a little by means of the
rheostat, and bringing it up again to
the desired strength by applying a
little reaction.

You can run this set either from
batteries or mains eliminator. The
use of the latter will not affect the
voltages required by the various
tappings or the types of valves to
employ, and all details given regarding
the operation will apply just the
same.

Naturally, if you have mains avail-
able you should utilise them, for on a
large set such as this a mains unit is

good results'and no distortion, and
choosing a power valve which is just
large enough to handle the amount of
volume which you will desire, and no
more.

Some Final Hints
Do not be tempted to omit the

output filter components because
they are not mounted on the main
baseboard. They are really quite

THE FILTER FOR THE LOUD SPEAKER

7b OUTPUT .1- TERAONAL--- - To H.T-TERmINAL. ---
ON SET ON SET. Mug

It consists of the L.P. choke and the large condenser connected as shown.

more convenient and generally more
economical. If you use batteries
for the H.T. supply they should be
of the triple capacity type, and the
total current consumption should be
kept down as low as possible.

Anode Current Consumption
This can be done by using as much

grid bias, both on the H.F. and L.F.
valves, as you can consistent with

vital items in a powerful set, and can
have a large effect on quality.

Incidentally, if you are going to
use' the receiver with a D.C. mains
unit it is as well to put another 2-mfd.
fixed condenser in series with the
L.S. lead that goes to the H.T.
negative terminal. The usual fixed
condensers for D.C. mains work in
series with the aerial and earth leads
will also, of course, be necessary.

THE "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR" "VI -KING" FIVE
(Circuit is 2 S.C. H.F., Det., and 2 L.F., with wave-chan3e switching.)

VALVES.

1st and 2nd : Screened -grid.
DETECTOR: H.F. type or special detector type.
Lt L.F. type valve with impedance of about

10,000 ohms.
LAST VALVE : Super -power type.

VOLTAGES.

L.T.: 2,4, or 6 volts, according to the voltage of the
valves chosen.

H.T. + 1 (serves screening grids): 60-80 volts.
H.T. + 3 (serves detector): Up to 60 volts. Use

value to give smooth reaction.
H.T. +2 (serves 1st L.F. and anodes of S.C. valves):

120 to 150. According to rating of valves used.
H.T. + 4 : As high as possible up to maximum of

power valve, which it serves.
G.B. FOR S.G. VALVES : to 41 volts.
G.B. - Pick-up. 11 volts.
G.B. -1 (supplies 1st L.F. valve) 1 See makers'
C B. -2 (supplies power valve) valve details.

THE CONTROLS.

TUNING. Three main dials to left of panel.
REACTION. Top knob to left of volume control.
VOLUME CONTROL. Top right-hand knob.
" RADIO.GRAMO " SWITCH. This is the knob immediately above the two pick-

up sockets.
" ON -OFF" L.T. SWITCH. Lower right-hand knob. Pull out to switch on set.
WAVE -CHANGE SWITCH. Small knob nearest to bottom of panel. Push in for long

waves, pull out for medium.

NOTES.

Volume control on panel should only be used to make small alterations to volume.
Use neut.-type condenser on baseboard to cut down volume of powerful local station.
Switch mounted on terminal strip shorts this condenser out of circuit when working on

distant transmissions.
Volume control for gramophone pick-up should be connected directly across pick-up

and mounted near to the turntable.
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"BEIYTACON
Better definition, brighter broadcast reception, and more realistic
reproduction are the results of constructing this novel cone loud

speaker.

DURING. the autumn and towards
Christmas, perhaps more than
at any other time of the year,

there is always an intensive campaign
of set re -building. Readers come
away from the Radio Exhibition
fired with enthusiasm and full of
bright ideas as to how this, or that,
can be unproved, and absolutely no
effort is spared in achieving that
" Best you've ever heard " receiver.

CUTTING THE CONE

The cone should be made by cutting the
paper as shown ere.

But-and we fear that in many
cases it is a very big " but "-how
many of you give an equal amount of
attention to the ways and means of
doing justice to the improved design
when it is completed ?

The Cost is Low
Time and again we have come up

against really creditable efforts in the
nature of beautifully built receiver
designs-sets which represent the
very last word in modern receiver
practice-which are being " bottled
up " by the use of antiquated and,
in so far as modern practice is con-
cerned, inefficient loud speakers.

And it always seems to us to be
such a pity, because there are now so

many excellent loud speakers on the
market at prices within the reach of
all ; quite apart from which, if you are
at all constructionally inclined, you
can, for a matter of twenty or twenty-
five shillings, make a loud speaker to
give you really pleasing results.

For example, the WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR " Brytacone," which is
illustrated and fully described in this
article, can be built for a cost of very
little over tbirty shillings, or, if you
choose a cheaper cone unit, for even
less. And as for results-well, we can
truthfully say that by actual com-
parison under working conditions
the " Brytacone " can safely be
classified as among the best of the
cone speakers we have ever heard.

Natural Reproduction
As a matter of fact, one of the chief

merits of this new cone of ours is
very aptly summed up by the name
we have given to it. We have all
been concentrating so much upon the
attainment of that rather pleasing
bass effect which helps to give fullness,
or, if jou like, depth, to the trans-
mission, that we have been rather apt
to overlook the fact that if we only
obtain the low notes at the expense of
the high ones then we are not very
much better off than we were before.
In fact, the " boomy " effect so often
apparent when the high notes are
missing may tend to make the results
sound even worse than before.

In tackling the problem in the
Research Laboratories we have
assembled dozens of different cone
arrangements, because we felt that
it required something more than
theoretical considerations to arrive
at a really worth -while design. And
by this infallible method of " try it and
see " we have finally arrived at a
design which gives just the effect we
have been after.
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The " Brytacone " does not give a
" boomy " effect, any more than it
over -accentuates the high notes. It
is a happy compromise between the
two, with sufficient bass to be pleasing
and enough high notes to give that
brilliance that makes the reproduction
sound so natural.

It's Very Sensitive
Additionally, this new loud speaker

of ours has its cone built up on a new
principle, and this gives it a rather
higher degree of sensitivity than is
obtained with the more conventional
arrangement.

And now, having given you an idea
as to what can be expected of thispew
loud speaker, we intend to leave the
rest to your own judgment, and to
devote the rest of our space to the
constructional details.

BEHIND THE SCENES

The 111.0fleone " as here shoteh 1 !line
face downwards so that the fixing V the
unit mut positioning of the cone on flu

baffle could be carried out.
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The " Brytacone" continued

First of all, let us go into the
question of the cabinet into which the
loud speaker is built, because at first
sight the somewhat complicated
appearance of the case used for the
original loud speaker may act as a
deterrent !

Actually it doesn't matter " two
hoots " what you choose as a housing
for the cone assembly, and in so far
as results are concerned the same
effect would be obtained with an empty
soap box as with a highly polished
cabinet ! So that if you do not feel
inclined to tackle  the wall -bracket -
bookshelf -cum -loud -speaker idea em-
ployed in the original model (the
construction of which is not half so
difficult as it may at first sight appear),
then you will probably be able to
obtain a cheap loud -speaker cabinet
or box to serve the purpose quite as
well.

The Wood to Use
If you decide to make your own

cabinet on the lines of the one used
for the original " Brytacone," the
following notes will probably help
you in the not difficult task.

The material for the cabinet consists
of a ready:planed board, or fin.
thick, A2 in. wide and 6 ft. 6 in.
long. (This length allows 6 in. for
waste.) Naturally, the type of wood
with which to make the case is not
very important so long as you choose
a wood that will not warp easily.

Actually the best wood for the
purpose is ply, but it has the
disadvantage that it is not so easy to
cut with an ordinary saw as oak or
mahogany. Also, if you do decide
to use -a-in. plywood it is doubtful
whether you will be able to obtain
it in one piece, and you may therefore
have to purchase two smaller pieces.

Assembling the Cabinet
Having obtained the necessary

material, mark it out in accordance
with the diagram shown on the next
page. There should be two side
pieces, each one 20 in. by 8 in. ; a piece
to form the shelf, 8 in. by 111 in.
(this is calculated on the use ofi-in.
material) ; a piece for the back -rest
of the bookshelf, 12 in. by 8 in., and
finally a piece for the front which
should be 12 in. square.

The cutting of the 9 -in. holz in the
front piece and the " fancy work "
on the two sides should be carried

out with what is known as a keyhole
saw, and if you do not possess and
are unable to borrow one you can
purchase a suitable tool for some-
thing less than two shillings.

Assembling the cabinet, once the
-various sections have been prepared,
is quite a straightforward job, and

SUPPORTING THE CONE

/NA/ER

HOLE /A, CARDBOARD
SL/GI-ircy ZARG.E.c?

04/71E -A? IF/NG

A/ 9/

Side eluvat'on of the cone showing how
the cardboard surround, and the outer
ring are placed for supporting the cone.
Note also the position of the inner ring.

you can obtain all the details that are
likely to be required from the diagram
in which the finished cabinet is shown.

For the construction of the cone
and the two rings which form part
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of the cone assembly you will re-
quire some " Kraft " paper. As this
material is obtainable in more than
one thickness, it will be necessary

- when purchasing it to specify " 120
lb. to the ream."

You will be able to obtain all the
required details of the cone and the
rings from-the diagram provided, and
all that it is necessary for us to
mention in this connection is that the
number of " teeth " around each of
the two rings is quite immaterial.

Just draw in with a pair of com-
passes a line where the teeth begin,
and another to mark where they end,
and then sketch them in free -hand
with a pencil, making each one
roughly about a quarter of an inch
wide.

You Need Dry Joints!
The large circle of paper, which is,

of course, for the main cone, should
now be transformed into a cone by
sticking together the two sides formed
by the removal of the V-shaped piece..
A fin. overlap is allowed for this
purpose, as you will have noticed in
the diagram.

When the joint is quite dry, next
take the smaller of the two teethed
rings and bend the teeth up to an
angle of something rather less than
forty-five degrees. You will be able
to obtain an idea of the angle required
if you refer to the diagram on this
page in which is shown a side
elevation of the completed cone.

It is by means of these teeth that
the smaller-or, as it is called in the
diagrams, the inner-ring is secured
to the main cone, and when this is
fastened in position the larger ring
should be treated in exactly the same
way. When you come to fixing the
second ring in position you will find
it best to work with the cone placed
flat on a table or bench, with the
apex pointing upwards.

Mounting the Cone
Before leaving the question of the

cone construction, ,, ought perhaps to
emphasise the necessity of making
these joints very secure. A loose
tooth may produce all sorts of un-
pleasant buzzes in the finished loud
speaker.

The method of building the finished
cone into the cabinet is clearly shown
in the elevation drawing. A piece of
fairly stout cardboard to cover the
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The " Brytacone "-continued

inside of the front of the cabinet will
be required at this stage, with a hole
in it slightly larger than the outer ring.

THE SECRET OF THE

pulling the cone out of centre, the
sensitivity of the finished loud speaker
may be affected.

SPEAKER'S SUCCESS

The stiffening and support rings placed respectively inside wad outside the cone.

This should be stuck to the inside
of the cabinet, after which the actual
cone can be fixed in position by means
of the four tabs. Ordinary drawing -
pins will do for this fixing operation,
but take care to fix the cone so that
the outer ring is quite clear of the
cardboard disc. As a matter of fact,
the cone must not touch either the
cabinet or the cardboard disc, except
at the four points where it is held in
position.

The Wooden Support
All that now remains to complete

the construction of the loud speaker is
the fixing of the actual cone unit.
We have purposely omitted the
dimensions of the wooden support
for the cone unit, because the position-
ing of the unit will depend upon the
particular make chosen.

The unit employed in the original
model was a Blue Spot 66P. unit.

See that you mount whichever one
you choose so that the reed is dead in
line with the apex of the cone, and
in relation to the' front of the cabinet
the cone should be fixed so that the
reed protrudes through the apex of
the cone for a distance of about three-
quarters of an inch.

This point of getting the reed
absolutely central in relation to the
apex of the cone is rather an impor-
tant one, because if it is mounted out
of line, apart from the danger of

To simplify the reed centring
operation you will find it best to
fix the actual cone unit by only one

USEFUL,

screw at first, and swivel the unit
until true alignment is obtained.

In conclusion, make a special point
of screwing up the nuts on the reed-
one on each side of the cone-so
that there is absolutely no play
between the reed and the cone. Any
play at this position will tend to
decrease the sensitivity of the loud
speaker.

A Washer Tip
Most modern cone units are supplied

with both felt and metal washers,
and if these are placed on either side
of the apex of the cone a very rigid
job should result.

If you find that the angle of the
washers is different from that of the
cone, it is a simple matter to render
them suitable by cutting down to
the centre and either bending out
or closing them to the required
angle.

To avoid all possibility of " chatter "
between the reed and the cone it
would be as well to soak the cone
washers in glue before securing them
finally into position.

ORNAMENTAL, AND EASILY MADE

20'

V57.5.

The cabinet is _built to the dimensions given above. It is not a difficult tusk. and
makes a handsome and useful bookshelf when finished.
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Some typical radio faults reviewed and questions answered.

By P. R. BIRD.

Does Volume Control Prevent
Overloading ?

ffints talk about preparing for a
Radio Christmas, with music
brightening the home, is all

very fine," says a Chatham reader.
" But what can you do if distortion
accompanies that music ? "

Apparently he had pulled handfuls
of hair from his head in an endeavour
to get over the difficulty, but he was
still up against a jarring and un-
pleasant edginess " when loud
passages were handled at full power.

Thinking the cause of the distor-
tion might be overloading, he got a
friend to bring round a milliammeter,
and they connected it, in the plate
circuit of the last valve. With bated
breath they watched the needle, and,
sure enough, every time the loud
speaker " dithered " on the loud notes
the needle flickered and seemed un-

- happy !
Knowing this to be a sure sign of

overloading, our Chatham friend
rushed out and bought a "V olume
control, fitted it across the secondary
of the last L.F. transformer and con-
fidently tried the effect of that. Alas,
still not perfect !

Cause and Cure
Much of the trouble had cleared

away, but the  tendency to " jar "
was still evident in the loud speaker,
though the milliammeter needle
showed no trace of a flicker! (It was
a very sensitive instrument, too.)

Though new to this reader, the
trouble is not a rare one, and if he
had placed his milliammeter in the
pre: echng. valve's plate circuit he
would have located the further die-

tortion without help. For overloading
was still the cause, and volume con-
trolling was the right cure for it.

Not the Last Stage
Where he had " slipped up " was

in assuming that the overloading was
all occurring in the last stage, and
that a volume control there would
remove the cause. Actually he was
overloading the first L.F. valve,- too,
and that effect would not be shown
up by a milliammeter placed in a
later stage.

January, l931

Using a Loud Speaker as a
Microphone

Several " festive " inquiries from
fathers of families about the method
of using one loud speaker to " broad-
cast " a message from the set to
another loud speaker in a different
room remind me that this stunt
may be .unknown to many who would
appreciate it. It is very easily
tried.

The essentials are the " distant
loud speaker (or loud speakers) and
the low -frequency portion of the set.
In addition, a loud speaker (or 'phone
earpiece) is required to act as the
" microphone."

To take a typical case, let us suppose
that the set is a " Det. and 2 L.F.,"
transformer -coupled, and one loud
speaker normally works in the kitchen
and another upstairs where the set
is.

A Kitchen Surprise
To give the- kitchen loud speaker

a surprise local broadcast from up-
stairs, we must undo the radio end
of the set and arrange to speak into
the upstairs loud speaker.

It must be joined across the low -
frequency amplifier input, which in
this case is the primary of the first
L.F. transformer. So we carefully
undo the leads which go to" H.T. "
and " P " (or to OP and IP, or
whatever they are marked), and join
the loud -speaker tags to the primary,

IS YOUR SET
Present -clay radio is remarkably reliable.
But every set " goes off " sometimes, and
therefore it should not be assumed that it
is wearing out. All it wants is proper
maintenance-like a car or a bicycle, or
any other similar contrivance.
It you have any knotty little problem re-
quiring solution, remember that the
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Technical Queries
Department is in a position to give you
an unrivalled service.
Full details, including the scale of charges,

" PLAYING UP " ?
can be obtained direct from the Tech-
nical Queries Department, WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR, Fleetway House, Tarring -
don Street, London, B.C.4.
A postcard will do On receipt of this all the
necessary literature will be sent to you, free
and post free, immediately. This applies-
tiou will place you under no obligation
whatever.
London Readers, Please Note : Application
should not he made by telephone or in per-
son at Tallis House or Fleetway House.

When this was pointed out and
the suggestion made that a volume
control should be tried across the
first L.F. secondary, a joyous reply
was received by return. Evidently
feeling in high spirits, the writer had
no time to sit down and pen a long
letter. But he sent ours back instead,
with an endorsement.

This took the form of a big star, in
red ink, against the suggested remedy,
and at the foot of the page another
red -ink star with the motto :

*Suggestion Tried :
Distortion Died !

Nuff sed.
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leaving the proper wiring to it free
and bent back out of danger of
" shorts."

(It is, of course, very important
that no stray wires should touch, or
maybe the valves will go. And, as
always when altering the wiring, the
H.T. negative lead should be dis-
connected from the battery until
the alterations are complete.)

When it is safely wired across the
primary it will be found that with
the set switched on it is possible
to speak or sing into the upstairs
loud speaker a -programme " that
will be heard downstairs. Great
fun!
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The Wates Double Cone
THE STANDARD BATTERY 184/

188, Shaftesbury Avenue,
CO.,.C.2,

have sent us one of their latest
double, -cone assemblies, complete with
a Star unit.

The chassis consists of two cones,

The Hates double -cone assembly and
' Star " loud -speaker unit, which can be
mounted in any suitably -sized cabinet,

one having a diameter of about 18 in.,
and the other a diameter of approxi-
mately si in. The makers state that
the cones are doped with an oil which
produces a disinclination for them to
deteriorate through dampness, heat,
etc. The unit is a solidly constructed
job and is adjustable. Tested on a
straightforward broadcast receiver

FIND THEM

RA US

the speaker was found to possess very
good sensitivity. That is to say, in
order to obtain adequate volume in a
medium-sized room it is not necessary
to use anything more than an or-
dinary power or super -power valve,
and normal H.T. voltages of 100 or
120.

We can commend this unit and
chassis to the notice of constructors
who are contemplating the purchase
of a speaker at a very moderate price.

Bulgin Switches
Messrs. A. F. Bulgin are now

marketing a number of exceedingly
well -made switches.

There is one which is enclosed in
an insulating moulding, and which
seems to be specially suitable for
mains equipments. This switch is
very nicely finished, and has a neat
insulating knob and a black indicating
tab with the words " on," " off," set
out in white lettering.

There are also two other switches.
These are of the toggle type, and
are nickel -plated. One of them is
a straightforward " on -off " switch,
while the other is suitable for changing
over from the H.T. eliminator to the
trickle -charger.

The make and break with these
switches is quite definite, and on test
the insulation between terminals with
the switches in the " off " position
was found to be infinity at 500 volts.

Polar Condensers
We have received from Messrs.

Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd., 188-189,
Strand, London, W.C.2, a twin -0005-
mfd. " Ideal " condenser designed
for use in single -control " ganged "
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circuits. There are two sets of fixed
vanes, which are insulated from each
other, and two sets of moving vanes,
which rotate together on a common
spindle.

The dial is of the slow-motion type,
and a one -hole fixing is employed.
Placed between the two sets of
moving vanes is an aluminium screen
which also acts as a strut or extra
support for the condenser assembly.

It would, of course, be exceedingly
difficult to make two tuned H.F.
stages keep in step over the whole
wave -length range covered by the
condensers. In view of this the makers
supply a tuning condenser which can
be connected across one of the sec-
tions to balance out the effect of any
small variations in the tuning coils
and their associated wiring.

This twin -condenser assembly is
beautifully constructed and we could
not detect the slightest signs of side -
or end -play in the spindle. Ball
bearings are employed throughout,
and the movement is perfectly smooth.
Connections from the moving vanes
to the end -plate and terminal is mad?
via a flexible pigtail.

A very neat Bulyin  on-olf " switch
The switch contacts are completely en-

closed by an insulated easing.
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As We Find Them-continued

We have also examined the latest
Polar slow-motion differential con-
densers, capacity .00015 mfd. each
side: This condenser now has brass
end -plates, and it is an excellent
mechanical job. This is a feature
of Polar components that we have
commented upon before. Faulty
insulation in the case of a reaction
condenser can cause a heap of trouble,
but the " Polar " emerged success-
fully from our test. The insulation at

The Wates " Polyscope,' a gadget
Specially designed to assist listeners to

test their sets.

500 volts between both sets of fixed
vanes and the moving vanes
infinity.

It is a component that we
recommend.

was

can

Exide Batteries
The Chloride Electrical Storage

Co., Ltd., have sent us two samples
of their new unspillable type 2 -volt
accumulators. One of these is of the
free acid type, i.e. it is similar to the
normal type of cell except in the
arrangement of the plates and the
shape and construction of the con-
tainer.

The other makes use of a jelly acid,
and may be broadly termed a non -
liquid type. The makers state that
the celluloid containers have been re-
designed and reinforced, and call
attention to the following features

New ni fulded c boxes, which have
been redesigned and reinforced to overcome every
weakness.

The following are features of the new box :
(a) Moulded lid ; no joints to leak, and

corners which are as strong as the main body of
the box.

(b) Re -designed unspillable device which is
even more effective than before.

(c) New method of sealing, so that the lid tends
to shrink on to the box.

(d) Bottom reinforced by moulded shoe
which makes leakage at this point quite im-
pf;ssible.

(e) Increased strength at filler raps.
(I) Non -interchangeable, vari-coloured, round

and hexagonal terminals, with larger and more
effective gaskets which eliminate leakage.

We tested the free acid sample for
leakage by shaking and by inverting
it for one and a half hours. We could
not detect any acid spots or other
indications of spilling at the end of
that period.

Both of the cells submitted have
been in use in the WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR laboratory for some weeks
and are giving excellent service.

In the case of the jelly acid type
(J.W.E.-7), there is, of course, noth-
ing to spill, since the electrolyte is
semi -solid.

These are the latest
Eacide unspillable accu-
mulators which arc
suitable for use in por-
table sets. One of them
is of the free acid type,
while the other employs
a jelly or semi -solid
electrolyte. They are
soundly constructed
and the celluloid con-
tainers have been re-
designed and reinforced.

de

Wates Testers
The Standard Battery Co., Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W.C.2, have
submitted two of their new testing
" gadgets." The first is called the
" Polyscope." It consists of a con-
tainer for a small dry cell, terminating
in a spike at one end and a split
socket at the other.

The spike is used to make contact
with a suitable point on the object
undergoing test or measurement, and
the split socket accommodates a lead
connecting to one side of a milli -
ammeter, pair of 'phones, or other
test meter.

It is thus possible to apply various
tests for continuity, and to see
whether condensers are broken down,
etc. The makers supply a leaflet
giving full instructions with each
" Polyscope."

The second is a neat test plug for
valves. It has five pins, the centre
one of which is removable, so as to

These cells are eminently suitable
for portable sets, and the ratings are :
capacity 16 ampere -hours, charging
rate 1 ampere for the free acid type ;
and 24 ampere -hours, 2 amperes re-
spectively for the jelly acid model.

The " Polar " twin -
gang condenser and
trimmer. The cap-
acity of each half of
the twin assembly is
-0005 mfd.' and the
dial is of the slow-
motion type. The
trimming condenser
is to enable the tuning
circuits to be balanced -
up correctly and com-
pensates for any slight
differences due to the
coils and wiring, etc.

enable ordinary 4 -pin valve; to be
tested out.

The procedure is as follows : The
valve under test is removed from its
holder and the test plug is inserted.
The valve is then placed in the test
plug. There are two terminals on this
plug and to these are joined the leads
from a milliammeter.

When the valve is switched oil in
the usual manner a reading is obtained
on the meter indicating the anode
current flowing through the valve.

It is thus possible to ascertain
whether the valve is functioning
correctly and to check up such things
as grid -bias adjustment and so forth.

This tester is a very useful little
gadget and saves time and trouble
in carrying out adjustments and
tracing faults.

The makers could improve it by
marking the terminal to which the
plus lead of the milliammeter should
be connected.
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4drian SouWs Success-New
41coholic-The New Empire

Television Development-More Candidates for the Board-Many B.B.C. Sluff Changes-Anti-
Station-Slump in Appeals-The Blattnerphone-Transatlantic Relays Disappoint-Regional

Directors' Status.

BY OUR SPECIAL COMMISSIONERS

Adrian Boult's Success
W.ITH the successful debut of the

new orchestra, Dr. Adrian
Boult has firmly established

himself at Savoy -Rill as chief con-
ductor. But his success has proved
to be much wider than in conducting.
Dr. Boult, as music director of the
B.B.C., has already proved himself
to be an administrator of more than
ordinary talent and experience. More-
over, the confidence with which he
is regarded and accepted by the musi-
cal world generally is a remarkable
new asset to broadcasting. Dr. Boult
has put the B.B.C. on the map in
music ; in a few months he has
become easily the most important and
interesting personality of the Pro-
gramme Department.

There is already some talk of. the
" inevitability " of Dr. Boultls suc-
cession to Sir John Reith when the
latter sees fit to retire. But this is a
contingency too remote to merit
serious consideration now.

New Television Development
Mr. R. E. Jeffrey, one-time Produc-

tion Director at Savoy Hill, and more
recently with the films at Elstree, has
enthusiastically sponsored a new tele-
vision process which he hopes will be
30 good that it will drive the Baird pro-
cess out of the ring or force a merger.

Negotiations have begun with the
B.B.C. to get the new process on the
air early in the New Year. No reports
are as yet available of the early tests,
much secrecy being maintained about
the details as well as the names of
those concerned.
More Candidates for the Board

Political circles are already paying
some attention to the appointment

of the new B.B.C. Board which takes
office at the beginning of 1932.
Favoured names at present are as fol-
low : Captain Ian Fraser, Col. Moore-
Brabazon, Mr. George Grossmith, Mr.
Cochran, Mr. J. C. Squire, Major
Evelyn Wrench, Dean Sheppard,
The Hon. Harold Nicholson, Mr.
Gerald Barry, Dame Edith Lyttelton,
Mrs. Ethel M. Wood, Lord *Cecil, and
Captain Reginald Berkeley.

There is also some mention of Mr.
Filson Young, who has been an active
advisor at Savoy Hill for the past
five years, and is said to be agree-
able to joining the Board if asked by
the Prime Minister. The number of
vacancies is unlikely to be less than

MIKE'S MONKEY TRICK

4 monkey at the Nett, lot* Zoo chatters
to his specially -made ` mike" for the
benefit of little listeners to the

"Children's Hour."

two or more than four. A Pasha'
mentary discussion is certain.

Many B.B.C. Staff Changes
A new " general post " is in pro-

gress at the B.B.C. The authorities
now move people round regularly
in order to broaden experience and to
give individuals better chances of
finding their metier. Mr. Moray
MacLaren, the nov.elist, whose recent,
book, "Return to Scotland," was so
well received, changes over from being
Assistant Editor of " The Listener " to
be Information Officer for Scotland;
while Mr. " Bobby " Roberts, the
popular amateur actor, moves from
the " Radio Times " to join the staff
of the Belfast station.

I hear that these two moves are the
prelude to more far-reaching changes,
affecting particularly the Talks De-
partment. It is believed also that
Mr. Cleghom Thomson, the talented
young Scottish Regional Director,
will return shortly to Head Office to
take up policy work for Sir John
Reith.

Anti -Alcoholic
An eminent authority on culinary

science was approached recently by
the B.B.C. to spare a little of his
wisdom for listeners. He agreed in
the first instance, and set about pre-
paring his succulent talks. Then to
his astonishment he learned that then?
was to be no wine or any other forn
of alcohol in anything he recom
mended. Of course, the series be-
came impossible, and the authority
abandoned -it.

There is a good deal of indignation
among most members of the staff of
Savoy Hill at this unnecessarily
drastic application of " temperance
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Savoy Hill News-con tin ued

principles. Although Sir John Reith's
prohibition views are known and
respected, he is not blamed for this
excess of suppression, the opinion
being that the Board of Governors is
responsible.

The new Chairman, Mr. Whitley, is
well known as a temperance worker,
and, of course, " strong drink " has no
more inveterate enemy in the world
than Mrs. Philip Snowden. It is
observed, however, that the B.B.C.
manages to " square its conscience ".
to the extent of accepting advertise-
ments of " medicinal and tonic
wines."

The New Empire Station
 Although little consolation or en-
couragement was forthcoming  from
the Dominions represented at the
Imperial Conference, the B.B.C. with
Treasury and Crown Colony backing
is going straight ahead with the pro -

Unfortunately it is about four years
later than it should have been, and
the B.B.C. is not entirely blameless.
It is only recently that a sense of
imagination has established itself at
Savoy Hill.

Slump in Appeals
Although some broadcast appeals

continue to be well supported, there is
a slump in the results secured by the
majority. As I have frequently
pointed out in this page, one appeal a
week is far too many for the wireless
public.

Indeed, the prolonged continuance
of this number may have prejudiced
the whole future of broadcast appeals.
The right number is certainly not more
than twelve a year ; that is, one a
month. Local interests could be
served where local stations are avail-
able, but on the same scale.

And another thing : When will

RADIO ACTIVITIES IN RUSSIA

211cm b:es of a Russian radio emit atui some Of the sets they have made. The designs
appear to be rather old-fashioned in comparison with our own efforts, don't they ?

ject of creating and continuing a
permanent efficient service by short
wave to the Empire.

There will be a small-scale raid on
the Treasury balance of B.B.C. licence
revenue. This will cover the capital
charges. The programme charges
will be met by the B.B.C. and the
Colonies combining.

I expect work to start on the
new G 5 S W at Daventry in February
or March, and to be finished in October
or November. The service will be
in .working order by ,Tanuary 1st,
1932. This should prove an inestim-
able boon to Britons and others
beyond the Seas.

charities realise that appealing by
broadcast is a fine art which very few
people have mastered ? Lord Knuts-
ford and Sir Gerald du Maurier are
pre-eminent. Many literally "golden "
opportunities have been wantonly
wasted by office -holders of charitable
organisations doing the broadcast
appeals, "ex -officio," without any con-
sideration of voice, manner or matter.

The Blattnerphone
The B.B.C. is experimenting with

the Blattnerphone process of
" bottling " programmes for subse-
quent reproduction, and it is believed
at Savoy Hill that the process will
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be adopted for permanent use. At
present it is to be confined to rehear-
sals and O.B. commentaries ; but
the extension of the application of
this or another similar device will be
general when Empire broadcasting
gets going properly, as already men-
tioned on this rage.

Transatlantic Relays Disappoint
Although most technical difficul-

ties have been overcome, there is still
no prospect of any regular system of
programme exchange across the Atlan-
tic. The obstacle is the absence, on
the other side, of any programme
material to interest the B.B.C. or the
British public.

Apparently the AmericAns are
anxious to take great slabs of B.B.C.
music and drama in order to fill up
the sustaining programmes which
form a background for the sponsored
programmes on which their broad-
casting lives.

But there is little or nothing to
offer in exchange. Symphony music
is done much better by the B.B.C.
orchestra. There is not much " in "
the dance -band position. Most of
the American vaudeville is too slangy
to be recognisable here.

Political speeches are of only local
American interest. An occasional
commentary on a baseball match or an
eye -witness. account of an American
Rugby game would have " stunt
interest" value, but there would be
no demand for a regular service of
this sort of thing.

In fact, so far as exchange overseas
is concerned it would seem that there
is little prospect of mutually satis-
factory arrangements until the
Dominions set their broadcasting
houses in order. They at least will
have material of regular interest to
the Mother Country, if only on
patriotic grounds.

Regional Directors' Status
The hard-bitten " centralisers "

have at long last received a setback
in the struggle with the " regional-
isers " of broadcasting. I hear the
Control Board at Savoy Hill are in-
viting the Board of Governors to
consider a radical improvement in
the status and remuneration of re-
gional directors.

It seems likely that enough notice
will be taken of this recommendation
to put the Regions in a much more
favourable position than before.
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We have had scores of letters asking for a tiro-ralver using the famous Paratune " principle, so we have designed this
magnificent little wave -change set. It is cheap and easy to build, and gives exceptionally fine results, either on the local or

DX " broadcasts.
Designed by the "Wireless Constructor" Research Department.

PARTS YOU WILL REQUIRE
Ebonite panel, 14 in. x 7 in. x I in.

or 1i in. (Goltone, or Lissen, Red
Seal, Paxolin, etc.).

Cabinet for above, with baseboard
10 in. deep (Pickett, or Cameo,
Keystone, etc.).

1 0305 variable condenser (Lissen, or
Lotus, J.B., Formo, Ready Radio,
Dubilier, Polar, Igranie,Ormond, etc.).

1 Slow-motion dial for above (Lissen,or
Igranie, J.B., Ready Radio, Lotus,
Formo, Ormond, Brownie, etc.).

1 .0001---00015 differential reaction
condenser (Ready Radio, or J.B.,
Polar, Lissen, Igranie, Lotus, Or-
mond, Dubilier, Formo, Magnum,
Wearite, Parex, etc.).

1 L.T. switch (Benjamin, or Lissen,
Lotus, Igranic, Bulgin, Goltone,

Keystone, Ready Radio, Red Dia-
mond, Wearite, Junit, Magnum, etc.).

1 Paratune coil unit (Wearite, or Mag-
num, Ready Radio, etc.).

2 Sprung -type valve holders (Lotus, or
Igranic, Benjamin, Lissen,
gin, Junit, Telsen, Dario, Clix, etc.).

1 L.F. transformer (Igranic type J, or
Lissen, Ferranti, Telsen, Varley,
Mullard, R.I., Lotus, Lewcos, etc.).

2 Single -coil mounts (Bulgin, or Lissen,
Lotus, Keystone, Wearite,
Magnum, etc.).

1 400 -ohm baseboard -mounting poten-
tiometer (Lissen, or Igranic, Ready
Radio, Wearite? etc.).

1 0003-mfd. maximum compression
type condenser (Formo, or Leweos,
Lissen, Polar, etc.).

I .001 fixed condenser (Dubilier, or
Telsen, Lissen, Ediswan, Ready
Radio, T.C.C., Ferranti, Watmel,
Igranic, Mullard, Formo, etc.).

1 '0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
or Lissen, Telsen, etc.).

1 H.F. choke (Telsen, or Lewcos, R.I.,
Lissen, Varley, Ready Radio, Key-
stone, Magnum, Watniel, Wearite,
Dubilier, Igranie, Lotus, Parex, etc.).
2-megohm grid leak and holder
( Ediswan, or Ferranti, Lissen,
Igranic, Dubilier, Ready Radio,
Telsen, Mullard, etc.).

1 14 in. x 2 in. terminal strip.
9 Terminals (Igranic, or Belling and

Lee, Eelex, etc.).
Wires, screws, battery plugs and spring

ci:p, etc.

Is it possible to make a valve give
one hundred per cent results ?

Its amplification factor is in-
variably stated by the makers amongst
the other useful data that they issue.
And with the types generally used in
receiving sets the figure will be found
to vary from a minimum of about
5 to a maximum somewhere around
500.

How Much "Mag." ?
The actual figure will, of course,

vary with the type of valve, but,
alas, whatever it is it is only a
theoretical figure. In practice we
cannot obtain a magnification from
the valve equal to the figure quoted.

The ratio of the theoretical figure
to the practical is very much higher
in H.F. stages than in the stages which
follow the detector valve. For in-
stance, an S.G. valve may have a

A thoroughly efficient, easy to -build, easy -to -handle two -valuer. The " Paratune "
system of tuning enables maximum selectivity to be obtained, and, furthermore,

increases the sensitivity.
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The "Paratune" Two-continued
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The " Paratune " Two-- (do.

magnification factor of several hun-
dreds, but in practice we may not be
able to obtain an amplification of
more than 30 or 40 from an H.F.
stage in which it is employed.

The Gain Per Stage
The reason for such large differences

is mainly the impossibility of using as
high an anode circuit impedance as
desirable. And this is accounted for
by losses in coupling devices, and
necessary compromises such as ob-
taining a proper balance between

The panel layout is arranged so that it is symmetrical in appearance, and also makes
the handling of the set extremely easy.

THE "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR " "PARATUNE " TWO
(Circuit is Det. and 1 L.F., employing special selectivity scheme.)

VALVES.

1st: H.F. or special detector type.
2nd : Power valve.

COILS.

GRID COIL (holder nearer to terminal strip):
Medium waves, No. 60X. Long waves,
No. 250X.

REACTION COIL: Medium waves, Nos.
35 or 50. Long waves, No. 100 or No. 150.

VOLTAGES.

LT.: 2, 4, or 6 volts, according to voltage of
valves employed.

H.T. + 1: Up to 60 volts.
H.T. + 2: Up to maximum rating of power

valve.
G.B.: Value to suit power valve and H.T.

voltage used on it.

OPERATION.
MEDIUM WAVES.
Tune on main dial and control reaction with

right -band knob. Left-hand knob is
adjusted to keep Paratune coil in step with
tuning dial. Adjust potentiometer in con-
junction with voltage on H.T. + 1 to give
smooth reaction.

Compression -type condenser on baseboard
controls selectivity. The smaller its cap-
acity the greater the degree of selectivity.

LONG WAVES.
Operation of tuning and reaction condensers

is same as on medium waves. Left-hand
knob is now used to cut out interference
from medium -wave stations.

NOTES.

When working on medium waves attach flex
lead from compression -type condenser to
tap on " X" coil. For long waves use flex
lead with spring clip on end. Spring clip
should be tried on different tap3.

selectivity and amplification in the
case of an H.F. valve.

In the case of a multi -valve set,
say a five-valver, this small practical
gain per stage does not matter much.
In fact, a figure below the possible
maximum is often aimed at inten-
tionally in this type of set.

What We Need
On the contrary, with a small num-

ber of valves, such as two, it is neces-
sary to obtain the utmost gain per
stage that efficient design makes
possible. For what is " lost on the
roundabouts " -cannot be " made up
on the swings."

At the same time, we must not lose
sight of the fact that the chief attrac-
tions of a two-valver are economy and
simplicity. Neither of these must be
lost sight of in an attempt to obtain
super -efficiency.

The properties most needed in a
two -valve set which is to work under
modern conditions of reception are

PERFECT

real selectivity without loss of sensi-
tivity, powerful loud -speaker results
without distortion, and a nice smooth
control of reaction so that distant
stations can be received properly. If
we can get all this, and yet not sacrifice
our two main points of simplicity and
economy, we truly have a really fine
set.

The "Paratune" Does It
A tall order, you will no doubt

think. Yes, it is, but then the WIRE-
LESS CONSTRUCTOR Research Depart-
ment is used to meeting exacting
requirements in the way of set
designs !

So let us introduce you to the
" Paratune " Two, which more than
meets the difficult desiderata outlined

PROGRAMME - PROVIDER

Whether you are listening to the local, or to Continental broadcasts, the  Paratune "
Two surpasses anything else of the same size in purity of reproduction and selectivity

and sensiti oily. It is a perfect programme -getter.
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The "Paratune" Two-continued

in the foregoing paragraphs. We say
" more than meets " for it has a pro-
perty very, very seldom found in
modern sets, namely, that of prevent-
ing the interference which sometimes
occurs on the long waves from
medium -wave stations.

Purity and Punch
It is from the " Para,tune " system

of tuning that this attribute is ob-
tained. This entirely new scheme,
which also provides the remarkable
selectivity of the set without causing
any loss in sensitivity, was introduced
a month or two ago by the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR.

It has been very fully dealt with in

SILKY CONTROL-

paid to the reaction control. In this
connection you will see that besides
the use of a differential reaction con-
denser, a potentiometer has been
provided to adjust the detector grid

yet once it is set for a given detector
valve and H.T. voltage does not have
to be touched.

The use of two ordinary type tuning
coils for the main inductances helps

-AN ASTOUNDING DISTANCE PIERCER
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This photograph illustrates the extreme simplicity of the construction. The com-
ponents are well spaced and the wiring will hold no terrors for any constructor. Above
we have the theoretical diagram which shows at a glance the salient features of

the set.

previous issues of this periodical, so
we will not go further into its details
here.

A powerful low -frequency stage
gives the necessary " punch " to the
set, and special attention has been

bias to the best value for smooth
reaction build-up and efficient detec-
tion.

This is a refinement which, as a
rule, is to be found only on short -
wavers. It Is extremely effective, and
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to keep the set really simple. Incident-
ally, there is one point in connection
with the use of plug-in coils which
gives' them an advantage over the
usual type of dual -range unit.

Usually the tuning range of the
latter is limited to two definite wave-
bands with a gap of three or four
hundred metres in between. A glance
at a complete list of European broad-
cast stations will show you that there
is no gap in the range covered by the
stations' wave -lengths.

By the use of coils of suitable size it
is therefore quite possible for some of
the stations between the medium and
long broadcast bands to be received
on the " Paratune " Two.

None of Those Snags
You will appreciate by now that

the " Paratune " Two is by no means
an ordinary sort of two-valver. It is
just the set for modern conditions,
because it has all the advantages
desirable and yet none of the " snags "
which so often go hand in hand with
selectivity, good volume and ease of
control.

Having discussed whys and where-
fores of the design of this efficient
and interesting receiver, we can get
down to the more practical con-
siderations of the constructional
details. There is nothing difficult

(Continued on page 200
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THOSE NEW
SETS

The " Wireless Constructor "
Ideas Committee discusses
some vital questions that

affect at/ constructors.

THE following questions were
recently discussed by the
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Ideas

Committee :-
How often should the amateur

build a new set ?
Should he do so at definite periods ?
Is rebuilding an old set in accord-

ance with a modern circuit an ad-
visable practice ?

To what extent should old com-
ponents figure in new sets ?

These questions had been advanced
by Victor King, who, however, was
unable to attend the meeting himself
as he was enjoying a late vacation
on the continent.

Another Query Raised
Mr. A. S. Clark made these obser-

vations :
" How often should the amateur

build a new set ? In order to arrive
at an intelligent answer to this ques-
tion I think we should first consider
another one-Why does the amateur

 build his own sets ?
" Immediately it is obvious that

there are several reasons, each one of
which applies to a different type of
constructor. One will build his own
set simply from an economy point of
view, another because he wants a
really up-to-date set that will meet
modern conditions, and the majority
will construct sets because they are
technically interested in the circuits
and their relation to results.

" The first man will naturally only
make a new set when improvements
in radio technique and finance respec-
tively make it desirable and possible.
The second man will want to make a
new set at fairly regular intervals,
say every year, because design is
always advancing and a set can soon
become out of date.

" And the man wbo is technically

interested ? Well, he is always
making a new .set ; seldom are his
pliers and soldering iron idle, and he
gets a surprising amount of fun out of
his hobby.

" There is no definite period for
him. He should build a new set
whenever the time is available.

" It will not prove expensive, for
many components can be used over
and over again in one set after another.
This is a point where the reader of the
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR has a great
advantage, for all our sets are speci-
ally designed to use standard types of
components, and many new and
complicated coils and other compo-
nents are avoided so far as is con-
sistent with progress in design.

" I can see nothing against the
pulling down of an old set and

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTO:'

making a new one with the same
parts, with the possible addition of
one or two new components. In this
way the constructor can keep pace
with radio development at a reason-
able cost.

"Efficiency Must Come First"
" Naturally, the use of old com-

ponents must not be carried too far,
otherwise it will be like putting new
wine into old bottles,' and something
is bound to happen. As I have alreadly
said, since a compromise between
advance and the use of standard
parts is always made in WIRELESA
CONSTRUCTOR sets, the constructor is
guided along the right lines.

" No matter how often a new set
is built, efficiency must come first,
with economy possibly second. This

TWO-WAY TELEPHONY WITH 'PLANES

/icy arc carrying (Mt eX1)Cri 12 lib{ in [Imcriea With fl vie. II' to establishing regular
tivo-spay telephony services with aeroplanes in flight. Above you see the trial apparatus

installed at the Boston air terminus.
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Those New Sets-continued

applies to designer and constructor

In continuance of the debate, Mr.
G. T. Kelsey said :

"I ~AI" Listeners
" How often should a new set be

built ? Well, from the standpoint of
a very large number of our readers
I am quite sure that the answer would
be as soon as one is published ! In
other words, every month or so !

" But, like Mr. Clark, I, too, think
that our readers are divided into at
least two, if not three, distinct classes.

" First there is the man who builds
a set just from the point  of view of
what he will get out of it when the
set is completed. This is the type of
constructor who chooses the ' mainly
local and simply -operated ' design,

particular class that I disagree with
Mr. Clark when he says that the man
who is always building a new design
is technically interested.

" I firmly believe that there are
hundreds of our readers who are
always building new sets, but who are
completely at sea when it comes to
the whys and wherefores for so doing.

" This type of reader, in my
opinion, builds a new design mainly
because of the fun he gets out of the
constructional work, and perhaps to
a lesser degree because subcon-
sciously he finds it instructional
to a greater extent than reading
theoretical articles.

" But I certainly do not think that
his decision to build a new set is
governed by a technical consideration
of what the set is or is not likely to do.

RADIO FOR AMERICAN FLYING SQUADS

A Detroit police ear fitted with the latest fixed -ware -length reeeption apparatus
Ike small loud speaker emits the messages sent by headquarters. Note the magazine
rifle held in readiness by one of the officers-they want armament of this calibre to
deal with the -criminal gangs they encounter, for many of these are very well armed-

they often have machine guns !

because primarily his entertainment
consists of listening to the pro-
grammes provided by the B.B.C.
with the minimum amount of in-
convenience.

" And having found a design to
satisfy his requirements, our friend
the local listener probably remains
quite contented until the day that
he hears the better results given by
his neighbour's set. Then, I imagine,
the germ of dissatisfaction creeps in,
and the fun begins all over again !

" My idea of the second class-
certainly the major portion of our
readers- includes the man to whom
radio is a hobby. It is in this

" Then about the question of old
set reconstruction. Voicing the feel-
ings of the Research Department, I'm
afraid that only in exceptional cases
do we feel happy about the alteration
of an old set to a modern circuit.

Using Old Components
" The gr,at difficulty is that present-

day valves are so much more efficient
than those of yesterday that when
they are used in a modern circuit,
built to an existing layout, there is
always a danger of instability troubles.

" The feelings of the Research De-
partment in this matter are that it is
preferable to rebuild the set corn -
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pletely to a modern arrangement,
using as many as are permissible of the
existing parts.

" It is, I feel, in this respect that
our Query 'Department can be of
great service to the undecided reader
in rendering advice as to which of the
existing parts can safely be used in a
more modern design.

Causes Many Troubles
" It seems desirable rather to

emphasise this question of com-
ponents, because I feel convinced
that more than half of the troubles
which come to our notice are due to
the use of unsuitable components of
a more or less obsolete nature.

" Naturally, there is a number-in
fact, one might say, the majority-.
which can safely be used over and
over again. But, as we all know, it
requires only one unsuitable part
completely to upset the working of
a finished design, and if this happens
the task of finding the source of the
trouble is no easy one."

Mr. Johnson -Randall then said :
" After hearing what Mr. Clark

and Mr. Kelsey have said, I can only
say that I think they have dealt with
the whole question admirably.

" I am also of the opinion that the
home -constructor falls into sharply
divided classes.

Adding Refinements
" There is the type who makes his

own receivers for the sheer joy of the
thing, and who likes to be absolutely
up to date. Therefore, he follows the
designs which are published in the
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, and is con-
stantly improving his receiver. 'Not
only does he build new sets at regular
intervals, but he also adds refinements
to his existing receivers, and is always
right up to date with every phase of
his hobby.

" Then there is another type, and
he is the man with the very shallow
pocket. He wants the best set that
he can 'get, and he finds that if he
makes up one of our designs he can
save money. This type of constructor
does not build very many gets.

" With regard to the question of
rebuilding an old set in accordance
with a modern circuit. I think this is
quite all right in certain cases, pro-
vided the circuit is not a very old
one. For instance, readers have

(Continued on page 203.)
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FROM
FILAMENT-TO

PLATE
IsN''r it wonderful what can be

crowded between the filament
and plate of the thermionic

valve ? The ordinary three -electrode
valve has a grid-just a spiral of wire.
It seems simple, but the spacing
between the three electrodes must be
exact. if the characteristics of the
valve are to be right.

The screened -grid valve has another
grid squashed in, and the pentode

PACKED WITH POWER

So
vn

A very good ex-
ample of scienti-
fic " packing."
This Mazda A.C.
Pentode containsa wonderful
amount of mater-ial inside its
cireular anode-
heater, cathode,
control grid, auX-
Diary grid, and

extra " grid.
The result is the
high magnifica-
tion factor of
somewhere round
95, and a remark-
ablepoweroutput.

has three " grids " in the compara-
tively small area between the filament
and anode. All crowded into a space
that measures, roughly, 11 in. by

in. by -1

Economical Operation
Then there is the indirectly -heated

A.C. valve. Here we have a thin
filament which has been coated with
porcelain in one make by spraying=
and then this is treated with a
highly emissive metallic oxide. Out-
side this is a grid, or grids, and then
the anode.

Indirectly -heated cathode valves
have a definite pull over the ordinary
valve, in that it is quite economical
to use a 4 -watt heating element.
Four watts on an ordinary filament-
even from an accumulator-would be
a terrible 'amount of power ; the
usual state of affairs being about
one -tenth as much.

 Do yoa Crer take your valves to
E pieces ? Not the good ones. but
= old friends that have done their

duty.. It's worth haring a look
= inside, especially if you happen

to have a pentode or indirectly -
E heated A.C. calve. root will be

surprised at the exactness and
E skill with trhich the electrodes
LE_ have been assembled. And per -
Li feet assembly means MOSiMUM

efficiency.
Some of the latest A.C. valves
are dealt with in this article, in
which it is shown how efficient

theSe Valves have become.

But with A.C. we can step-down
the mains voltage and step-up the
current very successfully, with the
result that a greater wattage can be
used, and yet the valve can be
operated economically. "

"That Little More-"
Take the case of the Mazda A.C./P.

Here we have an indirectly -heated
cathode valve which, with a " fila-
ment " consumption of 4 watts
(1 amp. at 4 volts), gives a mutual
conductance of nearly four. The
impedance is 2,650 ohms, and the
magnification factor is -10. Wonderful
characteristics, the -4h in fairness
to the ordinary battery valve it
must be recorded that the P.240
runs it close in. slope with less
filament wattage. But it does not quite
reach the same high efficiency, and
" that little more, how much it is !

S.G. valves of the A.C. variety
" have it " over battery valves, for
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the Muilard SAV.A.. and the Mazda
A.C./S.G.- have very high magnificA-
tion factors. The S.4V.A., for instance,
has an amplification factor of 1,500
and an impedance of only just over
400,000 ohms. The Six -Sixty Super
A.C. S.G. valve has characteristics
that are very similar.

All along the line the A.C. valves
show wonderful efficiency. They get
more out of their filament -plate space
than most other valves, and so it is
small wonder that rapidly increasing
numbers of people are taking up A.C.-
operated receivers.

What a Mesh ! -

During the last few weeks we have
had several of the latest A.C. valves
in for test, and it may be interesting
to many readers if brief reports are
given here.

Taking them in alphabetical order,

INDIRECTLY HEATED

Two indirectly -heated cathode valves o
the Marconi and Osrain types. The M.H.4
(left) makes an excellent detector, and
the M.H.L.4 is a first -stage amplifier

with valuable characteristics.
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From Filament to Plate-continued

v,e have the Marconi, Mazda, and
Osram valves to discuss.

Of the Marconi valves which have
recently been improved, the ones we
have tested are the M.S.4, M.H.L.4,
M.H.4, and the M.L.4. As the
initials denote, the first is the screened -
grid A.C. valve having characteristics
of 500,000 ohms impedance and a
magnification factor of 550.

Marconi and Osram valves favour
the wire -mesh plate, while the Mazda
people evidently 'prefer the solid
plate and, at the same time, close
the heater and cathode in closer than
do the other makers.

A Humming Valve
Whether this accounts for the

fact that in the experiments we
carried out less hum was experienced
under certain conditions of test with
the Mazda than the others we cannot
say. It would seem that in the
ciacuit (one of several used during the
tests, and including one transformer -
coupled stage) in which hum was
evinced the hum was picked up by
an L.F. transformer from the valve
itself. Whether it came from the

But to get on. The S.G. Marconi
(and the Osram), too, were perfectly
well-behaved and gave every satis-
faction. Screening, of course, had to
be carefully carried out, or feed-
back became troublesome ; but if
ordinary care were taken the results
were perfectly satisfactory.

Blue -Glow Surprise
As detector the M.H.4 (16,000

ohms and 35) gave excellent results,
as it did as a first L.F. valve in a
powerful set using three L.F. stages.

In ordinary working we preferred
the M.H.L.4 as the valve after
the detector (8,000 ohms and 20),
and this followed by the M.L.4 as an
output valve gave quite powerful
enough loud -speaker reception for all
ordinary purposes.

The M.L.4 (3,000 ohms and mag. of
9) seemed prone to blue glow a bit.
We do not know whether it was a
fault (for it happened with both the
valves we were trying), but it did
not seem to like things at first.
After a time the blue glow worked off,
and the valve appeared happier.
It is not a valve, however, that

WHERE "BOTTLES" ARE BORN

heater or the pinch wiring, or from
both, we should not like to say ;
but screening the valve cured it in
the one case, while screening was
unnecessary in the other.

From this we do not want readers
to get the idea that the Marconi
and Osram valves " hum." They do
not when the set is properly designed,
and we were deliberately " asking
for it " to test out a little theory
we held, and this effect came in as
en incidental.

Testing a Philips'
500 -watt amplifier
at the great valve
works in Eindhov-
en. The valve re-
quires a voltage of
about 4,000 on the
anode. On the right
is seen a micro-
phone of the same
type as is used by
the famous short -
waver P C J, and

by Hilversum.

should be over -run as regards H.T.
or milliamps., judging from our speci-
mens, which may quite easily have
been exceptional, for we have not
noticed this phenomenon with this
make of valve before.

For power -grid rectification the
indirectly -heated cathode valve of the
H.L. type is almost ideal, due to the
equi-potential cathode. The A.C./H.L.
Mazda, for instance, makes a fine
power detector, as do the Marconi
and O'sram M.H.L.4, although for
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ordinary rectification in the average
set probably the Marconi-Osram
M.H.4 would be used.

The Mazda range of A.C. valves is
rather different from the Marconi and

FIRST AND LAST

The MutiardS.4V.A.(left)is an S.G. valve
of no uncertain merit, while the Magda
A.C.P.1 is a highly efficient output valve.

Osram. For instance, there is no
moderately low impedance valve.
After the A:C./S.G., with its magnifi-
cation factor of 1,200, we drop
right down to 11,700 ohms, at
which figure we find the H.L., with
its amplification factor of 35. This is
the " cousin " to the M.H.4, of course.

The Marconi M.H.L.4 has no
counterpart in the Mazda range, for
the next Mazda is the A.C./P., with
an impedance of 2,650, and this
corresponds more with the M.L.4. It
has a maximum anode dissipation of
about 5 watts.

The Star -Turn
But the Mazda go farther " down."

We have the A.C./P.1, an output
valve capable of delivering 6 watts.
It has an impedance of 2,000 ohms,
and a magnification factor of 5.

The star valve of the Mazda series
is the A.C./Pen, a pentode valve
having a magnification factor of round
about 95. The grid swing is not
very large-it takes a bias of about
10 volts-but the high magnification
enables very good loud -speaker
strength to be obtained.

A favourite output valve for small
sets-two- or three-valvers-is the
A.C.P., which has the remarkable

(Continued on page 200.)
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PY1611REE
Here is something quite different in set design.
It is distinctive and attractive without being
uselessly ornamental. Nothing of efficiency
has been sacrificed for appearance, and the
" Pylon " Three is the ideal household local

receiver.

Designed and Described by G. T. KELSEY.

you have never seen anything
quite like this before, have
you ? In fact, it is such a very

striking break -away from all that you
have previously been used to in the
matter of set construction that it
seems desirable to assure you right at
the beginning that it is a wireless set !

But more than that, it is a thorough-
ly practical design for a set that will
provide alternative programmes with-
out any re -timing bother ; a complete
three-valver, with batteries-in fact,
everything, barring the loudspeaker,
totally enclosed.

Practical Design
This, you see, is what comes of

Ideas Committees !
At our last meeting-a full report

of which is given elsewhere in this
issue-one of the conclusions at
which we arrived was that, very
roughly, our set -constructing readers
can be divided into two classes.

There are those to whom set con -

THE PARTS -
2 Single -coil mounts

(Lotus, or Igranie,
Wearite, Magnum,
Lissen, Red Dia-
mond, etc.).

2 .001 max. com-
pression type con-
densers (R.I. Vari-
cap, or Formo,
Lissen, woos,
Polar, etc.).

3 Sprung -type valve holders (Formo,
or Clix, Telsen, Dario, Lissen, W.B.,
Bulgin, Junit, Igranic, Benjamin,
Lotus, Magnum, Wearite, etc.).

1 Push-pull type single -pole change-
over switch (Red Diamond, or
Lissen, Bulgin, etc.).

1 2-megohm gild leak, with holder
(Dubilier, or Lissen, Ready Radio,
Igranie, Ferranti, Ediswan, Graham-
Farish, Mullard, etc.).

1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Formo,
or similar small type, such as
Telsen, Ready Radio, etc.).

HAS
ONLY

THREE
CONTROLS

The little lamp at the top shows whether
the set is on or not, and all batteries are
kept in the foot.of the pylon. But although
it is so artistic in appearance, the receiver
is just as easy to handle as the simplest

and most conventional three-valver.

A MONU-
MENTAL

MASTER-
PIECE

Issestementscsmor

1 150,000 -ohm anode resistance with
holder (Varley, or Igranic, Mullard,
Dubilier, etc.),

1 .01-mfd. fix,A condenser with mica
dielectric (T.C.C., or Lissin, Igranie,
Dubilier, Mullard, etc.).

1 1-megohm poientiometer (Varley, or
Igranic, Lissen, Gambreli, Magnum,
Wearite, etc.).

1 L.F. transformer of fairly low ratio
(Varley Nicore 1, or other compact
type, e.g._ Igranic " J,"
" Hypermite," Lissen " Terax," etc.).

1 Set of Pylon cabinet parts (Foto

struction is, in every sense of the word,
a hobby. This is the type ,of reader
who carefully scrutinises each design
published, and who is never happy
unless he is busy with the soldering
iron on the construction of a new set.

Seldom a month goes by but what
this man is catered for, either by one
of Mr. Victor King's striking designs
or by the Research Department.

A Real Break -Away
Then there is the other kind of

constructor, the man who, perhaps
for the sake of economy, builds his
own receiver, not so much for the
enjoyment derived in the construc-
tional process, as for the enjoyment
he will get out of it when it is com-
pleted.

The essential requirement of a
receiver for those who fall into the
second class is that it should give
consistently good results from the
local transmitters and with the mini-
mum of inconvenience and trouble.

--YOU WANT
Scott), or woodier
same.
2-intd.Mansbridge
I y p e condenser
(Igranie, or Lis-

T.C.C., Du -
biller, Ferranti,
Formo, Hydra,
Mullard, etc.).

1 L.F. output choke,
20 henries er

thereabouts (Lissen, or Igranie,
Varley, Magnum, R.I., etc.).

1 Indicator lamp and holder (Bulgin, or
similar type).

1 L.T. switch (Bulgin, or Benjamin,
Lissen, Igranic, Wearite, Junit,
Goltone, Keystone, Red Diamond,
Magnum, Realy Radio, Lotus, etc.).

2 No. 50 plug-in coils of well-
known make.

Small quantity of No. 26 D.C.C. or
D.S.C. wire, wire for connection
purposes, flex and, if required, 1

multi -way battery cable (Bulgin, etc.),
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The "Pylon" Three-continued

And when one gets down to the
question of an ideal set for those who
require nothing but the local stations,
how else can one regard the conven-
tional tuning and reaction adjust-
ments except as sources of inconveni-
ence ?

And if one can do away with the
normal tuning controls, the orthodox
panel and baseboard assembly can
also be dispensed with, and thus we
are left with scope for exercising all
manner of ingenious ideas.

Completely Trouble -Free
This brings us to the " Pylon,"

which is unquestionably a very
radical departure from all that is
conventional in radio set design. It
is a set in which efficiency has not
been"sacrificed for the sake of novelty,
and it has been designed to meet the

demands of all those who are concerned
with trouble -free reception of the
local stations.

It will not receive distant stations,
because, for one thing, in the achieve-
ment of absolute simplicity-which,

A VERY SIMPLE CIRCUIT
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The aerial coils, coupled tO Coils Nos. 1 and 2 respectively, are just small hank windings
fixed in proximity to the tuned circuits, as shown in the photograph below.

THE INPUT END

The method of fixing the
aerial coils, which are in
series, is clearly shown in
this "close-up " of the

end of the " baseboard."

after all, is vital in an ideal " home "
receiver-reaction has been omitted
altogether. But it can certainly be
acclaimed as one of the most simply
operated sets that has ever been
designed.

No Tuning!
There are only three controls (if

one can call them such), all of which
are " automatic " in the sense that
absolutely no technical knowledge is
necessary to use them.

At the top there is the filament
switch, which either puts the set on
or off. And when the set is on there
is a visible indication by means
of a small pilot lamp, which is housed
in the tiny compartment above the
main cabinet.

Immediately below the L.T. switch
is the control by which volume is
regulated, and the only other control
is' the station -change switch which
may be seen at the bottom of the
instrument. This latter consists of
an ordinary push-pull switch that
gives you the National programme in
one position and the Regional in the
other.

The Battery Box
Can you imagine anything more

simple ?
While on the question of simplicity,

it would perhaps be as well to make
reference to the cabinet, the appear -
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E THE PRICE
OF YOUR BATTERY
BY THE MONTHS
OF ITS LIFE
THE QUALITY OF ITS
CURRENT AND THE

ABUNDANCE OF ITS POWER
When you get a high-tension battery for radio that lasts so long that you
forget the date you bought it-when that battery delivers pure, clean
current that will keep every note of music, every word of song so distinct
and loud-when the power of that battery is so abundant that your loud
speaker was never so loud before-and when the output from that battery
is obtained at a cost acknowledged to be the lowest cost known per unit
of output, can you expect to get more from any battery ?

In a Lissen Battery you get the advantage of all this abundant power,
all this clarity of tone in your loud speaker, and all this economy of
current cost. No battery will do more for you than a Lissen Battery,
and it will take a long search to find one that will do anything like
so much.

100 volt 12' 11
Also made in all sizes, all enpaeities,
all voltages to suit your needs.

You can secure all the advantages of a Lissen
Battery by asking by name for a "Lissen
New Process Battery " and showing you are
firm about it by the way you say " Lissen."
Obtainable at 10,000 radio dealers.

THE REASON FOR THE
SUPERIORITY OF THE

LISSEN BATTERY
Big-cells-a process and chemical combination known
only to Lissen, which packs those cells with the largest
oxygen content found in any battery-giving a stamina
and a resistance to volt drop over such prolonged
periods of time that the battery seems everlasting, and

yielding only pure power all the time..

LISSEN LIMITED, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
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Better than
having another

Valve

Because newnew conditions de-
manded it, "Lewcos" made this
new Dual -Wave Coil to supply
the need for a highly efficient,
though selective, coil, covering
both the medium, 235-550 m.,
and long, 1,000-2,000 m., wave-
bands. The waveband required
is selected by a single operation
of a push-pull rod arranged to
protrude through the panel of the receiver.
The remarkable range of sterling qualities of
this new Lewcos component, which is the
product of the factory where the keynote is
"Perfection In Every Detail," cannot be given
in this small space, but we invite you to write
for a fully descriptive leaflet, Ref. R.65.

LARGE STOCKS OF
LEWCOS RADIO
PRODUCTS CARRIED
AT ALL BRANCHES.

WRITE FOR LEWCOS
FREE SHEET OF BLUE
PRINTS OF FOUR
SUGGESTED C I RCU I TS
UTILISING LEWCOS
COMPONENTS, REF. R.7o.

DUAL WAVE
COI

PRICE45fgo EACH.

Lewcos Dual - Wave Coils
(Refs. DWA and DWG)
with ganging switch
mechanism (Ref. S.M.5.) are
specified for the "Vi -King "
Five receiver described in

this issue.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON,E.10
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The "Pylon" Three-continued

A "PANEL" AND
"BASEBOARD " VIEW

Two of the sides (A and B) of the pylon
constitute the panel and baseboard, wl, fie the
top platform supports the output choke.

ance of which, at first sight, is apt to
leave the impression that it is beyond
the carpentering skill of most of us.

As a matter of fact, the whole thing
can be obtained in kit form, that is
to say, all cut to shape and ready
for assembling, from Messrs. Peto
Scott.
' Full details of the battery box will
be given in the next issue, but mean-
while there may be many of you who
would prefer to make the set part alone,
with a multi -battery cable for connec-
tion to the batteries, these being hid-
den away somewhere.

Skill Not Necessary
If you decide to buy the parts for

your cabinet all ready for assembling,
be sure to ask for the 'Pylon "
cabinet, and the " Pylon ". battery
box. If, on the other hand, you are
fond of carpentry work, and would
prefer to construct your own, then
you will not be likely to go very far
wrong if you carefully. follow the
detailed diagram provided.

It seems rather unnecessary to
dwell upon the construction of the
cabinet, because, without a doubt, it
is much more helpful to work from a
diagram when making anything in
the cabinet line.' It is in the actual
assembly that care will have to be
exercised, because you will not be
able to fix the components and carry
out the wiring with all the sides in
position.

Start the assembling with the tiny
compartment in which the pilot lamp
is fitted, and before you secure it to

the piece of wood which forms the
top of the main cabinet, fasten a
piece of flex to each of the two con-
tacts of the indicator lamp. These
two wires have to be carried.through
into the main cabinet, and the hole
for this purpose should be drilled so
that the flex leads will not foul the
filter output choke, the position of
which can be seen in the wiring
diagram.

How to Assemble It
You can now proceed to fasten sides

A and B together by means of small
wood screws, after which these two
sides should be secured to the top
piece in such a way that side A (which
is the one on which the controls are
fitted) is in the same plane as the side
of the upper box on which the pilot
lamp is mounted. The other two -
sides can be secured together, but
they will not be required to complete
the cabinet until the set has been
assembled and wired.

Following the usual WIRELESS

PARTS OF THE PYLON

Tg

W378

5 "--0-

Top
PiEcE

SIDE A PANEL)

5,DE

4 f4P3/4 /'

-

t
s.ONTROL

/2.

4&C ARE 3 PLY -WOOD
BE DARE '349PLyw000

Zroa SIGNAL LAMP
/14.0Line7-I.._ 34,4

StosC

.5the ,,B ( BASEBOARD)

3 Pi.v.
W000

iiIER/AL

EARTY

HOLE FOR L.S LEADS
AL so FOR BATTERY

CABLE iF THE BAITER)/
Box is NOT USED)

The dimensions of the carious seetions that, go to make the pylon are given above
Note how the sides ore assembled. as shown to the left.
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The "Pylon " Three-continued

CONSTRUCTOR pi actice, a complete
list of the parts required with which
to build the " Pylon " is given
elsewhere in the article, and although
you need, not necessarily stick to the
actual parts used in the original
;mentioned in each case first), you

would be well advised to purchase
only those of reliable makes, a
representative range of which is given
in the Way of alternatives.

The mounting of components is not
really a very difficult job, as the wiring
diagram shows the position in which

each one should be fixed. There is
one small point to which attention
should be drawn, and that relates to
the fixing of the grid -leak holder.
Fasten the grid -leak holder to the
appropriate position on side A before
you secure any of the " baseboard "-

.4

AS SIMPLE
AS AN

ORDINARY
SET!

I W3
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THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

THE
"PYLON" THREE

£ s. d.

2 ReadiRad Single Coil Holders 1 8
1 ReadiRad Kit of Parts for

Cabinet and Battery Box ... 1
2 Compression Type Condensers,

3 Telsen 4 -pin Sprung Valve

1 Bulgin Single Pole Change-
over Switch

1 ReadiRad 2-megohm Grid Leak
and Holder ...

1 ReadiRad -0003 mid. Fixed

1 Varlet' 150.000 -ohm. Resist-
ance and Holder ...

1 Dubilier Time 620 Fixed Con -
1 Igraine Megostat, 1 megohm...
1 Telsen " Radiogrand " 3-1

Transformer ... ... 12
1 Dubilier 2 mfd. Fixed Con -

O

3

2

1

9
3
6

1 Varies 20 henry Output Choke 1 0
1 Bulgin Pilot Lamp and Holder 2
1 Bulgin Toggle Switch On -Off 1
2 Lewoos 50 CT Coils ... ... 7
1 1lb. Reel 26 g. D.C.C. Wire ... 1
3 Valves as to specification ... 1 7
1 Packet " Jiffilinks " for wiring 2Flex, Screws, Indicating

Wander Plugs, etc. ... ... 2

O

O

O

O

4

10

6

0
O

6
O

9

3
O

6

2

Total (inc. Valves & Cabinet) £6 11 0

KIT A alensci cabinet £4 : 3:6
or 12 equal monthly pay- 7/8

ments of

KIT B lwesitsh cabinet £5:11:0
or 12 equal monthly pay- 10'2ments of

KITCcomapinlecwattihneytalyesi 6 11
 0

or 12 equal monthly pay-
ments of 1 2/~

G.B.
REGULATOR

s
1 Ebonite I'anel, 61" X 41"

1 8
1 Solid Oak Cabinet, 4)"

deep (Box type)
7.1 Complete 0.30 m /a meter 1 0

1 Wearite Rotary 18 con-
tract switch ... ... 7 6

1 Lissen 1-meg. Grid Leak
with Terminals ... 1 3

2 Belling -Lee " B " Ter-
minals ...............1 0

3 Clix Sockets 6
Clix Wander Plugs 1 10
QuantityPlex,Screws,etc. 1 3

2 9 -volt G.B. Batteries ... 3 0
TOTAL £2 5 0

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured,

all charges forward.

Immediate
Dispatch

THE "VI -KING" FIVE
By VICTOR KING.

1 Ebonite Panel, 21" x 7' x 3,16", drilled ...

1 Table Model Hand -Polished Oak Cabinet, 10^ Baseboard
3 ReadiRad 0005 mfd. Variable Condensers ...

3 ReadiRad Duograph S.M. Dials ...

1 ReadiRad -00015 mfd. Differential Reaction Condenser
1 ReadiRad 30 -ohm Filament Rheostat
2 ReadiRad On -Off Switches
1 Bulgin Single Pole Change -over Switch
2 Clix Panel Sockets and Plugs
1 Lewcos D.W.A. Coil
2 Lewcos D.W.G, Cells
1 Lewcos Complete Gang Switch Action 5.31.5 ...
3 Telsen 4 -pin Sprung Type Valve Holders ...
2 Junit H.V. Valve Holders ...
1 Bulgin B.M. Neutralising Condenser
2 Dubilier 2 mfd. Fixed Condensers ...

2 Dubilier 1 mfd. Fixed Condensers
2 Dubilier 23Pmfd. Fixed Condensers ...

2 Dubilier 002 mfd. Fixed Condensers, Type 620 ...
1 ReadiRad -0003 mfd. Fixed Condenser ...

1 Dubilier 01 mid. Fixed Condenser, Type 620 (Mica)
1 Varley 20 henry Output Choke ...
I Telsen Radiogrand L.F. Transformer, 3-1
I Talley 100,000 -ohm Resistance and Holder

ReadiRad 2-meg. Grid Leak and Holder ...
ReadiRad 1-meg. Grid Leak and Holder ...
Lissen 25-ineg. Grid Leak (terminal type)

1 Bulgin 50.000 -ohm Link Resistance
4 ReadiRad 600 -ohm Resistances ...

I ReadiRad " Hilo " Choke
1 Terminal Strip, 21" X 2" X 3/16", drilled ...
11 Belling -Lee " B " Terminals ...

2 ReadiRad Standard 10' X 6' Screens for S.G. Valves
1 Piece Copper Foil, 22" X 10'

S Valves to specification (S.G., Def., L.F. and Super Power)
2 Packets Jiftlinks for wiring ...

Flex, Wire, Screws, Plugs, etc. ...

£ s. d.
7 0

1 12 6
13 6
19 6
5 0
2 0
1 6
2 0

8
15 0

1 10 0
2 6
3 0
3 6
4 9
7 0
5 0
4 6
4 0

10
3 0

1 0 0
12 6
7 0
1 4
1 4
1 3
1 9

10 0
4 6
2 3
5 6
5 0
3 6
2 0

3 10 6
5 0
2 2

TOTAL (INCLUDING VALVES AND CABINET) £16

KIT A less cvatzt and £10:19:6
or 12 equal monthly payments of £1:2:0
KIT B less cabinet, with

valves £14:10:0

2 6

or 12 equal monthly payments of £1 : 6 : 6

KIT C complete withbinetavalves Ei6:2:6
or 1 equal monthly payments of le, 1 : 9 : 7

SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW "RADIO FROM INCOME" CATALOGUE, A
COMPLETE ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF MODERN SETS, SPEAKERS, COMPONENTS

AND ACCESSORIES.

Radio
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Teephorm:Hop 5555 (Pnuate Enhange) Telegrams. READIRAD , SED/ST.

THE
"PARATUNE" TWO

£ a d.

1 Ebonite Panel, 14^ X 75 X
1 Solid Oak Cabinet, with Base-

board 10' deep
1 ReadiRad 0005 Variable Con-

denser
1 ReadiRad Ditograph S.M. Dial
1 ReadiRad 00015 Differential
1 ReadiRad L.T.Filanient Switch
1 ReadiRad Paratune Coil Unit
2 Telsen Sprung Type Valve

1 Telsen Radiogrand L.T. Trans -
2 Readi-Rad Single Coil Holders
2 Lewcos Coils, 60X and 250X
2 Lewcos Coils, 50 C.T. and

1 ReadiRad 400 -ohm B.1§1. Po -
1 Compression Condenser. -0003

mfd., Max. type " J "
1 ReadiRad -001 mid. Fixed
1 ReadiRad 0003 mfd. Fixed

1 ReadiRad " Hilo " Choke ...
1 ReadiRad 2-meg. Grid Leak

and Holder
1 Ebonite Drilled Terminal

Strip, 14" x 2" x 3/16" ..
9 Belling -Lee " B " Terminals...
1 Packet " Jiffilinks " for wiring
2 Valves to specification (Detec-

tor and Power) ...
Wander Plugs, Screws, Croco-
dile Clip, etc.

4 6
1 3 6

4 66 6
5 0

108 6
2 0

12 6
1 811 3
8 0
2 9
1 6

10

104 6
1 4

1 9
4 62 6

19 0
1 9

Total (inc. Valves & Cabinet) £6 10 0

KITA

less cyaablivneest a n d £4:7:6

or 12 equal monthly PaY- 8/%9ments of

KIT B jve is? CTII3Irgi £5:6:6
or 12 equal monthly pay- 919

ments of
KIT Ccom palnectiecw. ttihnevtal v 6 10:0
or 12 equal monthly pay- 1 2ments of

Order NOW
and ensure

delivery
in time for

XMAS
Special arrangements

are being made to
cope with the

enormous demand
anticipated.

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS
Your goods are despatched atm

free or carriage paid.

Cash or Easy
Payments

ADVERT. OF READY RADIO (R.R., Ltd), 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.1
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chrism' sJoys for Girlsand

British Books For British Children

All about the folk of the wild.
Well-known Nature writers 6/-
and photographers give of their net.best. A hook for boys and girls.

A big favourite with boys and ,

ends from six to twelve years Op.
old. Full of amusing pictures, net.stories, and puzzles.

A delightful book for children
o all ages. One hundred large 316pages of entertaining features.
Mauy illustrations in colour. net.

Easy to Pack-Cheap to Post-Certain to Pleasc

The

CHAMPION
ANNUAL FOR BOYS

1931

Adventure I Athletics! Setiroi
glories and articles about 6/...
schoolboys' life together with net.a wealth of illustrations.

WeBRITISH
ORB ANNUAL

F r girls between 10 and 17
v ars. Delightful stories of
school life, sport and adven-
ts re. Also entertaining and net.
useful articles.

For adventure loving buys
etween nine and twelve Years 2/6Contains 128 pages of healthyi,rippitig adventure tales.net.

GWE the children books this
year-they are the best gifts
and never fail to please.

Here are books for children of all
ages-from six to sixteen, beauti-
fully illustrated, stoutly bound
and packed from cover to cover
with lively fun in picture and
story. Most of them contain
beautiful coloured plates and
many pages printed in colour.
If you want a present that will
keep the children happy during
the long winter evenings you
cannot do better than to choose
one of these famous " All
British" Annuals. Your news-
agent or bookseller will show
you any of these :oily books.

An ideal gift for boys and girls ,

from seven to fourteen. 1.34/.
Coloured plates, splendid tales,
and sepres of amusing pictures.

frosts of fine stories-pages of
pictures of the funny Bumety 31

oys, the Jolly Hippo Girls 6
and other" Playbox" characters. not.

A hook for the manly boy
between 10 and 15 years 6
Thrilling adventure stories,
articles and eight beautiful net.
plates.

Charming adventure, fairy,
animal and humorous Morley,
and dainty verse. Delightful
colour plates and black and
white illustrations.

r -

net

832 pages of reading. Stories
of school, sport, mystery and
adventure. Splendid art ides -12 '6
Many pages of photographs

and 12 colour plates rir ;
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The "Pylon" Three-continued

or side B-components, otherwise if
it is left until later you will find it a
little difficult to mount.

One great attraction in this set is
the fact that no soldering is employed,
so be careful to choose components
on which terminals or screws are
provided for connection purposes.

The Small Coils
Admittedly the point - to - point

method of wiring a set renders it
rather more difficult to obtain a neat
and tidy appearance. But as long as
efficiency is not sacrificed, appearance
counts for nothing in this case,
because once the set is completed the

innards " will be hidden away for
good.

The method in which you will make
provision for connection to the bat-
teries will depend upon the way in
which you choose to make your sat.
If you follow the original to the
extent of using the battery box, all
that you will require will be several
lengths of flex just sufficiently long to

Here we have an
illustration of
the battery box
which can be
made to fit un-
derneath the
Pylon. The
Pylon is screwed
to the lid of the
box by means of
four screws
passed from the
underside of the
lid into the
sides of the
Pylon. Details
of a convenient
box size will be
given next
month, but al-
though, it adds
to the appear-
ance of the set,
the battery box
is not a necessity
as the batteries
can be stowed
away elsewhere,
the leads being
taken through
the back of the

set.

Pass through the hole in the lid of the
battery box and to reach to the
batteries inside. (The loud -speaker
leads should be brought out separately
through a hole in the back of the
main set cabinet.)

If you build the set without the
battery box, then you will require a
multi -way battery cable with which to

make the connection to the batteries.
Be careful not to bring the loud-
speaker leads out too close to the
battery cable as this might give rise to
L.F. instability.

Now, before passing on to the
operating details, let us first consider
the small coils which are tied to the
main tuning coils for aerial coupling
purposes. The correct numbers of
turns to use for these coils will have
to be determined by experiment,
because the figures will depend upon
the district in which you are located.

DOWN BELOW

You can make a start with five turns
for each coil, and the ttirns should be
wound to a diameter of approximately
22 inches.

The two coils should be wound with
one continuous piece of wire ; in other
words, when you have wound one coil
and secured the turns together by
means of cotton or thread, leave about
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three inches to spare and then carry
straight on with the second coil
without breaking the wire.

You may find it desirable to be able
to alter the positions of these coils in
relation to the coils against which they
are secured, so the best method of
securing them is by means of ordinary
elastic bands.

The way in which to connect the
loose end of each of these coils is
shown in the wiring diagram, but
when the coils are in place, before you
connect them up to the aerial and
earth terminals, it will be advisable to
give the set a try -out.

The Voltages Needed
Therefore, place the valves in the

correct positions and join up the
necessary batteries. For best results
use an H.T. battery of 100 or 120 volts
and place the H.T. positive plug in
the maximum voltage tapping. A
9 -volt battery will be ample for grid -
bias purposes, and the two plugs-that
is to say, G.B. -1 and G.B. -2-should

You will notice
that an unspil-
lahle type of 2-v.
accumulator is
shown in thephotograph,
and tins type
was used ad-
visedly. T la e
battery show ra
is one of the
many trt a le e 8
using jelly
electrolyte an d
i s completely
unspillable.
Note how the
grid -bias bat-
tery packs in be-
tween the L.T.
and H.T- and
how the leads
from the set are
taken through
the hole in the
lid. By screwing
the set to the lat-
ter, the lid can
be raised with-
out danger of
the set being
upset, or Brag-
g e d about by
the leads joining
it to the bat-
teries.

be plugged respectively into 1i and
72 volts, or as recommended by the
valvemakers.

The voltage of your accumulator
will naturally depend upon the voltage
of the valves chosen. The set will
work satisfactorily with two-, four- or
six -volt valves, and further details
will be given next month.
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I HAVE frequently given the wiring
in words for fitting a pick-up
switch into the detector grid

circuit of various WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR designs. Many constructors
prefer this method, but there are
others who can work more- readily

A SIMPLE SCHEME

51983

Phis is a convenient method of switehing
a pick-up into circuit. A single -pole
tiro -way switch is employed, the centre

being joined to the grid of the valve.

from a sketch or theoretical diagram.
On this page are two simple schemes

which I have found highly satisfactory.
One of them makes use of a simple
two-way switch of the push-pull type.
These switches are very easy to
obtain and you will find that most
large dealers stock them.

The type I mean has two spring
contacts, one long and one short.
There are three connections-one of
these goes to the spindle, and one
each to the springs.

Very Simple Switching
You join the spindle to the grid of

the detector valve, one of the springs
to the grid condenser and grid leak,
and the other to one of the pick-up
terminals.

When the switch is pushed in the
spindle makes contact with the long
spring connection, and when it is
pulled out the short spring is joined
electrically to the spindle. Thus you
have a simple change -over device and
you can conyclt your set into a

WITH PICK-UP
AND SPEAKER

Two Switching Schemes-Jacks to Use-A Noisy Motor-
Pre'veniing " Motor -boating "-Resistance -coupling rallies --

insufficient H.T.

Conducted by A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

radio -gram for about a couple of
shillings.

There is also another method, and
that is the scheme in which a plug and
jack are used. Jacks are not quite so
popular these days, but they are
convenient and are just as reliable as
a switch.

The particular jack I have shown in
the diagram is a Lotus No. JK/2,
but this is not the only type that can
be employed. There is also the
ordinary double -circuit -closed jack,
which can also be adapted by ignor-
ing one of the inner contacts.

Just Plug In
Thus you have, say, the lower inner

contact joined to the grid condenser
and leak. The spring tongue, with
which it makes connection, to the
grid, and the remaining tongue to
grid bias negative.

When the plug is inserted in the
jack the grid leak and grid condenser
are disconnected from the grid of the
detector valve, because the spring
tongue is separated from the inner
contact.

This is what happens in the Lotus
jack, but, of course, in this case you
have the exact number of contacts.

The plug has two connections and
to these the ends of the pick-up leads
are joined.

Increasing Popularity
The popularity of the pick-up seems

to be steadily increasing. Constructors
all over the country are writing in for
diaarams and details of modifications
enabling them to convert their sets
into radio -gram outfits.

There are plenty of good pick-ups
on the market at the present time, and
the latest one sent to the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR for test is the Wates
" Star."

It can be obtained with or without
the tone -arm, which is a light tubular
arm finished in oxidised copper. The
arm is hinged to assist needle -changing,
and has a circular hole about half -way
along through which the flexible lead
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from the pick-up can be taken. This
lead continues along the arm and
passes into the turntable cabinet via
the tone -arm base.

The pick-up itself is of the conven-
tional magnetic type, and I found it
to be very sensitive. Used in con-
junction with a two -valve amplifier,
it gave good volume on a moving -coil
speaker.

A Super -Cabinet
A super -receiver deserves a super -

cabinet. One of the nicest I have seen
is the one made by Pickett Bros., of
Bexleyheath, Kent. This firm has
had years of experience in this class of
work and their latest creation gives
ample evidence of skilled craftsman-
ship.

In the top portion beneath the lid is
a turntable, together with a B.T.-H.
pick-up and tone -arm, and underneath
this is a space for the radio -gram
receiver itself. The lower half of the
cabinet is designed to take either a
moving -coil or cone loud speaker, the
front forming a baffle. Special

USING A JACK

Those who prefer a jack can use one in
place of a switch, and the pick-up iss im-
ply plugged in. The jack shown is a

Lotus JKI2.

arrangements have been made to
prevent " boominess." There is also
a space at the side of the turntable
for spare gramophone records, and
the turntable platform is hinged in
order to give access to the set if de-
sired. It is a beautifully finished

'job.
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If he is going to build an A.C. mains
receiver . . or would like to run his
set from the mains . . . give him a
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier this Christmas
IT will give permanent pleasure in better reception; it will save him money

by requiring no replacements or renewals ; and it will add to his leisure
by needing no attention.

Obtainable from all good radio dealers. Prices from 1 51 -
Our forty -page booklet, "The All -Metal Way, 1931," will give you full informa-
tion concerning the most suitable type of rectifier for any particular purpose.
Send your request for a copy, together with 3d. in stamps, to :

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE
& SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.,
82,York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1

r Jr ir I ,r
'

I I I
-0, 'A. K. K. lc,
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THERE IS A DUBILIER CONDENSER

THAT IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO

DO THE JOB BETTER -AND WITH
GREATER RELIABILITY -THAN
ANY OTHER CONDENSER

Use DUMETOHMS wherever
reliable grid leaks are required.

DCONDENSERS

January, 1931

ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
12 in. price

1 116
14 in. price

1 216

Fr 20 in.
price

17'6

THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
ARE FOUND ONLY IN THE " WATES 't

1. SCROLL -GUT CONE This special joint in the
chemically treated paper

of the cone avoids a direct cut through the sound waves,
thereby enabling the cone to respond freely and without dis-
tortion, resulting in a purify and fidelity to the original that
has earned its reputation as the finest reproducer obtainable.

2 THE WATES UNIVERSAL BRACKET is an ingeni-
ous plate cut to a special design enabling the chassis to be
fitted to the following units without any adjustment or
difficulty.

BLUE SPOT 66R, 66P. TRIOTRON, BROWN
ORMOND. BLUE SPOT VEE, AMPLION B.A.2,
66K, WATMEL, EDISWAN, LOEWE. W. & B.. SILVER
HEGRA. G.E.C., LISSEN, CHIMES, GROWO

GRASSMAN, TEGAF, SIX SIXTY, KUKOO.
3 THE UNIQUE SUSPENSION of the large cone is a

" feature exclusive to this chassis and is a vital contributor
to the wonderful results obtained.

Do not be "put off " with spurious imitations-insist on the
Wates and enjoy the remarkable reproduction that it achieves.

Obtainable from alt Radio dealers. Fully
descriptive leaflets on request from

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DIXON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3.
OrasManiems.__

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. W.C.), 184 188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
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With Pick -Up and Speaker-continued

Some Interesting Questions
Here are some interesting queries

which I have received during the past
month.

A Noisy Motor
P.N. C. (Lewisham).-" I have re-

placed my clockwork turntable motor
with an electric one. Unfortunately,
the conversion has not been entirely
satisfactory. I now find that I get
crackling noises which increase in
strength as, the pick-up nears the
centre of the record. What can I do
to stop this ? "

This sounds like an induction -effect
from the motor, and it is quite under-
standable that the extent of the
trouble will vary according to the
position of the pick-up on the record.

There is only one thing to do, and
that is to place a screen between the
motor and the turntable. This screen
can be of tinned iron and it should
be earthed. Also try earthing the
frame of the motor itself.

If the screen does not remedy the
trouble, I am afraid that you will
have to enclose the motor in a metal
box.

Preventing " Motor -boating "
H. K. R. (Welling).-" I have built

a gramophone amplifier and would
like to work it from an A.G. H.T.
unit. The amplifier has three valves
and two L.F. transformers. Two of
the valves are of the L.F. medium
impedance type, and the output
valve is a super -power. What pre-
cautions shall I have to take against
' motor -boating ' and what will be
the approximate anode current re-
quired by the three valves ?

With regard to the precautions
against " motor -boating," you should
earth the cores of the transformers,
and also take L.T. negative to earth.
I also suggest the use of a de -coupling
device in the anode circuit of the
first valve. This can consist of a
30,000 -ohm resistance and a 4-mfd.
condenser.

Keep the pick-up and its leads
right away from the speaker end of
the amplifier. An output filter is
useful and assists in obtaining stable
operation of the amplifier.

Now about the anode current.
Your two L.F, valves will need,
roughly, 5 milliamps each if biased
properly and assuming the H.T. volt-
age to be in the neighbourhood of 150.

The super -power valve will require
20 milliamps or more, so your
eliminator must be capable of supply-
ing at least 30 milliamps to be on
the safe side.

Candidly, I think that it is wise in
these cases to spend a little more
money and obtain an H.T. unit
which will give 50 milliamps or .so.
There is then no need to worry about
the anode current consumption of the
valves, and there is much less risk of
" motor -boating."

Resistance Coupling Values
"ENTHUSIAST " (Leicester).-

" Will you please give me suitable

A SUPER CABINET

.An elaborate 'piece of cabinet -work by
Messrs. Pickett Bros. The turntable is
below the lid, underneath is a space
for the radio -gram equipment and loud

speaker. It is a very attractive fob.

values for a two -stage resistance
amplifier. I have a balanced -arma-
ture cone speaker, which is very
sensitive and do not need a powerful
amplifier to get adequate volume.
These resistance stages are to be used
with my existing H.F. and .detector
unit, and I shall switch the pick-up
'into the grid circuit of the detector
valve."

These values will give excellent
results with your particular loud
speaker : Detector anode resistance,
100,000 ohms ; and the second, 50,000
ohms.. Coupling condensers, each
.01 mfd., mica, and geld resistances
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2 and 1 megohms respectively. The 
overall amplification will not be very
great ; but, then, both your pick-up
and loud speaker are sensitive.

Not Enough Volume
L. M. (Northampton).-" I am

using a pick-up which gives wonder-
fully good reproduction, but I am
unable to obtain enough volume. My
amplifier consists of a resistance -
coupled stage, followed by a trans-
former, and since it forms part of the
set I do not wish to make any altera-
tions. Can I increase the volume
without adding another valve ? "

I suggest you insert a transformer
between the pick-up and the input
to the amplifier. Any transformer
which you have on hand will do. I
won't guarantee successful results,
because some pick-ups strongly object
to having inductive windings con-
nected in parallel. Still, if your
pick-up is not one of the critical kind
you may get a useful step-up in
volume without any noticeable
change in quality. The transformer
primary is joined across the pick-up
terminals, and the secondary goes to
grid and grid bias of the first amplify-
ing valve.

Insufficient H.T.
" PUZZLED " (Weston).-" I am dis-

appointed with the gramo-amplifier
which I recently built. It consists
of three valves, the first being re-
sistance -coupled and the second trans-
former. The valves are two of the
medium impedance variety (impe-
dance 20,000 ohms) and one of the
super -power type (impedance 3,000
ohms). I am applying 150 volts H.T.
to the last valve and 60 volts to two
others. The grid bias on the last valve
is 18 volts, and on the second valve
3 volts. The pick-up is taken direct
to L.T. - in the case of the first
valve.

" My trouble is that the amplifier
will only work when I take out the
first grid -bias plug. If- I leave this
plug hanging free I get fair results,
although the music seems to get dis-
torted after a while, but directly I
insert the plug in the 3 -volt tapping
there is silence."

Of course there is. Whhy supply the
first two valves with only 60 ,volts
H.T. when you are trying to get
distortionless results ? Put up your
H.T. to 150 volts on all three valves.
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POINTS FOR PURCHASERS
Some interesting items from the radio manufacturers and distributors

about their latest hues.
.:**;,)4,,ke;

<%! DM- AN

Ediswan Radio

"
THE AMAZING MAZDA RADIO

VALVES " is the title of a
58 -page book received from

The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
As it deals with more than thirty
different types of valve, including the
screened -grid and indirectly -heated
cathode valves, as well as pentodes,
rectifiers and other such special
valves, it can be well imagined that
there is no difficulty in finding material
to fill the book !

As a matter of fact, the curves for
each type of valve are given, and much
other useful information, including
valve circuits, so that all WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR valve set enthusiasts
should make a point of applying for
this book, which may be obtained
direct from the makers. (Address :
123-5, Queen Victoria Street, London,
W.C.4.)

In addition, a very interesting
book on the Ediswan sound repro-
ducing installations has been pre-
pared. This deals with very large
installations, hospital equipments, and
similar big -volume apparatus.

"Benjamin Radio Products"
This is the title of an attractive

book in which the various Benjamin
lines have been described and pre-
sented, a valuable feature of the book
being the very clear sketches illus-
trating the connections to the various
Benjamin switches. There should
be no difficulty in fitting these to
sets, for each switch is described in
detail, giving thickness of panel,
size of clearance hole, radius from
spindle to soldering tag, and pro-
jection from panel, etc., in addition
to a note of the uses for which the
switch is intended.

All the other Benjamin lines are
shown, including the turntable which
has proved so attractive in the past,
and a copy of this book will be sent
post free on request to Benjamin
Electric, Ltd., Tariff Road, Totten-
ham, London, N.17.

A Book for the Beginner*
Readers who would like to know

more about the elements and prin-
 ciples of wireless, but who find it
difficult to understand the too

technical books on the subject, will
welcome the new " Bangay."

Well bound, of convenient size,
and with over 250 pages closely
packed with diagrams and very clear
letterpress, this book begins right at
the beginning and assumes that only
elementary knowledge of electricity
and mathematics is possessed by the
reader.

*"The Elementary Principles of Wireless Tele-
graphy and Telephony," by It. D. Bangay, 3rd
Edition, revised by 0. P. Brown, published by
Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., price 10s. 6d.

TESTED BY FIRE!

After a fire at his premises a radio
dealer looked sadly at this Mareoniphone
portable. absent-mindedly switched it on.
and, lo, it worked! Just as well as ever!

The eighth edition of " The
Chronicle Wireless Annual," printed
and published by Allied Newspapers,
Ltd., Manchester, is an excellent sign
of the times. A big book of nearly
two hundred pages, packed with
information for the home ,constructor
and listener, fully illustrated with
circuits, lists of societies and general
compendium of information for the
listener, it will be sure to find a wide
welcome. The price of this " Chronicle
Wireless Annual " is one shilling.

"Some " H.T. Battery
From Messrs. Tungstone Accumu-

lator Co., Ltd., 3, St. Bride's House,
Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4, we
have received details of the special
high-tension wireless battery in which
the plates used are manufactured on
the Tungstone principle. The makers
claim that special features of the
battery are its negligible internal
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resistance ; the absence of sulphation;
three actual ampere -hours capacity,
with plates only 2 in. square ; each
two -volt unit perfectly insulated by
pure rubber bands round each con-
tainer ; unit in box on rubber mat,
insulated and proof against vibration ;
no wood separators ; negligible voltage
drop over long periods ; and no
parasitical noises in the 'phones or
loud speaker.

Celestion Speakers
If you have not been keeping in

touch with the development of
Celestion loud speakers you will be
interested in the new coloured folder
describing the whole range which
the makers have now prepared.
(Address : London Road, Kingston -
on -Thames.)

This folder also shows the " Tilta-
tone " (by the addition of which to
any electric gramophone both tone
and volume can be controlled), and
the Celestion-Woodruffe pick-up. The
firm is also issuing a folder describing
the new pick-up and dynamic loud
speaker which any interested reader
of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Can
obtain on application to the above
address.

Concerning Condensers
If you have not yet received your

new season's catalogue from the
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.,
a postcard to the Ducon Works,
Victoria Road, North Acton, London,
W.3, will bring you this attractive
production containing details of all
this firm's condenSers and other radio
products.

The British- Ebonite Co., Ltd., of
Nightingale Lane, Hanwell, W.7,
inform us that Mr. Lewin, of Man-
chester, has now been appointed repre-
sentative of the " Becol " Company
for the sale of their products in the
counties of Lancashire and Cheshire.

A Radio Diary
From Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., we have

received- a copy of " The Wireless
Amateurs' and Experimenters' Diary
and Note Book for 1931," which is
now on sale at ls. 6d.

It is of convenient pocket size, and
contains much information, refer-
ence tables, and even circuit dia-
grams, together with the necessary
notes. Of special interest to the ex-
perimenter is the summary of the
regulations governing amateur trans-
mitting licences, the valve data, apd
nationality prefixes. Well bound and
printed, this new edition of the Diary
will certainly find many admirers.
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WORKING VOLTAGES
OR TEST VOLTAGES

AN

MPORTANT
STATEMENT

BY THE

TELEGRAPH

CONDENSER

CO., LTD.

At the present time there is some confusion

regarding the most suitable method of indicating
Condenser voltages. Some manufacturers, includ-

ing ourselves, mark their Condensers with their
actual working voltages. Others adopt the more
spectacular method of indicating test voltages.

Because test voltages are obviously much higher
than actual working voltages, the Condenser buyer

may be led to believe that the higher voltage
indicates a more efficient and better insulated

condenser. This is not necessarily the case.

In the past it has been fairly safe to assume that the
continuous working voltage of a Condenser was half of
its stated test vo'tage. Unfortunately, this method of
grading Condensers can no longer be universally relied
upon since it has been found that Condensers of similar
capacity and size have been sold stamped with varying
test voltages, but with no indication as to the working
voltage. (This formed the subject of a statement issued
by us earlier this year in reference to condensers of
foreign manufacture).

We, therefore, recommend all users in their own interests
to see that the Condensers they purchase are definitely
marked with their maximum working voltage. This will
always be found on " T.C.C." CONDENSERS.

t1111}11,111171,1

TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD., N. ACTON. W . 3
V 1.2.1
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GET BETTER TUNING
WITH POLAR

Perfect control by a precision instrument built
to withstand continuous work ensures maximum
efficiency.
Polar condensers are designed and made to meet
these demands in every respect.
Polar is dependable.

1E8-9, STRAND,

POLAR
UNIVERSAL

A condenser specially de-
signed for ganging. Fitted
with detachable spindle-
various lengths supplied.
Baseboard mounting lugs
ensure rigidity and accur-
ate alignment. Locked
rotor vanes. Screens easily
fitted between units. May
also be used as a single unit.
Suitable for mounting to
any type of S.M. drive.

0005 .. 7s. 6d.
0003 .. 7s. Od.

Phosphor -bronze
balls 3d. extra.

POLAR
DISC DRIVE

A knob control slow-motion
drive, with scale behind
panel. Nice smooth action;
easily read scale, o -18o in
recessed aperture. Metal
escutcheon. Bronze finish.

Price 5s.

POLAR
DRUM DRIVE

An improved slow-motion
drum drive with smooth,
yet precise, action. Clearly
marked scale, o -r80. Suit-
able for single or ganged
condensers mounted parallel
to panel.

Price 8s. 6d.

24 -PAGE CATALOGUE
FREE ON REQUEST.

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.,
LONDON, W.C.2. POLAR WORKS, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL.

Specified for the
" PARATUNE " TWO
IGRANIC " J " Type

Transformer
PRICE 17/6

Small, neat and handsome, with a straight line performance and
a purity and constancy of amplification far above any Trans-
former in its priced class. Obtainable in two ratios, 3-I and 6-I.

Write for Leaflets J1IO2.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON.

A

FULL-SIZE BLUE -PRINT
of the

PLUS. X" FOUR
is given away with the

SPECIAL DOUBLE
XMAS NUMBER

of

"MODERN WIRELESS"
The " Plus -X " Four is something really start-
ling in set design. It is a star of star -sets,
and includes an ingenious arm -chair control.

Make sure of your copy of
the December "

Now on Sale Price 1 /6
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IN LICATER VEIN

PROF 600M -
XMAS*

PARTY
By'VAVFAI2E12".

C.

IT's a positive scandal ! " roared
Professor Goop, as he and I
came out through the front

door of the "Microfarads" on Christmas
Eve. " It's an absolute screaming
disgrace, and I'm jolly well going to
see that steps are taken."

They instantly were, though
possibly not quite in the way that the
professor had in mind. Myself, I
have no objection to the ingestion of
bananas by errand boys as they flash
from place to place during their busy
mornings, with never more than half
an hour here and half an hour there to
sit down to read of Gory George, the
Blood -Stained Pirate of Dead Man's
Isle. I have, as I say, not the
faintest opposition to offer to their
consumption of this rare and refreshing
fruit, for as the old proverb has it :

A banana an hour
To the elbow gives power.

The Goop Glide
But I don't think that they should

leave the discarded outer garments of
their bananas upon people's front -
door steps. I mean all that I ask is
that if they finish a banana at my
door they should post the skin in
Tootle's letterbox, whilst if the next

HE TOOK STEPS!

Professor Goop said he was going to "1 ake
steps "-and he did, fourteen of them

one comes to an end at the professor's
they .should remember that Miss
Worple's letter -box is as handy as
handy can be.

As it was, owing to forgetfulness on
the part of these otherwise efficient
young fellers, Professor Goop instantly
took steps, no less than fourteen of
them-the first seven on the seat of his
pants and the last seven on the bows of
his waistcoat.

Gliding is, of course, becoming a
fashionable hobby, literally by leaps

and bounds. I told the professor this,
but he refused to be comforted until I
popped into the mouth that he had
opened wide for emission of the
biggest cuss words yet, a jujube so
large and so sticky that speech was
cut off as suddenly and as completely
as is that of the broadcasting topical
talker when you and I, dear reader,
though living miles apart, make
simultaneous leaps for our filament
switches.

414.

SSThe merry inhabitants of Mud -
bury Wallow enjoy themselves
at the " Microfarads," where
Prof. Goop's Xmas party de.4 velops into a very hectic affair.

4*04..
44
44..
Ink
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When the professor had disposed
of the jujube, after several kindly
administrations of thumps upon the
back by me, I inquired what it was
that he had been getting so worked up
about before he took his steps. My
question set him off all over again,
and his words followed one another
with such rapidity that it was some
little while before I could discover
exactly what it was all about.

In the end I gathered that what was
biting him was the frivolity of the
B.B.C.'s Sunday programmes. " If
you'll believe me," he bellowed, " I
actually found them broadcasting
light music at half -past nine the other
Sunday night.

What We Want?
" Tb my mind, and I think to that

of all right-thinking Englishmen,
mindful of the traditions of their
great country, the B.B.C. is failing
lamentably in its duty. What every-
body wants on Sunday is one long
Symphony Concert, starting at 9 a.m.
and continuing non-stop with relays
of choirs and organists until 10.30
p.m., at which hour the Corporation
very properly assumes that the whole
country goes to bed."

With some little difficulty I headed
him off at last from the subject, for I
was particularly anxious to learn what
surprises he had in store for us at the
wireless Christmas party for which he
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had issued invitations to all the e.'ite
of Mudbury Wallow. But try as I
would, I could get nothing out of him
at all. In fact, as soon as I started
questioning him he just shut up like
an Aberdonian's purse.

" I won't tell you a word about it,"
he said, " except that you' are going
to get some surprises. I have taken
steps "

" What more steps ? "
" I mean to say I've made all my

preparations. Just you turn up,
young fellow, when the time comes,
and you'll see what you'll see."

" You said that I was to come to
dinner."

" I didn't, still you can if you
must. Seven -thirty sharp."

Kindly Assistance !
Owing to the incredibly bad per-

formances of some of my most
fancied gee -gees over the sticks I had
been compelled to deposit my evening
suit with an uncle of mine, so I
suggested to the professor that it was
not too late to make it a fancy dress
show.

He fell in at once with the idea,
particularly as I promised to telephone
to all his guests for him. I was lucky

A VISIT TO UNCLE

" 1 am compelled to deposit my evening
suit."

in finding_ Tootle out when 1 called,
for it seemed to me that the twenty-
four 'phone calls necessary might just
as well go on his bill as on mine.
Everyone was overjoyed with the
proposal, and promised to come in
something original.

Feeling too tired to think out any
costume for myself, I resolved to call
on various friends to enlist their help.
They rose to the occasion manfully,
if quite unconsciously.
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In Lighter Vein-continued

I began by telephoning in a dis-
guised voice to Captain Buckett,
saying that Miss Worple would like to
see him at once. Then I wandered
round to his house and looked through
his wardrobe.

The same procedure enabled me to
pay little friendly calls on most of the
best people. I returned home with a
suitcase of Sir K. N. Pepper's and a
hat box of Primpleson's positively
crammed with likely -looking stuff.

In the end I decided to go as a
tramp, and I think that my costume
was a real success. I wrenched one of
the tails oft Captain Buckett's morning
coat, hacked off one sleeve at the
elbow, and generally messed the thing
about a bit. The seat of Sir. K. N.
Pepper's loudest pair of plus -fours
I removed with the tin -snips, replacing
it with a piece of sacking.

Master Touches
A file card applied to the knees and

other parts of the garment soon
produced the desirable worn appear-
ance. I had but to sit lightly upon
Goshburton-Crump's topper to provide
myself with the very hat for the job,
and a little hard work with file and
knife upon Tootle's shooting boots
furnished the most appropriate foot-
wear that could be desired. You see
how simple such things are when
master minds tackle the problem.

TOO PRACTICAL !

Goshburton's demonstration was a tittle
too practical.

I knew that the dinner would be a
success, for, punctual to the moment,
I arrived with my Christmas present
to the professor, a case of champagne
which I had ordered on the previous
day from Mr. Swipes, the wine mer-
chant ; putting it down, I need hardly
say, to the professor.

Thanks to my forethought the
dinner went with a bang-a dozen
bangs, to be precise. It was a pity,
of course, that Sir K. N. Pepper, who
was also of the party, should have
been hit by the cork resulting from
one of them, but since he had come
in the guise of a B.B.C. announcer

his black eye merely added local
colour.

" Just tell them," I said, " that
the microphone flew up and bit you
when you tried to pronounce Slaith-
waite in six different ways at once,
according to the B.B.C. book of the
words."

A Tactful Reply
The professor was garbed as a

milliammeter, with a 0 to 25 scale
traced across his shirt front, a pointer
which could be moved by pulling a
string (when he could find it), and
a couple of terminals stuck on to
his shoulders like epaulettes. Mrs.
Goop, with a little aerial fixed, to her
headdress, was the Spirit of Wireless.
Miss Worple's dress was all covered
with question marks.

" What do you think I am ?," she
cooed.

" A broken-down loud speaker," I
suggested ; and, if you'll believe me,
she wouldn't speak to me for the rest
of the evening. I found out after-
wards that she really represented a
surprise item.

At nine o'clock the others began to
turn up, and I gathered from snatches
of their conversation overheard that
all had suffered on the previous day
from the attentions of a mysterious
burglar. I felt glad that I had thor-
oughly disguised Sir K. N. Pepper's
plus -fours with dressings of accumu-
lator acid, loud -speaker dope, and the
well -rubbed -in contents of the sacs
of an old high-tension battery.

" And now," said the professor,
peeling off a shoe and banging with
its heel upon the table for silence, " I
propose to offer you a little enter-
tainment. First of all, you shall hear
a loud speaker working through
human leads."

He ranged them in two lines holding
hands, and directed those at the
outer end of each line to touch the
terminals of the loud speaker. Those
at the other end were told to touch
the terminals of the set.

A Startling Experiment
" Mr. Wayfarer will now switch

on," he said, " and you'll be surprised."
It struck me that they required a

little galvanising, so to speak, into
life, so whilst the professor was
doing his arranging I was busy coup-
ling a few hundred extra volts on to
the output valve. The switching on
was a wild success. The loud speaker
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worked all right, but everybody's
face suddenly screwed up. The pro-
fessor saw that something was wrong.

" Let go ! " he yelled.
" We can't," they bleated.
He thrust himself between Miss

Worple and Captain Buckett, forcing
them apart. Next moment he was
firmly attached to each hand. When
I thought they had had enough I
switched off.

It was some little time before the
professor could get any volunteers for
his next jolly demonstration, so to
fill up time I did one or two little
stunts, such as emptying an accumu-
lator on to the carpet and showing

A SURPRISE ITEM !

What do you think 1 ant ? " she cooed.

how the effects of the acid can be
neutralised by the application of
washing soda.

This turn would have gone much
better if only Mrs. Goop had not been
so long in finding the soda. Then I
showed them the folly of wiring
H.T. - to L.T. + in the receiving
set.

Roars of Laughter!
" You have merely," I explained,

" to bring these two wires here to-
gether and, as you will observe, all
five valves go up in blue flames,
Everybody, including the professor,
thoroughly enjoyed this item, and
no one laughed more heartily than
Primpleson, until he learnt that the five
valves which had given the firework
display were those that he sent round
on the previous afternoon for test.

The professor now took over again,
announcing that he was about to let
us see what his latest and most
wonderful invention could do.

" This," he said, pointing to a
large box, above which was a kind of
screen affair, is my latest television
receiver. In two minutes there will
be a relay of a boxing match from
America, and you will be able to
follow every movement."

The lights having been switched
off, the screen showed up illuminated

(Continued on page 199.)
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MAKING
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An easy -to -make device with which you can test all kinds
of radio components and circuits. It works on D.C.

mains only.

By H. R. JONES.

rrnE little tester I am going to
tell you how to make not
only tests circuits for con-

tinuity, but can also be used to test
condensers of the higher capacities
for their actual capacity, and will
also give an indication on lower
values that all is well.

. As well as this it can be used to
check up high resistances of the order
of 100,000 ohms and upwards.

First of all, I had better tell you
that you need to have a D.C. mains
supply of not less than 200 volts,
or else some form of supply that
enables you to get 200 volts D.C.
Since the basis of this test set is the
neon lamp, you will see why this
voltage is needed, and, since it only
takes a few milliamps, an A.C. H.T.
eliminator or even an H.T. battery
can be used if D.C. mains are not
available.

The Main Components
The theoretical circuit (if you can

call it such) of the unit is shown in
Fig. 1. A neon lamp is connected to
two test leads as shown, and by means
of a switch, a high resistance R or a
large condenser C can be put in
parallel with the test leads.

The construction of the unit is
a simple matter. A batten lamp
holder is fixed to a small wooden base
of some kind. A 9 in. by 6 in. teak
block, as used by electricians, is useful.

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT
NEON ZAXII.2

52

D.C.
MA/NS

Fig./ A/901;

As you can see, it is a very straight-
forward hook-up.

EONTESTER

The switches and other components
are mounted as shown. Be sure to
mount the switch S1 on ebonite,
and cut away the wood beneath, for
the lower insulation of the wood
might upset the correct working of the
test set.

For the resistance a high -value leak
should be used, say, 5 megohms ;

QUICK CONNECTIONS

The two spikes enable very quick test
connections to he made..

for the- higher the value of the leak
the lower the value of the condenser
that you can check.

The fixed condenser should be
2 mfd. for average work, and both
these components should preferably
be new, unless you .know someone
who can be relied on to make au
accurate test of them.

A Timing Test
The principle on which this tester

operates when used to test high
resistances and large condensers is
interesting and simple. It is based
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upon the simple expression t = RC.
where, if R and C are given in ohms
and farads, the time " t " is given in
seconds-i.e. a resistance and con-
denser connected as in Fig. 3 have a
definite time period " t."

When a neon lamp is connected in
series with a resistance and a con-
denser connected in parallel, as
shown in Fig. 3, the condenser will
charge up and discharge through the
lamp according to the above expres-
sion, and by timing the flashes of the
lamp when one of the values R or
is known the other can be determined.

Suppose, for instance, you know
that R = 5 meg., and that you get
two flashes per second, then the
value of C is 1 mfd.

How It is Used
In the same way, if you know the

value of the condenser to be 2 mfd.,
and you get one flash every four
seconds when it is connected in
parallel with a high resistance, you
work out that the value of the
resistance is 2 megohms.

The only real bit of work ill making
this unit is making the test spikes.
If you have a look through your junk
box you will probably find something
you can use to simplify this work.

I had a look through mine and found
a couple of handles from some old
single -plate condensers that used to
be used for neutralising or balancing -
up gang condensers. These handles
were made of ebonite tube and fitted
with a 2 B.A. brass nut at one end,
and if you have a couple of these you
will find them handy.

TELL -TALE FLASHES
ni

0 C.

Anwo FIG. a.
Whvn the condenser and resistance (11e
connected up like this, the lamp flashes
a definite number of titres per second.
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Making a Ne©n Tester-continued

Then get a couple of short lengths
of -11-in. brass rod-about 3 in. will
do-and thread about in. at one
end with a 2 B.A. thread. If you
have not got the necessary die, any
electrician should do the threading
for you for a few pence. File the other
end down to a point-it need not
be very sharp. (See Fig. 4.)

"A Couple of Corks"
Then a couple of corks which will

just fit the ebonite tube are needed.
Now solder a length of flex to the

threaded end of the brass rod. Do
this carefully, so that the solder does
not bulge over and interfere with
the nut. Pull the flex through the
nut in the end of the ebonite tube
and screw the rod tightly into the
nut. If desired, a lock -nut may be
put on the end of the rod beforehand.

Now make a hole in the cork and
thread the flex through it, making a
knot in the flex so that any pull will
be taken by the cork and not by the
soldered joint. Drive the cork well
home in the tube and black it over.

To use the tester, proceed as
follows. Insert the neon lamp, plug
into a lamp holder, and switch on.
Place the two test spikes into salt
water and note which gives off the
most bubbles. This is the negative

main lead. If your main has the
negative lead earthed* connect the
unit so that the neon lamp is in the
positive lead, and vice versa.

The neon lamp should be inserted
in the holder in the position in which
it glows the brighter.

To test any circuit for continuity,
have the small switch in the centre
position where neither resistance nor
capacity are in circuit.

To test a condenser for capacity,
put the switch so that the resistance
is in parallel with the condenser to
be tested. Time the flashes with a
watch over a fairly long period, say a
minute if they are far apart, and find
the time period.

The condenser should also be tested
for insulation by connecting the neon
lamp across it without the resistance
being in circuit, and if the condenser
is big you will get one flash as it is
connected, and no more.

When the Glow Shifts
Very small condensers which are

O.K. for insulation will show a small

*You can easily find out which lead is earthed as
follows. Connect two wires to a lamp holder and
insert a lamp in it. Now join one wire to earth
(the radio earth will do nicely) and touch the
other wire on one of the main connections. If the
bulb lights, the other main connection is earthed,
while if the bulb does not light up, the wire you
are using is earthed.

INVALUABLE FOR EXPERIMENTING AMATEURS

The complete tester all ready for the very useful work of checking condensers, etc.
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glow when the resistance is connected
in circuit, and this is- an indication
that the time period circuit is operat-
ing only provided that the character
of the glow is different from that given
by the resistance alone.

THE TEST SPIKES

This shows how the test spikes are made.

With the resistance alone you will
get a very small glow, say at the top
or to one side of the element in the
bulb. When connected in parallel
with the small condenser the glow
may shift round the element and get
a little brighter, and that tells you
that the condenser is O.K. The
lowest limit (using a 10-meg. resist-
ance) you are likely to get any indica-
tion with is about 002 mfd.

For testing resistances you turn
the switch to the right, which connects
the condenser into circuit.

Remember when working out your
answer to t = RC that C is in micro -
farads -and must therefore be divided
by 1,000,000, or 106, as it is more con-
veniently written. Also, since R is
usually in megohms, which is ohms
multiplied by 106, the two 106's
cancel out, and you can work out
the answer direct from the figures.
In this Case 100,000 ohms will be
written as 1 megohm and 250,000
ohms as 25 megohm.

Many Other Uses
You will also find that it has

numerous other uses. As well as
testing circuits for continuity, con-
densers and resistances for value, it
is a useful tester for insulation. Put
the condenser into circuit and if the
insulation is not up to par you will
get flashes at long intervals, probably
only one or two a minute.

To reduce the time period (which
would otherwise be big) when check-
ing up high resistances reduce the
size of the condenser. To increase
the time period when measuring small
capacities increase the value of re-
sistance.
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LAST month I showed how a
simple frame aerial might be
constructed at home, but space

prevented me from doing more than
merely allude to methods of pivoting
the frame upon a stand. This time I
want to show you how very simple and
inexpensive a really good kind of
pivot mounting is to make.

After trying a good many, the
mounting that I like best myself is
that which is made with the help
of a plug and jack.

Now everyone knows what a bother
it is if the leads from a frame aerial

A STURDY JACK
A ZOOS

TE/PAI/NAL.S

rtill 1,1

IIIUIIIRL

111111 tiousin1111101

1
STRONG SPRINO CONTACTS

Pig. 1. Many good features inelesign are
evident in this lgranie jack.

are attached directly to terminals
mounted upon a little panel ,on the
upright. member. As you rotate the
frame the leads twist round it, and
generally get in the way. Another

. point of no small importance is that
in order to allow the frame to turn
on its pivot you have to make the
leads rather long, and this is always
undesirable for many reasons.

Not the least of these is that long

PRACTICAL
MAN'S

CORNER
Some valuable hints for the twine -constructor.

By R. W. HALLOWS.

leads, especially if made of twin
flex, introduce an appreciable amount
of capacity into the circuit. Hence
since this capacity is fixed it limits
amongst other things the range which
the frame will cover.

A Better Scheme
Plug and jack mounting gets over

all these disadvantages. If there are
only two leads to the aerial, then the
sleeve of the plug takes charge of one
and its tip of the other. There are then
no wires to move or to wind up as the
frame is turned.

In the case of a centre -tapped
aerial, one lead must be connected to
a terminal oh the upright, but one
wire that moves with the frame is a
long way better than three. The
ordinary wireless plugs have only two
contacts, the sleeve and the point,
but those used for land -line telephone
work have sometimes four or more.

I have not yet discovered whether
these are obtainable, but I expect
they are, and I will make inquiries
on the point. If so, it would be easy
to adapt plug and jack mounting,
not only to the centre -tapped frame,
but also to one arranged with two sets
of windings to cover both the medium
and long wave -bands.

Meantime the ordinary two -contact
plug answers very well, and readers
who mount their frames in the way
that I am going to describe will not
find much cause for dissatisfaction.

Suitable Components
But don't imagine that any jack will

do. In the past I gave up plug and
jack mounting as a bad job because
the ordinary jacks obtainable did not
allow a sufficiently firm contact to
be made.

They were not intended, of course,
for any such job, and their long and
rather weak springs made for rather
chancy contact as the frame- was
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turned, for a certain amount of wobble
was found to take place. Lately I
have come across a little jack which
is ideal for the purpose.

This is the Igranic Midget, which is
illustrated in Fig. 1. It is a very small
affair, the body measuring only an
inch from top to bottom and in.
from side to side, or from front to rear.

Its great advantage is that the two
contacts with the point and the sleeve
of the plug are made by short, stiff
horizontal springs which hold the
plug quite firmly. Even if there is a
little wobble on the frame contact
remains always good.

As regards plugs, almost any type
can be adapted for frame mounting,
but personally I find the Igranic
pattern most convenient. The reason
is that the body of this plug is flat,
and that it is just in. in width.

FITTING THE FRAME

Fig. 2. Showing how the frame ay;
support is fixed to the plug.
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A Practical Man's Cornercontinued

It can therefore, as I will describe
in a moment, be fitted in a manner
with the greatest of ease to
the vertical member of the frame
made from stripwood of fin.
section.

Fixing the Plug
Fig. 2 shows the way in which the

plug is attached to the upright. The
ebonite .body of the plug is in two
parts, held together by a bolt passing
through them.

This bolt is removed. Instead,
another threaded 4 B.A. and 1/ in.
in length clamps together both the
two halves of the plug body and the
two ebonite strips which secure it to
the upright of the frame.

Making the Fixing
The ebonite strips in question are
in. or in. in width, 3 or 4 in. in

length, according to the frame, and
-13T in. in thickness.

Having cut them out, clamp them
together and drill a 4 B.A. clearance
hole through them about in. from
one end. This is for the bolt passing
through them and the plug.

Two other 4 B.A. clearance holes
are made in suitable positions for
the bolts which will clamp the ebonite
pieces to the upright of the frame.
Next fix the ebonite pieces to the

NEAT AND "NATTY"

Fig. 3. A particularly convenient type of
frame aerial base.

plug by means of the bolt, and
press the upright of the frame down
between them so that the bottom of
it rests on the top of the plug.

Drill through the wood to make
holes for the bolts securing the ebonite
pieces to the upright. Two more
1f -in. bolts will be needed.

Pass them through so that their

heads are on the same side as that
which goes through the plug. Now
lay the_ frame on the table with the
heads of the bolts downwards. Re-
move the nuts and lift off the ebonite
piece beneath them.

Remove also the side of the plug
body that is uppermost. This done,
you will have no difficulty in taking
the wires from the ends of the frame
windings down the channels provided
in the plug body and connecting
them to the contacts.

Replace the second half of the plug
body, put on the ebonite strip,
tighten the nuts firmly down and the
plug is securely mounted.

The Stand
Fig. 3 illustrates the method of

making the stand for the frame. A
small box 5 or 6 in. square is needed,
with an inside depth of not less than
about 1 in. This must have a
ebonite top.

In the middle of the top mount an
Igranic Midget jack and place two
terminals near one edge. Beneath
the panel connect each of the jack
terminals to one of those on the panel.
Fix down the ebonite top with screws,
and the job is done.

Another Advantage
Another advantage of this kind of

mounting is that it becomes easy to
use one frame for the " broadcast "
band and a second for the long waves.
It is merely a matter of seconds to
plug -out one frame and plug-in the
other when you want to go over from
the medium to the long waves.

By using separate frames you get
the highest efficiency, since at no
time are there any idle turns. Also,
you may find it desirable to use a
comparatively small frame for the
medium band and a larger one for the
long waves.

Why ? Well, because for the
medium waves a comparatively small
amount of wire is needed, and a frame
of modest size will contain it easily.
My own broadcast band frame has
16 -in. sides and contains eleven turns.

This just nicely covers the band.
For the long waves, though, you need
a good deal more wire, and unless you
make the sides rather large the number
of turns may be embarrassing when
constructional work is in progress.
Th3 long -wave frame may conveni-
ently have 24 -in. sides and contain
44 turns of wire.
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Insulating a Screwdriver
Some time ago I suggested a method

of insulating the blades of screw-
drivers by means of rubber tubing.
This method was satisfactory up to A
point, but it had its drawbacks. To
begin with, it is no light task to work
rubber tubing over the blade and
shank of a long screwdriver-and
readers will remember my predilection
for tools of this kind.

STOPPING SHORTS

Fig. 4. An insulated screwdriver may
save the life of many a good valve.

If you don't already use a long
screwdriver with a round handle get
one without delay, and you will be
surprised how much easier it makes
your wireless jobs. Secondly, the
rubber tubing might cover the shank
of the screwdriver well and truly, but
there was no means of getting it over
the metal ferrule at the top.

If you are working on the innards of
a set where the H.T. voltage is con-
siderable, it is as well to insulate as
much as possible of the screwdriver,
for unless this is done even the most
careful can have one of those little
accidents which occupy no more than
a split-second of time and yet do so
much expensive damage.

The Best Method
The best method of rendering any

screwdriver innocuous is, I think, that
illustrated in Fig. 4. Not the least of
its advantages is that it is delightfully
easy to carry out and that its cost is
small.

All that is required is a reel of fin.
sticking plaster such as can be
obtained from any chemist. Start at
the top by covering the ferrule with
plaster, and then continue to wind it
on all down the shank to within half
an inch of the edge of the blade.
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HUNTING DOWN
HUM Di

IAM going to deal with certain
difficulties which I have ex-
perienced in mains -operated

receivers (especially A.C.), and tell
you of some of the cures I have found
for certain difficulties.

Many designers will say : " Oh, yes,
it's much easier to work a set from
A.C. mains than it is from D.C.,"
but that is perfectly true only up
to a point.

Types of Valves
The first question I expect you

would like going to ask with regard
building to a set for use with A.C.
mains is : " What valves am I going
to use ? "

First of all, in my opinion, which is

AUTOMATIC BIAS
A/3-84

Fio./

L.F

Hr-
AND

CATHODES

Although quite a common method of
obtaining grid bias, this is one which the
author does not advise on the detector,
wtih a common winding for all heaters.

based on tests not only, of the old
but of the new types of .8 valves, the
only valves which are of any serious
use or any real value are the indirectly -
heated filament valves for KIP.,
detector, and first L.F., afid for the
second L.F. either indirectly -heated
valves or " battery " valves which
have a fairly heavy filament, taking

or an ampere, or even more.

With all -mains sets it is often very difficult to trace the
source of humming when it occurs. Users of this type of
set, whether A.C. or D.C., will therefore find these experi-
ences of an expert who has concentrated on such circuits

of great interest.
By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.E.E.

Now, you will probably find that
if you start trying to use a couple of
stages of L.F. amplification with
A.C. mains you get a lot of hum.
Mind you, this will depend to a very
large extent how close to the set your

7i,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E:

= " So 1 cut out the H.T. eliminator
entirely, and fed the set from dry
batteries, but the hum continued."

F.- Read what the cause of the trouble
was.

FiumummilmommumunumumufflummummuliiN:

eliminator is, what kind of supply you
have got, on the design of your power
transformer and eliminator, and your
smoothing circuits, and so on, but
sometimes one comes across hum con-
ditions which are very difficult to cure.

A little while ago, for instance,
I had a set which was giving a very
bad hum, and I thought that it might
be due to the H.T. So I cut out the
H.T. eliminator entirely, and fed the
set from a dry battery, but the hum
continued. Granted that it wasn't
so strong, but it was still there,
though I doubt if the difference was
more than about 10 or 15 per cent.

A Combined Effect
So then I put the H.T. eliminator

back and thought : " I'll try feeding
the valve -heaters off an accumulator
instead of off A.C.," so I switched
over the filaments and tried that, and
the hum was still there ; but, as in
the previous case, it was again re-
duced by about 15 per, cent of its
previous value.

So I came to the conclusion that
the hum was being produced by a
combination of H.T. and heater, and
unfortunately it proved to be a hum
that could not be cured by ordinary
methods, and the final solution to
my problem resulted in the use of a
freak circuit.

One thing which was rather curious
I did find while I was experimenting
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with this set, and that was that the
hum was very definitely influenced
by the sense in which the heater for
the detector filament was connected.
If it were connected one way round
then the hum was very much worse
than if it were reversed.

Separate Filament Windings
In some cases hum in an A.C.-

operated set can be considerably
reduced by using separate windings
for the filaments of valves in different
parts of the receiver. Whilst one
winding will supply the H.F. filament,
a separate winding will supply the
detector, and yet another separate
winding will supply the L.F. filament.
In cases where ordinary battery -
heated valves are used for the output
stage, then another winding again
will be prOvided.

A scheme of which I am very much
in favour is to use a couple of 6 -volt

FOR ANODE -BEND
Apses

By using a fixed condenser and H.P.
choke it is possible to keep the moving
vanes of the tuning condenser at earth
potential when anode -bend detection is

employed.

super -power or similar valves in the
output stage (whether parallel or
push-pull according to requirements),
and the H.T. voltage available from
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Hunting Down Hum-continued

the eliminator, and run the filaments
off a separate 6 -volt winding.

By doing this it is also a simple
matter to get automatic grid bias for
the last two valves by themselves,
and, indeed, if automatic bias is to be
given to valves then they should all
have separate filament windings, since
otherwise trouble from interaction
will almost certainly result.

CENTRE -TAP EFFECT
ftr-

 /
INFO

 /
MFO

410

4111.

41.

A /rita

U

qo OHM icbrzwriomErER

The best method of obtaining an artificial
centre -tap (when a tap is not provided on
the transformer) is a combination of

potentiometer and fixed condensers.

I have seen a number of diagrams
showing how automatic bias is given
to valves being worked off common
filament windings, and I often wonder
if the originators of these diagrams
have ever tried the arrangements they
advise.

I would like to state here as a
warning and as advice to fellow -
experimenters that in the dozens of
A.C. sets which I have had through my
hands not one would work with
automatic bias on the detector on the
lines of the circuit shown in Fig. 1,
and that in every case the inclusion of
automatic bias cm these lines in
order to give anode -bend rectification
resulted in a terrible howl developing.

In many cases the hum that
originates in an A.C.-operated receiver
starts. on the grid of the detector
valve. It is very often found con-
venient to use a grid condenser and
choke for anode -bend rectification,
since this enables all coils and con-
densers to be earthed. (See Fig. 2.)

Use of H.F. Choke
With a grid leak it is very easy for

L.F. potentials to be generated across
the resistance, since it offers a high
impedance to L.F. currents as well as
H.F. By substituting an H.F. choke,
therefore, for this leak it prevents
practically a short-circuit path for all
low -frequency potentials while still
offering a high impedance to high -
frequency currents.

It therefore not only enables us to
prevent hum from originating on the
grid of the detector valve, but it also
ensures that true anode -bend rectifier
tion will be obtained, since, owing to
its low D.C. resistance, no grid
condenser charge will be built up,

HUM CAUSED BY INTERACTION OF RESISTANCES

H. F. CHOKE

ReAcriont

04-recTOR
X590

R,

Fig. 5.

R2

H.T1-

This diagrarnrepresents the layout of some of the componets of a set in which a
mysterious hunt was present. By moving the de -coupling resistance It, together

with the by-pass condenser C away from It, the hum was cured.

tending to give us something which is
a cross between cumulative grid
rectification and anode -bend rectifica-
tion.

Now there is another point that I
should like to touch on, and that is
the question of centre -tap windings
for your filaments. I have noticed
that there are one or two commercial
transformers available on the market
which do not centre -tap the four -volt
winding for the indirectly -heated
valves.

An Artificial Tap
It is quite possible that my experi-

ence does not tally with that of every-
body else, but I have found during my
work with A.C.-operated sets that a
centre -tap or its equivalent, to which
your H.T. negative return is con-
nected, must be provided if it is
intended to use more than one stage
of low -frequency amplification.

TWO HUM STOPPERS

Sometimes hum is only heard when
receiving the local station. In suc!i cases

the above schemes EhOUld be tried.

If your winding has not got a
centre -tap, then I find that the best
way of providing one is to put a
couple of .1-mfd. condensers in series
across the winding, their comnipn
point being taken to cathode and H.T.
negative.

This is O.K. providing that no H.T.
has to flow through the heater wind-
ing, but in the case where battery -
heated valves are being used in an
output stage (i.e. a P.625 or a
pentode) then an ordinary potentio-
meter -must be employed, the slider
being moved to the point at which the
least hum is heard.

For Silent Working
Personally, I have found that a

potentiometer is not always sufficiently
satisfactory and may give rise to
quite a lot of noise, and I therefore
prefer to use a combination of the
condenser and potentiometer (see
Fig. 3) and so make sure of silent
operation.
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CONSTRUCTOR SETS
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Hunting Down Hum-continued

Having covered sonic of the more
important points with regard to the
sources of hum in an A.C.-operated
set, we now come to something which
to the beginner using this type of
receiver is exceedingly difficult to

OBTAINING GRID BIAS

This figure illustrates three different
methods, which may be employed in a

D.C. set, of obtaining grid bias.

trace, and that is the case where
carrier brings hum in with it.

Imposed Hum
The set is perfectly silent under

normal operating conditions, and
when tuned in to a fairly weak
signal from a station a fair distance
away the quality is quite nice, but
as soon as the local station or
other powerful transmission is tuned
in then a very bad gurgle, ripple or
hum (call it what you like) seems to
be imposed on top of the signal, which
makes it absolutely impossible to
listen to it with any measure of
enjoyment.

This kind of trouble is sometimes
extremely difficult to deal with.
Luckily, I have found that in probably
about nine cases out of ten it originates
in one of two positions.

S.G. De -coupling
It either comes from the screening

grid of the screen -grid valve (if such
is being used), because the screening
grid is modulating the signal with a
small ripple, or it is due to some
obscure mffect in the eliminator which
can be cured by connecting a 1-mfd.
condenser between H.T. negative
and one side of the A.C. mains.

Since one cannot always tell before-
hand to which side- of the mains it
should be connected, the simplest
thing is to connect two of these
condensers in series across the mains
and take the centre point to H.T.
negative. We can then plug the set
in either way round, and it will be
correctly connected.

If the hum comes from the screened -
grid valve it can easily be cured by
de -coupling it by means of a fixed

a

resistance having a value of about
30,000 ohms. This method is shown
in Fig. 4 at A, while the connection
of condensers across the mains is
shown- in the same Fig. at B.

Another thing I have found that
may give rise to hum in a set, both
D.C. and A.C. operated, is the
proximity of any of the de -coupling
resistances to a grid or grid lead.

In one case the trouble originated
in the plate circuit of the detector
valve, which, incidentally, I have
found to be nearly as sensitive to
picking up interference as the grid.
The layout of the de -coupling re-
sistance and condenser relative to
the L.F. coupling resistance was as
shown in Fig. 5.

Moving Components
This particular set was giving

trouble with hum which I had not
been successful in tracing, and finally,
quite by chance, I found that. by

In all cases by-pass condensers
must be taken direct to the negative
filament of the valve concerned,
while the choice of a suitable filament
choke has an important bearing on
the subject.

One useful method of taking G.B.
and H.T. taps is shown in Fig. 6,
and by shifting valves around freedom
from hum may very often be obtained.
This only applies if the filaments
are run in series, as they usually
are when driven from D.C. mains.

With a four -valve set, with the
filaments in series, the first might be
the detector filament, then the H.F.,
then the last L.F., and then the
'first L.F.

The three methods of getting G.B.
shown in Fig. 6 are as follows :
(A) The grid of V, is at zero potential,
since the grid return is connected
to the negative filament of the
valve. A positive bias equal to the
voltage drop across the valve fila-

POSITIONS OF DE -COUPLING RESISTANCES

With all -mains receivers, layout must be studied carefully. For instance, de -coupling
resistances should be kept well away from the grid leads, and the by-pass condensers

should be joined to the filaments of the valves concerned.

moving the coupling resistance R1
away from the de -coupling resistance
R2, together with the by-pass con-
denser C,, no further trouble from
hum was experienced.

The most prolific source of hum
in a D.C. mains -operated receiver,
if it is entirely mains -operated, is
the filaments of the valves, and
this is a problem that has to be
solved more or less on its merits.
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ment could be obtained by connect-
ing it to the positive leg of the
filament.

At B is shown a method of getting
a variable positive potential by con-
necting a potentiometer of a suffi-
ciently, high resistance across the
filament and connecting the grid
return to the slider.

The method at C is by means of
a series potentiometer.
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you need the one and only 4,1Vt, Battery.

Prices per 2 -volt cell: C.Z. 2 20 amp. hcurs 9 6 C.Z. 4 40 amp. hours 13 6 C.Z. 6 63 amp. hours 17 6

Other sizes up to 120 ampere hours.

ctn Exide Service Stations and all reputable eeaters.Exide Service Stations give service on every make of batter/
Exide Baieiees, Clifton function, near Ivanchesier. Branches at lendcn, M.enchester, Birrnirshern Bristol and Glesgow

L 35a
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Our News
Bullet in

Still Mounting!
THE B.B.C. estimates that about

121,000 new licences were
issued in England during

August, while the total number of
current wireless licences on September
30th was 3,205,633 ; 19,351 licences
were issued from London-the largest
number of any area. Yorkshire had
16,666, and Lancashire 14,444, War-
wick 4,710, Surrey 4,611, and Hamp-
shire 4,140.

Glamorgan was the highest in
Wales with 2,232.

A Famous Invention
A good deal of space was devoted

in the daily press to the Eighth Anni-
versary of Broadcasting, and among
the many interesting features was an
interview with Sir Oliver Lodge in the
" Daily Telegraph."

I am told," said Sir Oliver, in the
interview, " that the ether is getting
overcrowded, not with British stations,
but with foreign stations. The possi-
bility of selecting and isolating any
one station depends upon a process of
tuning.

" I introduced tuning in 1897, and
the principle then introduced has been
applied with great skill by all the
workers, but there is some over-
lapping, and there will be more as the
stations increase.

Problem of Selectivity
" Many people are trying to make

selection more definite," continued
Sir Oliver, " and the problem-not an
easy one-has already been attacked
with some success and the promise
of more. It will be an important day
when that is achieved, but even then
I do not see how clearness and articu-
lation and the transmission of music

can be impro ed beyond what the
B.B.C. has now achieved."

Britain's Unique Position
Captain Eckersley was also inter-

viewed-and, by the way, remember,
only interviewed ; for Captain
Eckersley writes exclusively for the
" Big Three " in radio-this journal
and its contemporaries, " Modern
Wireless " and " Popular Wireless."
In the interview, Captain Eckersley
said that the autocracy of the B.B.C.
was entirely a matter of technical
facilities.

" The Regional Scheme put Britain
in the unique position of being able to
transmit two programmes at a time
from a single station, but the ultimate
ideal must be an infinite variety of
choice. Remove the disability of
lack of technical facilities," continued
Captain Eckersley, " and the need for
so much superior control will also be
removed.

More Alternatives?
" When we get over these difficulties

of limiting the number of stations-
and I think a solution will be found
within the next ten years-we shall
begin a new era," continued Captain
Eckersley. " Every listener should he

(Continued on page 194.)
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MAGNUM WIRE- Build the =.1.""m".. NOW MY THE SHAT -WAVE ST4110N3

 WOUND SPAGHETTI "VI -KING" FIVE
RESISTANCES

Recommended resistances

1 Cabinet (Oak or Mahogany), 21" X 7", with Baseboard
1 Ebonite Panel, ready drilled ...
3 Lissen Var. Condensers -0005 mfd.
1 Magnum Differential Reaction Condenser, 0001
1 Lissen 30 -ohm Rheostat ...
1 Magnum L.T. Switch ...
1 Magnum Change -Over Switch
2 Panel Mounting Sockets for Pick-up ...
1 Lewcos D.W.A. Coil Unit
2 Lewcos D.W.O. Coil Units
3 Magnum Vibro Valve Holders .

2 W.B. Vertical Valve Holders ...
1 Magnum Neutralng Condenser
1 Magnum On.Off Switch ...
2 Dubilier 2 Condensers
2 Dubilier '1 mid. Condensers
2 Dubilier 25 mid. Condensers ...
2 Magnum 002 Condensers ...
1 Magnum 0003 Condenser ...
1 Magnum 01 Condenser ...
1 LeNVCOS Gang Switch Action ...
1 Magnum Output Choke ..
1 Ferranti A. Sp Transformer ...
1 Magnum Spaghetti Restance, 100,000 ohms
1 Lissen 2-meg. Leak and ...
1 Lissen 1-5eg. Leak and Holder ...
1 Lissen 25-me_g. Resistance ..
4 Magnum 600 -ohm 'Fixed Resistances
1 Magnum H.F. Choke
1 l't tial Strip. 19 x 2'

11 Belling -Lee Terminals, as specified

ALUMINIUM SCREEN -2
Magnum Standard Screens. 10' x 6

1 Veiree,
Foil,
Battery Plugs, 0*e

600 to 50.000 ohm,
1(6.

80,000 to 100.000
ohms,. 2)-.

150,000 ohms, 2' 0.
Special sizes to

order

wherever wire -wound
are specified

zrzeim

As micelle iii " Vi -King " Five and numerous
oCher ntocicrn sets.

10" x 6", with 3 terminals
9° X 6", with 3 terminals
7° x 6", with 2 terminals

£ s d.
4 10 07 6
1 10 06 0a 6

1 6
1 6

4
15 01 10 03 92 65 01 67 0

5 04 64 0
1 62 62 615 0

1 5 02 0
1 6
1 6
1 06 07 62 04 04 04 02 5

£15 0 0
Any of the above parts can be supplied separately if required.
1 Set of 5 Valves, as specified ... 63 10 6
The " " Five, as above, but ready wired and tested,

including Valves and Royalty £21 10 0
WE specialise in all " Wireless Constructor" Sets. Full particulars,

including the Magnum "Bond -Foss" Four, ' Univer.sol" Three,
etc.. free on request.

BURNE-JONES die CO., LTD.,
" MAGNUM " HOUSE, 296, BOROUGH HIGH ST., LONDON, ILEA

Telephone: HOP 6257 & 6258.
Scottish Agent: Mr. Ross C. Wallace, 54, Gordon Street, Glasgow, 0.1.

THE MAGNUM
SHORT-WAVE

CONVERTOR
Readily converts any battery -operated
receiver into- a highly efficient short-
wave receiver. Complete wfth two
coils, 20,'40 and 40/80 metres. Sent
on to days' free tri.a.1 3-5-0againit cash..

Full particulars, with list of leading
short-wave stations, on request.
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NOW! The
HEAYBERD
Low

Tension
Mains

Transformer
Now it is possible to dispense with L.T. Accumulators by
fitting a receiver with indirectly heated A.C. valves, the valves
being operated by the Heayberd L.T. mains transformer
which reduces the mains voltage to exactly 4 volts. This
method of valve heating not only dispenses with unsightly
accumulators but also effects a great
saving In running costs. Prices
from 9!- according to output voltage
required. The combined transfor-
mer and choke designed for the
saving of space in eliminators as
well as for greater efficiency. Prices
from 26 6 according to voltage and
periodicity of mains.

Write for

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.,
10, Finsbury Street, E.C.

'Phone : Met. 7516.

The new
combined

component

TRIPLE -TESTED

PATENT

Three times tested, Belling -Lee
Wander Plugs are as perfect as
they can be made.
FIRST TEST. For grip, in a socket
smaller than that of any known battery.

SECOND TEST. Without any adjust-
ment to prongs it must now grip a socket
larger than that of any battery made.

THIRD TEST. A piece of metal is in-
serted in place of the flex, and the lower
portion of the plug screwed up tightly
against it. Any weakness in the thread
will result in its stripping.

Only Plugs which have passed all three
tests are sold.

Grips wire, rubber and fray: Head
engraved -12 letterings to choose from.

Price 3d.

BELLING -LEE BATTERY CORD,
complete with engraved plugs and
spades, 9 -way (for all Mullard r r9
(hula 3 circuits) .. 01

Also made in 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 -tray.

Write for Free Belling -Lee Handbook
3 ("Radio Connections." 2nd Edition).

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO .CONNECTION

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Efficiency with Economy!

Operate your Set from the
Electric Light Socket

t

Battery A.C. Eliminator
THIS Eliminator has been entirely re -designed and in-

cludes, among many other improvements, Harrods
own special Rectifiers covered by provisional patents.

Two Rectifiers are used, giving full -wave rectification.
The average life is two years. The output of 125 volts at
20 milliamperes is provided with eight different voltage
tappings. In a Bakelite cabinet E2 10measuring ro" x 5" x 5". PRICE

HARRODS
HARRODS LTD SLOANE 1234 LONDON SWr

TO TRACE
DISTORTION

It requires the accuracy
and sensitivity of a Weston
Mil -Ammeter to tell you
exactly at which particular
stage in your receiver
distortion begins.

Try it in your H.T. leads
in turn. Should the needle
kick strongly either back-
wards or forwards when
signal strength varies it
indicates transformer dis-
tortion, over -saturation of
the valve, incorrect grid
bias, filament temperature
or H.T. Potential.

A Weston Mil -Ammeter
is the only instrument
sufficiently accurate to be
of any value to you when
making readings. Weston
Instruments are standard
the world over, and since
1888 have been unrivalled
for scientific precision,
uniform accuracy and
unvarying reliability.
Weston Model 503 Mil -Ammeter,

Price 35 -

WESTON
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

CO., LTD.,
15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.I.

Telephone: Holborn 2029. A.S.
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OUR NEWS BULLETIN
-continued from page 192

able to select at will whether he shall
hear a Parliamentary debate, a
lecture, a concert, or opera, the pro-
ceedings at some important function,
or a sermon.

Radio "Laid On "
" Possibly," he went on, " we shall

see in the future wireless laid on to
people's houses instead- of being
received through individual sets re-
quiring technical maintenance and
skill. In the next decade, households
will have buttons to press and a wider
choice of programmes "

Sir Ambrose Fleming
The " Daily Express "- also

published an interesting article by
Sir Ambrose Fleming, to celebrate
the Eighth Anniversary of Broad-
casting. Sir Ambrose believes in the
Stenode Radiostat system invented
by Dr. James Robinson.

He is of opinion that the invention,
if adopted on a large scale, would mean
that many more transmitting stations
could be set to work without clashing,
and that the invention would also

have a very great bearing on tele-
vision transmission.

The Stenode
Sir Ambrose points out in his article

that at present the broadcasting
carrier wave -lengths in use have to
be set apart by at least nine thousand
cycles, but with the Stenode Radio-
stat receivers they could be set only
ninety cycles apart.

EL'41iilifillaimialanni911111i1M11111fflu91111111111111111111111:

NEXT MONTH
A

FINE ALL -MAINS
= - A.C. RECEIVER

BY
- VICTOR KING

==
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Only the Beginning
Sir Ambrose concludes on a serious

note : " We are only at the beginning
of a world-wide development in wire-
less telegraphy and telephony if the
way is not blocked by mistaken
Government policy or too much State
control."

Broadcast Propaganda
While we have been celebrating

the Eighth Anniversary of Broadcast-
ing, the Russian wireless stations
have been celebrating the Thirteenth
Anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion, and no doubt many of our readers
have heard the broadcast propaganda
in various languages.

The joke is that when the Moscow
station began to broadcast in Polish
a lot of undesirable propaganda, the
Warsaw transmitter did its best to
jam the Moscow station ; but unfor-
tunately Msocow won. It increased
its power and eventually succeeded
in drowning the attempted interfer-
ence from the Polish station.

Radio in America
Figures are always interesting,

and they are certainly staggering in
connection with radio. To be brief,
there were 13,478,600 wireless sets
in use in the United States of America
on July 1st, 1930. This works out
at about one set to every ten persons.

New York had the largest number
with 1,752,000, while California came
second with 1,470,000 sets.

Important Patent Decision
Another piece of news from America

is that the United States Circuit
(Continued on page 196.)

AS WITH TELSEN TRANSFORMERS . . SO ARE TELSEN COMPONENTS BUILT TO GIVE

linEitemualwiEklir

TELSEN H.F. CHOKES. designed
to cover' the whole wave -band range
from 18 to 4,000 metres. extremely
low self -capacity, shrouded in Genuine
Bakelite. Inductance 150,000 micro -
henries, resistance 400 ohms.

Price 2/6 each.

TELSEN PIXED (MICA) CONDEN-

0003 supplied comPlete with

Shrouded in genuine Bakelite, made
in capacity up to -002 u.F. Pro. Pat. No.
Patent Grid Leak Clips to facilitate series
or parallel connection. Can be mounted up-
right or flat. Tested on 500 volts. Price
11- each,

Telsen Components incorporate so many ex-
clusive and patented features that no real radio
enthusiast can afford to ignore their claims
as radio's greatest achievement in com-

ponent construction.
Their unique features enable con-
structors to get the maximum

results, and efficiency, in every
section of their circuit.

1--ian1zon1hc1

TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS. Pro.
Pat. No. 20286130. An entirely new
design in Valve Holders, embodying
patent metal spring contacts, which are
designed to provide the moat efticient
contact with the valve legs, whether
split or NON -SPLIT. Low -capacity.
self -locating, supplied with patent
soldering tags, and hexagon terminal
nuts. Fitted with nickel -silver shock -
absorbing spring contacts. Price I; -cacti.

TELSEN FIVE -PIN VALVE
HOLDER. Price 1.3 each.

Advt. of Telsrn Electric Co., Ltd., Birmincham
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A Perfect Combination
of British and American
Radio Engineering Genius
Peerless A.C. Screen Grid 3
The new Peerless Screen Grid 8 is un-
doubtedly the finest value in A.C. operated radio
sets. The design and performance of the Peer-
less is unchallenged and embodies improve-
ments which are years in advance of all other
types of radio receivers. Consider the following
outstanding merits of the Peerless 8 and
consider the marvellous value which you receive.
3 SCREEN GRID RADIO FREQUENCY .
POWER DETECTOR . . POWER OUTPUT

OVER -SIZED POWER PACK....
DYNAMIC -SPEAKER REPRODUCTION ....
COMPLETE WAVE -LENGTH RANGE, 200-
2,000 METRES .... MARVELLOUS SELEC-
TIVITY, SENSITIVITY AND TONE . ... COM-
PLETELY SHIELDED AND A.C. OPERATED
.... ILLUMINATED DRUM DIAL TUNING....

NOISELESS VOLUME CONTROL.
The Peerless 8 is stocked by all up-to-date,
high-class dealers throughout the country.

Write for full details.

COMPLETE
WITH MATCHED

DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

AND VALVES
Royalty, £2 net.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

36
Ho volt or
22o -24o volt

50 cy. A.C.

The Rothermel Corporation Ltd.
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.

'Phone : MAYFAIR 0578/9.
Continental Sales Office: 27, Quai du Commerce, Brussels, Belgium.

Why not convert to
ALL -MAINS operation?

Modernise your battery set to the Mains
without altering a single wire by means
of the

SIX -SIXTY A.C. ALL -
MAINS CONVERSION
EQUIPMENT
Takes no more room than batteries.
Complete from £8 : 5 : 0, with Power
Unit (H.T., L.T., G.B.), Valve -Adaptors
and Six -Sixty A.C. Valves to suit your
circuit. Power Unit only £6 : 6 : 0.

Six -Sixty Valves
(A.C. or D.C.) a r e
standard replacements
in any set and un-
surpassed for all-round
efficiency

Write tor TREE BOOKLET
giving lull particulars of the
whole Six -Sixty range.

SAY

SIX-SIXT
(B.V.A. Radio Valves and Equipment)

SIX -SIXTY RADIO COMPANY, LTD., Six -Sixty House, 17/18 Rathbone
Oxford Street, London, W.1 Telephone: Museum 6116/7

Place,

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS

Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.r.
Telephone: Hop :837.

Send Coupon for latest
Catalogue to

CARRINGTON
Mfg Co., Ltd..

24, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.I.

/'Phone: Holborn 0202) 1
(Factory: S. Croydon).

Chosen for the
-KRO FIVE"

This Camco ' Master' Cabinet is the
cabinet selected by the designer of the

Vi -King Five' Receiver described in
this issue. In handsome Oak or
Mahogany finish, price £4 10s. See
it at our Showrooms.

"Master"
Cabinet

AIM ISM g

Insert Name and Address below.
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-continued from page 194

Court at Philadelphia recently gave
an important decision when it re-
versed a ruling made a year ago that
the patents regarding wireless valves
owned by the General Electric Com-
pany were invalid.

This decision gives the General
Electric Company an absolute mono-
poly in this type of valve for the last
twelve years, to the exclusion of the
plaintiffs, the De Forrest Radio
Company. The matter will, of course,
go before the Determining Court,
but if the decision is upheld the
General Electric Company will be
able to recover enormous sums in
royalties from manufacturers who
have been making the valves for the
last five years.

Station Movements
News reaches us that the French

Cabinet have sanctioned the removal
of two private broadcasting stations,
Radio Paris and Radio Petit-Parisien,
from their Paris sites to new positions
in the Seine -et -Oise Department, in
order that mutual interference shall
be reduced.

Listeners who notice any difference
in the broadcast transmissions from
these stations will know the reason
why.

Radio Pirates
One hears little about pirates these

days, so it was interesting to note
in the " Glasgow Herald " recently
that it is estimated there are about
a quarter of a million pirates still
going strong in this country.

It seems that quite a number of
portable -set owners think they are
immune from the wireless licence fee.
It doesn't seem to be widely known,
even now, that the penalty for keeping
an unlicensed wireless set is usually
about £5.

Scotland's Broadcasting House
The new B.B.C. Scottish head-

quarters is situated in a building
in Queen Street, Edinburgh. Once
upon a time it was a dancing club.
It was opened recently by Mr. William
Adamson, M.P., Secretary of State
for Scotland. The Duke of Atholl
presided. Mrs. Whitson, wife of the
Lord Provost, presented a key of the
building to Mr. Adamson.

Mrs. Philip Snowden (who is a
director of the B.B.C.), Sir John Reith,
Countess Haig, and a number of other
well-known people were present.

Our Largest Orchestra
The studio is described as being

the largest in the country, and is
particularly well suited to broad-
casting. There is a large stage from
which plays can be broadcast in an
atmosphere which is just right for the
artistes performing. There are three
galleries for members of the public.

Those Sunday Programmes
Paris doesn't like our Sunday

evenings. Listeners there prefer the
Toulouse programmes, which are,
of course, specially provided for this
country.

One of the Paris newspapers, com-
menting on this, said : " Everyone
who has been in England must have
noticed how bored the poor English
are on Sundays."

B.B.C., please note !

New German Stations
The Muhlacker 75 -kw. broadcasting

station is the first of a series of high-
powered transmitters to be built in
Germany. The other two will be one
at Heilsberg and the other at Langen-
berg. Listeners have already heard
Muhlacker, and it has certainly had
enough publicity, for it has been
almost a nuisance !

No. Z.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

25,00o -ohm Poten-
tiometer -

zo,000-ohm Poten-
tiometer - -

50,000 ohm
stat -

io,000-ohm
stat -

Rheo-

Rheo-

each
8/6

8/6

8/6

zoo,000-ohm Poten-
tiometer - - 8/6

25,000 -ohm Volume
Control - - 8/8

5o,000 -ohm Fourth
Terminal Fader
VolumeControl - 17/6

Super Tonatrols
by Electrad
These new Electrad Super Tonatrol variable non -inductive high
resistances will safely dissipate 5 watts at any position of the
contact with one -tenth or more of the resistance element in
circuit. The all -metal construction with the graphite resistance
element fused to an enamel base obviates the necessity for using
either a low -current paper element or fine wire. The action is
amazingly smooth, long lived, and both mechanically and elec-
trically perfect.
The Super Tonatrol embodies new ELECTRAD ideas of proved
merit with generous factors of safety. More than ten years of
average service find the Super Tonatrol performing with no
appreciable wear or change in resistance rating.

Write for Electrad Catalogue. It's free and post free.

The Rothermel Corporation Ltd.
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.

'Phone : MAYFAIR 0578/9
Continental Sales Office : 27, Ouai du Commerce, Brussels. Belgium
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CHOOSING
OUTPUT
VALVE S

Overloading in the output stage of a set is a very common cause of poor
reproduction. In this article our contributor explains how this can best be

avoided, and yet maximum output be maintained.

MOVING -COIL loud speakers, es-
pecially those of home as-

sembly, are becoming ex-
ceedingly popular, and it is therefore
opportune for us to discuss the ques-
tion of obtaining from this type of
speaker the absolute maximum of
quality.

15

5

LIMITED GRID SWING
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DEP 610 i
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Fig. 1. A typical power calve of 3,500
ohms impedance.

 Now, one of the chief and most
general causes of poor quality is the
overloading of the output valve. In
fact, a very slight amount of over-
loading is both more noticeable
and much more irritating than a slight
oss of high notes or a slight loss of
low notes.

The Best Way
The surest way of minimising

the possibility of overloading is to
use an output valve which is capable

.of delivering the maximum power
possible before overloading com-
mences. In this way you can be sure
of having the greatest available
latitude and so the risk of overloading
on loud passages is slight. You may
say that you are not one of those
whose one object is to obtain enor-

.mous power.

This, however, does not really alter
the position materially, for when a
loud speaker is operated at quite
mild strength with a " small " valve
there is still the risk of obtaining an
irritating overloading on occasional
extra loud parts which mars what
would otherwise be exceedingly good
and pleasing reproduction.

Now, we have said that this mini-
mising of the possibility of overloading
is accomplished by choosing as the
output valve one which can give the
maximum power output without
overloading. This, of course, immedi-
ately leads us to the question of how
to make this choice.

Output Impedance
To do this we have to' take into

full consideration the type of moving
coil in use and the type of output
coupling-this latter being either a
simple choke condenser or a trans-
former.

The first thing we have to know is
the effective impedance of the moving
coil. This will not be a difficult matter
if it has been made to suit a definite
output valve.

For those who have difficulty in
finding the impedance of their coils
I recommend them to measure its
resistance and take the impedance as
being four times the resistance.
Where an output transformer of
ratio other then 1 :1 is used, the
impedance of the coil must be multi-
plied by the square of the output
ratio in order to find the effective
impedance. For example, if a coil
of impedance 5 ohms is used with an
output transformer of ratio 25 : 1,
the effective impedance required is
5 x 252 = 3,125 ohms.

The reader will at this stage remark
-and very naturally, too-that he
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designed his coil to give the best
results for a certain valve, and he is
not clear how he can satisfactorily
use the coil for any other valve,
This is certainly justified.

Many Valves Available
We must not forget, however, that

there are many different makes of
valves from which one may choose
in order to match any given coil
impedance.

For example, if one had to choose
a valve of 3,500 ohms impedance or
thereabouts, we could take any one
of the following : -

Mazda P.220, Mazda P.P.3/425, Mar-
coni-Osram P.610, Marconi-Osram

A ' LARGER ' VALVE
24

50 e0 0

Grid Volts
Fig. 2. In this case the valve will take

18 volts negative bias.

D.E.5A, Marconi-Osram M.L.4, Cos-
sor 610P., 410P., Cossor 220P.,
Mullard P.M.6. The characteristics
of these valves are clearly set out in
the table.
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Choosing Output Valves-continued

We will use this series of valves as
an example by which to illustrate
the method we should adopt in order

- to find which will give the result we
are looking for.

Now, as I explained in the CON-
STRUCTOR for April, 1929, any of
these valves could be satisfactorily
used with a moving coil having an
impedance of approximately 4,000
ohms.

The First Test
First let us consider the Marconi-

Osram P.610, the makers' charac-
teristic curves of which are shown
in Fig. 1. At 150 volts H.T., being
the maximum permissible for this
valve, it should be operated with a
grid bias of 9 volts negative, so that
the maximum grid swing allowable
in this case will be 9 volts each way
if distortion is to be absent. This is
to say, the voltage on the grid may
swing from 9 to 0 or 9 to 18 volts,
and no farther, if overloading is to
be avoided.

In other words, the voltage on the
grid may be allowed to alter by a
maximum amount of 9 volts either
way. When this occurs there will be a
corresponding alteration on the plate
of the valVe of 9 x 8 volts = 72 volts
(8 being the amplification factor of
the valve).

Now, this 72 volts on the plate is
the .electro-motive force which drives
a current through the valve and
through the moving coil. The
resistance of the choke condenser or

through the coil and the valve. We
can thus find easily the value of this
current. The total impedance of the
valve and coil can be taken as the
sum of their separate impedances.
This is sufficiently accurate for our
present purpose, and is 3,500 ohms
4,000 ohms = 7,500 ohms. The
A.C. which will . flow through the
circuit, including the valve, is simply
obtained by multiplying 72 by 1,000
and dividing by 7,500 that is,

72 x 1,000
milliamperes

7,500
= 95 milliamperes approx.

Let us compare this current with
that which we shall obtain from an-
other valve, because it should be
quite clear that it is the current and
not the voltage which drives the coil.
Hence, the greater the current the
greater will be power which can be
obtained, and so the risk of over-
loading will be less.

"Not So Good"
For example, the grid bias for a

Marconi-Osram D.E.5A (Fig. '2) is
- 18 (at 120 volts H.T.). Hence the
grid can swing a maximum of 18
volts either way. Since the amplifica-
tion factor of the valve is 3.5, the volt-
age produced on the plate will be
18 x 3.5 = 63 volts.

Now, the impedance of the D.E.5A
valve is 4,000 ohms, so that the total
effective impedance of coil and valve
is 4,000 4,000 = 8,000 ohms. Since
the plate voltage, 63 volts, has to

USEFUL OUTPUT VALVES TO CHOOSE FROM

Valve Impedance tion factor

Bias at the
maximum

H.T.

Maximum
H.T.

permissible
Mazda P.220 .. .. .. .. 3,700 12.5 6 150

P.P.3/425 .. .. .. 2,900 2.85 65 425
Marconi P.610 .. .. .. 3,500 8.0 9 150

D.E.5A .. .. .. 4,000 3.5 18 120
M.L.4 .. .. .. 3,000 6.0 22i 200

Cossor 610P. .. .. 3,500 8.0 75 150

410P. .. .. .. .. 4,000 8.0 9 150

220P. .. .. .. .. 4,000 . 8.0 9 150

Mullard P.M.6 .. .. .. 3,550 &0 9 150

output transformer can be neglected
without any serious inaccuracy oc-
curring.

We now have arrived at the fact
that there can be a maximum of
72 volts for driving the current

drive the current through a total
resistance of 8,000 ohms, the current
will be calculated as before, and is

63 x 1,000- 8 milliamperes.
8,000

This is less than the 91 milliamperes
obtained in the case of the P.610.
Therefore, the P.610 is the better
proposition.

Again, let us consider the Marconi-
Osram M.L.4 (Fig. 3) at 200 volts.
This should be biased to 22 volts
negative. This, then, is the maximum
permissible grid voltage swing each
way, and corresponding to this the
plate voltage developed will be

ONE OF THE I.H.C. VALVES
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Fig. 8. The Marconi and Osman in-

directly -heated cathode power valve.

22 x 6 = 132 volts (6 is the ampli-
fication factor of this valve).

Now, since the impedance of this
valve is 3,000 ohms, the total im-
pedance of valve and coil is 3,000 -I--
4,000 = 7,000 ohms. Calculating the
current as before, we obtain a value
in this case of

132 x 1,000
7,000

19 milliamperes.

This is considerably more than
that obtained either for the P.610
or the D.E.5A. Thus the M.L.4 is
by far the best valve we have tested.

Quite an Easy Method
From these examples the reader

should have no difficulty in cal-
culating for himself his own par-
ticular case, and if he finds that there
are other valves suitable for his coil
and yet will give a greater maximum
current. he will know that by using
the better valve he can eliminate those
irritating little jarring noises which
occasionally occur in the loud speaker
due to overloading on the extra -loud
passages.
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IN LIGHTER VEIN
-continued film page 180

with a kind of ghostly greenish light.
The professor moved towards his
box and began to twiddle the knobs.
In a few seconds blurry dark patches
appeared on the screen, and when
fine adjustments had been made these
resolved themselves into a boxing
ring and a crowd of spectators
without it.

The "Fun" Commences
From the loud speaker a voice

announced in the Bowery accents
with which the talkies have familiar-
ised us that Killer Jake was about
to meet Outlaw Jim.

Next minute the combatants were
hard at it. The audience rapidly
became worked up.

" Sock him ! " cried Tootle.
" Idiot ! " yelled Captain Buckett.

" Feint and go for the mark."

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e

DO YOU IESEILbIT
To learn all about those E=

E.-.- foreigners?
IF SO, READ

"THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES"
every month in

= " MODERN WIRELESS"
ffilimininnimmummilatunnimmuinsiimnima.

" By Jove, that was a good 'un ! "
said Sir K. N. Pepper.

" It wasn't ! " screamed Gosh-
burton-Crump. " It was 'absolutely
rotten. He ought to have uppercut.'

" How could you uppercut, you
fool ? "

" Why, like this."

A "Good" Layout
Goshburton-Crump's demonstration

was, I think, a little too practical,
and anyhow I hate to see the presi-
dent of a wireless club laid out. I
promptly delivered a left hook to the
jaw, but Tootle, shouting, " Hit
someone your own size," made a
swing at me which missed and got
the professor on the ear.

Within sixty seconds the pro-
fessor's drawing -room was a positive
shambles, and it required the ambu-
lances of 'both Mudbury Wallow and
Sloshton-Parva to take all the guests
to their respective homes.

" I don't think," I said to the pro-
fessor next time I saw him, " that I
really want one of your television
receivers in my home until you can
provide me also with a teledoctor.

e
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TO PERFECT RADIO

DAY AND NIGHT . .

. . . FROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
Already our whole organisation is working day and night without a break, meeting the demand
for Better Radio this Christmas. Select your Radio now from Peto-Scot: and send the coupon

while there is still time.

PILOT RADIO KITS
build one of these

fine Receivers for Xmas.
Success Guaranteed. Every specified
component for your new set, down to the
last screw, in an attractive carton. ineludingThe Famous Pilot Test Meter, without

which no set is complete.
THE "PARATUNE " TWO.

Kit " A." Cash £4.4.11, or 12 monthly
payments of 7/9.

Kit " B." Cash £5.3.11, or 12 monthly
Payments of 9/6.

Kit " C.." Cash £8.0.5, or 12 monthly
payments of 11/1.

THE "PYLON" THREE.
Kit " A." Cash £3.12.3, or 12 monthly

payments of 6/8.
Kit '' B." Cash £4.19.9, or 12 monthly

payments of 9/2.
Kit. " C. Cash £5,10.3, or 12 monthly

payments of 10/2.
THE "VI -KING" FIVE.

Kit " A." Cash £9.9.9, or 12 monthly
payments of 17/4.

Kit " B." Cash £13.0.3, or 12 monthly
payments of 23/11.

Kit ' C." Cash £17.10.3, or 12 monthly
payments of 32/2.

'IMPORTANT NOTE.
KIT "A " is less valves and cabinet. KIT

B " with valves less cabinet. KIT " C "
with valves and cabinet. Any parts supplied
separately.

SEND NOW FOR
THE PILOT CHART

Contains detailed Price Lists of allthe latest and best Kits, and over 30valuable Hints and Tips for theAmateur Constructor.

Manufacturers' Kits and
Accessories.

10/ -
Only
Send

23/6
Only

Send COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
KIT, 1931 model, S.G., detector, and power.Cash Price £6 17 6,
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/9.

1931 OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. KIT.
two S.G., detector, and power.Cash Price £11 15 0.
Balance in 12 monthly payments of 18'6.

Send DYNAPLUS SCREENED THREE
KIT, SA., detector, and power.

Cash Price £5 14 6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/6.10/6

Only
All above Kit prices include valves and cabinet.

Send EXIDE 120 -VOLT WH. TYPE AC-
CUMULATOR, in crates.Cash Price £4 13 0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 813.
EKCO 3F.20 H.T. ELIMINATOR,
20 in.a. Tappings for S.G.. 60 volts and
120/150 volts. For A.C. mains.

Cash. Price £3 19 8.
Only Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/4.
Send REGENTONT1 W.5 COMBINED H.T.

ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER. One S.O., I variable, and 1
fined tapping for H.T. L.T. charging for 2,

Only it, and 6 volts. For A.C, mains.
Cash Price £5 17 6.

Balance., in 11 monthly payments of 10/9.
LAMPLUGH INDUCTOR SPEAKER.

6/5 for perfect reproduction. Unit and chassis
complete, ready mounted.

Cash Price £3 10 0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
CELESTION D.12 LOUD SPEAKER.
An entirely new model in oak.

£5
Only Balance in 11 monthly payments of

0 0.
9/2.

8/6
Only
Send

7/4

10/9

Send

Only
Send

9/2

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE

describing ALL THE LEADING MAKERS'Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones,Pick-ups, etc. A veritable guide tieRadio.
Get your copy to -day.

LONDON: 77, City Road, E.C.1. Phone
Clerkentcell 9406-7-8. 62, High Holborn. W.C.1.
Phone: ehoncerg 8266. MANCHESTER: 33,Whitelow Road, Choriton.cum-Hardy. Phone
Chorilon-cum-Ilardy2028.NEWCASTLE,STAFFS:7, Albany Road.

PLEASE SEND ME FREE YOUR
(a) 1931 EASY WAY CATALOGUE ;
(b) LATEST PILOT RADIO CHART.

NA ME

A DDRESS

T.W.C.,

PROMPTITUDE . . . FAIR DEALING . . . TRUSTWORTHINESS
(.1 Customer's Unsolicited Testi mon o.)

High -Grade
QUEEN ANNE STYLE
WIRELESS CABINET.

Hand French Polished
Figured Oak ... £5.5.0
Figured Mahogany ...
Figured Walnut .,. £6.15.0

- Carriage Paid.
THE ACME OF ORAPTSMANSHa

Models front /M2.0 to £20.
Thirty -page illustrated catalogue

post free
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker.
Established '1866 SWINDON al ar-1.11Fi

SOMETHING NEW
TESTING PRODS

Write for List No.'Y82.
J. J. EASTIOK & SONS, 118, Bunhfil
Row, London, E.0.1 'Phone:Metropolitaii0314,

Don't Argue! Make Sure of Your Facts
by Reading

THIS and THAT
At all Newsagents. Every Thursday, 2d.
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EASY TERMS
= WE supply the following Radio ApparatusWE

on deferred terms. We carry ade-
= quate stocks and can give prompt delivery.

RED STAR 2 -VALVE SET, includ-
ing Mullard Valves. A powerful and F.-.

E well -made local station receiver. Cash T..,
s price £4 2 nE--
 or SI- with order and 11 monthly payments of 716. =

1 NEW MCI LARD ORGOLA 1931 12
3-V. KIT. High-grade complete kit

= of parts, including valves and cabinet. E
F2, Cash Price .. 18 0 0 E

Or 10/6 with order and 11 monthly payments
of 1416.

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT.
A considerable advance on last season's E

E 3 -valve Kit and at a lower price. Cash E
= Price .. £13 17 6 E

Or 10/- with order and 11 monthly payments
of- 1216.

N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR. Load
speaker unit, quality of reproduction
almost equal to a moving -coil speaker. 1:-

E Cash Price £3 10 0
 Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments

of 6/6.

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT.
= The finest balanced armature movement
"te on the market. Complete with large a"

Cone and chassis. Cash Price £2 10 0 :77-

= Or EH. wfth order and 10 monthly payments =
of 5/,

= Send us your enquiry and a Quotation Will be
sent by return

-T.. London Radio Supply Company,
11, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2

TELEPHONE:: NATIONAL 1977.
77111111ifiliffilliiill111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111F

E11

PLEASE be sure to mention" Wireless Constructor"
when commulicatind wi h
Advertisers. THANAS

IFi I

GRIPS°
"S U P E ft" PUSH-PULL
INDICATING SWITCH
WITH FOOLPROOF CONTACTS
NICKEL PLATED OR BRONZE ESCUTCREONS

2PT.1r9 OPT. 2r" coke. 2'6
1141 I ROM THE G RIPS 0 COY.
MA tt.' 31:VICTORIA STREET. LONDON. s.w.i

Make

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

reer
:i2VPAGES

Ouably
fora well -
paid post in
Engineering
by studying al
borne with The
1.1.0.13. BecomeO1.1.0.13.

A.M.Inst.C.E.,
A. M. I. M e c h. E;
A.M.111, etc. Train-
ing until Successful is

Guaranteed. WRITE
NOW for  The Engineer',
Gude to Success and
..on the branch, post or

quathcation that .nlerests you. to
T.I.G.B., Temple Ban
House, London, E.G.&

Founded 1917. 16.000 Successes

FROM FILAMENT TO PLATE
--amtinued front page 162

magnification factor of 10, and will
deal successfully with a grid swing of
30 volts when 200 volts are applied on
the anode.

We mentioned previously that " blue
glow " was noticed in one of the valves
we have been testing.

This should not be accompanied by
fizzing noises or be too strong, but a
small amount of " blue glow " is often
noticed in some A.C. valves, due to
the high intensity of the space cur-
rent. It is not deleterious, and often
decreases or disappears.

Useful Literature
With the Mazda valves quite a lot

of useful information is given ; details
of cathode and heater connections,
bias and H.T. voltages, and a typical
circuit is shown. This is a little
peculiar in the position of the earth
lead, but otherwise quite orthodox.

Another valuable section of the
large leaflet is devoted to " Hum," its
causes and cures. This is particularly
useful, and deals with some of the
more frequent causes of that annoying
phenomenon. Valve manufacturers
are gradually waking up to the fact
that it is to their advantage to tell the
consumer all they can about the pro-
duct.

The Marconi Co. have published a
useful book in which their valves are
grouped according to their purposes.

This method of making their pro-
ducts botter known to the public is to
be encAliraged, and we hope that
further details will be provided, and
that with the further information a
still closer standardisation of charac-
teristic will be developed.

We say this because it is still a fact
that if one blows a valve-especially
one of the S.G. variety-one cannot
be dead certain of getting another to
take its place in every respect. The
second valve may be more efficient, or
it may give less magnification.

Valve Variations
True, the variations are not over very

wide limits, but they are troublesome,
especially where bought sets are con-
cerned. This appears to be due to
what would seem to be the practice of
certain valve firms to give of their ab-
solute best to set manufacturers, the
more ordinary products going into
the open market.

The result is that if a man with a
bought set burns out a valve he may
not find it easy to get another quite as
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efficient-unless he can get it from
the firm that made the set.

We may be wrong in this last state-
ment (we can but judge from the
reports of readers and set builders
both in and out of the trade), but, if
not, we hope that the valve manufac-
turers will look into the matter, for it
is surely a very unsatisfactory state
of affairs, and must eventually lead
to a distrust that should never have
arisen.

Valves should be of one standard,
a standard having narrow limits so
that " second class " valves are im-
possibilities. If a set is " hotted up "
before it is sold, it should be possible,
by the mere purchase of the same kind
of valve, to keep the set in its " hotted
up " condition. New valves should
not mean the possibility of a drop in
efficiency.

THE "PARATUNE" TWO
-continued from page 158

about it, and so we will not follow
the too -often -seen formula of " first
drill the panel in accordance, etc."

Instead we will make special
comments on the few points that call
for a little more explanation than is
provided by the usual comprehensive
diagrams and photographs.

First of all, take a look at the
theoretical circuit diagram, and you
will note that from the " X " coil on-
wards it follows more or less conven-
tional lines. The three components
preceding the coil form the " Para -
tune " system, and they are used in a
different manner on long waves from
that employed on medium waves.

For the Long Waves
The .0003 max. compression type

fixed condenser is employed on
medium waves only, and, like the
potentiometer, does not have to be
touched once it is adjusted for a
given set of circumstances. It
controls the degree of selectivity, the
smaller its capacity the greater the
sharpness of the resonance of the set.

When working on long waves the
lead attached to a tap on the " Para -
tune " coil is connected up to the
" X" coil instead of the lead 'from
the -0003 condenser.

The slider, of the " Paratune " coil
is moved, on medium waves, in con-
junction with the timing condenser,
so that the two are kept in step so far
as wave -length is concerned. On long
waves it is adjusted so that any
medium -wave interference is wiped

(Continued on page 201.)
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THE "PARATUNE" TWO
-continued from page 20)

out. If there is no such interference
it may be left almost anywhere.

The " Paratune " coil May be
purchased ready-made or constructed
at home, according to choice. If
you intend to make your own you will
find all the necessary information in
last month's issue of the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR. (The information was
also given in the last October issue.)

All the other components required.
are quite ordinary ones, and they are
set down in the special list.

Those Coil Holders
When mounting the coil holders

and connecting them up, follow the
wiring diagram very carefully. It is
imperative that the pin of the " X"
coil holder should be joined to the
wire which goes to H.T. L.T.
earth, etc.
itauanamaaunanananananuanamirmannutaam

AN ALL -MAINS "THREE" j.
for use with alternating
current will be described
NEXT MONTH
By VICTOR KING.
Orster Four Copy Note.
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If this coil holder is wired up the
opposite way round the taps on the
" X " coil will be at the grid end, with
thelesult that selectivity will all " go
to pot." If the reaction coil is the
wrong way round you will not get any
reaction effects and consequently
no distant stations.

Don't forget the flex lead for long
waves, which runs from one of the
taps on the " X " coil to one of the
tapping points on the " Paratune "
coil. The end which goes to the latter
has to be provided with a spring clip
to enable it to be tried on different
tapping points.

The arid -bias battery will stand on,
the left-hand end of the baseboard
(looking at the set from the back).
You will see that there is ample room
for" it, providing the L.F. transformer
is in its right position.

On the Medium Waves
When you have completed the set,

connect up the necessary accessories
to it. You will find full details about
valves, voltages, coils, etc., in the
operating panel, together With the
vital points about operation.

However, we will go more fully
into the details about how the set
is used. First, we will assume it to
be used on medium waves.

Start off by putting the slider of
the potentiometer round to the posi-
tive end of the potentiometer ; that is,
as near as it will go towards the
potentiometer terminal that is nearest
to the panel. Screw the knob of the
compression type condenser right
down so that this component is set
at its maximum capacity.

Now tune -in a local transmission
or your most easily received station
by adjusting the tuning condenser
and the slider on the " Paratune "
coil. If you need reaction this" can be
obtained in the normal way by means
of the reaction condenser.

The tuning condenser also works
in just the same way as that of an
ordinary two-valver. The only extra
control is the " Paratune " slider,
and you simply adjust this so that
the aerial circuit is kept in step with
the grid circuit.

Smooth Reaction
You will soon be able to tell when

they are properly in step for recep-
tion will then be at its loudest, and
you will also need a little more reac-
tion to bring the set to its most
sensitive point..

If you find reaction is a bit fierce
or ploppy, move the slider of the
potentiometer towards the negative
end until a smooth control is obtained.
The capacity of the compression type
0003 condenser can be reduced if
sufficient selectivity is not obtained
with the lower tap on the " X " coil.

On the long waves operation will be
just the same, except for the*" Pura-
tune " coil. If you do not experience
on long waves interference due to a
medium -wave station, put the spring
clip on any one of the taps on the
" Paratune " coil and turn the slider
so that it is making contact with
approximately the same turn as that
at which the tap is made.

The "Paratune" Clip
If you do get interference, adjust

the slider until the interference
vanishes. The position for the slider
will be somewhere between the tap
in use and the connected end of the
" Paratune " coil.

It will be necessary to try the clip
on different taps to ascertain which
given the best results so far as remov-
ing interference is concerned.

For working on wave -lengths be-
tween the medium and long broadcast
waves, ordinary centre -tapped coils
are employed instead of " X"coils.

Use the flex lead which you would
normally employ for long waves.
The tuned coils will vary from a No.
75 to a No. 200, and suitable reaction
coils will be needed.
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arley
COMPONENTS
for every Circuit
Varley Components are the re -
suit of a long and specialised
experience in electrical work of
every description. They set
the standard for accuracy of
workmanship and careful;
original design.
WRITE for the section of the Farley

Catalogue that interests you.
Section A. All -Electric Receivers and Radio -

Gramophones, Pedestal Loudspeakers.
Gramophone Pick -Ups. Auto -Arm and
Volume Control.

Sections II & C. H.F. Chokes, Coils, Resis-
tances, Potentiometers, Rheostats, R.C.
Couplers, Anti-Mobos.

Section D. C.F. Chokes and L.F. Transformers
(Intervalve, Push -Pull, Output. etc.).

Section E. Mains Transformers, Mains Chokes,
Power Resistances and Power Potentiometers

arley
Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Kings

way House, 103, Kingsway, London. IV .C.2.
Telephone: Holborn 5303.

CIRCUITS!
Write to -night for your tree copy of

our fully illustrated 1931 Catalogue

which gives you soveral useful

circuits in which this Double Pole

Rotary Switch can be used. Ml tho

leading circuit
designers aro speci-

fying this switch.
Without terminals,

31 -

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC NLTD.

Tariff Rd., Tottenham,.ri
Tottenham

The PicturePicture Paper with the MUST News
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VALVE
HOLDER

The Lotus rigid
type Valve Holder
is only 1" in
diameter and is
available with or
without terminalunits. The
current - carrying
capacity is con-
siderably in excess
of what is required
for the ordinary
valve holder.
Universal for 4- or
5 -pin Valves.

Price
With terminals)/ -
Without 9d.

From all Radio
Dealers.

Write for illustrated Catalogue to
GARNETT, \VHITELEY & CO., LTD., LIVERPOOL.

/6 To House Your SET
OR

RADIO-GRAM
BURT LIKE A PIANO

74. SPLENDID
XMAS PRESENT

Exclusive craftsmanship-the sort people desire to
Possess and keep. (Over 3.000 delighted clients.)
Direct from Craftsman's bench to your home. You
may have ON APPROVAL FREE TEST, and
return at our expense if you wish to part with lt.
Prices run from £5 5 0 (or £10 to £15 15 0 for
Exclusive models). Cash or Easy Payments.
Photographs and full particulars FREE.
PICKETT'S. Radio Furniture Makers (W. Con.),

A lbion Road. flexleyfreatb, Rent.

_SOLVE ALL- WET
H.T. TROUBLES BATTERIES

Per doz. No. 1. No.2.
s . d. s.d.

Jars (waxed) - 1 3 1 6
Sacs - - - 1 2 1 9
Eines- - - 10 11
RubberBands(24) 4 4
Terminals - 10

Trade Supplied.

PIAYIU,
SELF

GENERATING

LONC LIFE SILENT ECONOMICAL
Sample doz. (18 volts). complete with
bands and electrolyte. No. 1, 4 1; No. 2.
5f-; pest 9d.; terminals extra. No. 3.
with terminals. 7.6 (10.000 milli -amps).
sample unit 6d. Orders 10,'- carr. paid.
New illustrated catalogue post free.
FREE Bargain List of Receivers.

Amplifiers and Components.
C. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

Stockwell, London.
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PLEASE be sure to mention
"Wireless Constructor 's
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

********************
RE -WINDING

4rMADE EASY *
* A really practical scheme for the

constructor.
By J. BOND.

********************
RE -WINDING a loud speaker is not

a task an amateur undertakes
with any degree of enthu-

siasm, and in view of the competitive
price 'of such work in the open market
it is hardly an economical proposition.
Yet the supreme sense of accomplish-
ment resulting from a successful
venture at such a job well repays the
amount of time devoted to it, and
it's easy !

Let us suppose that you have a
loud speaker that requires re -winding
-and an evening to spare. As a wire-
less enthusiast, you will d.oubtles3
have several " burnt -out " L.F. trans-
formers knocking about the house.

Dismantling the Speaker
Strip one of these down to the

wound core. The secondary winding
will provide the necessary wire, con-
veniently " rolled up," although per-
haps not quite the correct gauge-
near enough, though !

Most loud speakers are built-up
nowadays and not cast, so it will be
possible to dismantle the L.S. unit
and remove both bobbins each
mounted on its own pole -piece. With
a scriber mark the way each bobbin
is wound, and then strip off all the
old wire-cutting it away is usually
quickest.

So much for the destruction ; and
now for construction. Mount a small
drilling machine horizontally in a
bench -vice with the driving -wheel
conveniently placed for turning ;
while, at the same time, the whole is
held rigid (see sketch).

Then, with screws or a temporary
strap, mount one of the L.S. bobbins
in the chuck. It is impossible to give
definite directions for this, as these
fitments differ so much in con-
struction.

Winding the Wire
Anyway, wireless enthusiasts are

always gifted with a fair amount of
common sense, and that will always
find a way. Screws, string, or even
sealing -wax will do at a pinch.

Having successfully fixed this up,
it should be possible to rotate the
bobbin at a comparatively high speed.
The rest is easy.

One end of the wire is secured in
place, suitably insulated, of course;
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and after the first few turns have
been fed on slowly in order to give
the wire a grip, the remainder can
be put on at any old speed. The fine
wire can be guided quite easily with
the fingers, and if the transformer
from which you are unwinding the
wire be mounted on a pair of pivots
or a roller, it is really surprising how
fast you can work.

Steady Does It!
Make sure you put the wire on in

the same direction as you took it off.
Don't start racing once you get

your hand in, because if the wire does
snap, some perverse fate always buries
the end right underneath those layers
already on, which you will have to cut
off, and start over again.

EASILY IMPROVISED

As you can see it is very simple to make
up this winder.

In any case, the whole time of re-
winding each bobbin only takes about
fifteen minutes, so where's the gain ?

Suppose we allow fifteen minutes
for the preliminary work, i.e. mount-
ing the drilling machine, stripping the
transformer, etc., then another fifteen
for dismantling the loud speaker,
marking bobbins, and cutting off old
wire, fifteen minutes for winding each
pole -piece, and half an hour for re-
assembling the speaker-that's one -
and -a -half hours.

Throw in an extra half an hour in
order to let you finish soldering that
joint which won't solder-and the
whole job takes just two hours.

Result-one loud speaker again in
working order and a sense of satis-
faction which can't be bought for a
five -pound note !

Total cost-nil !
You can start work now.
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== Don't miss the December =

"MODERN WIRELESS"
= XMAS DOUBLE NUMBER E=
= E

It contains a Full-size Blueprint of =

E THE " PLUS -X " FOUR r.."
=

- A1-. A receiver that sets an entirely new
standard for four-valvers.

E
= =
F. Now on Sale. 1/6. Get it Now. E
= F.
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THOSE NEW SETS
-continued from 1age 160

written in to me asking if they can
use components out of a 1924 or 1925
design in one of our latest receivers.

" Now, in the last few years com-
ponents have been vastly improved,
and progress is still being made very
rapidly. Transformers these days are
far in advance of anything that was
available even a year or two ago, and
so those people who are keen on using
up their old components cannot hope
to turn out a design in keeping with
modern standards.

Old Panels
" On the other hand, the man who

is always building new receivers natu-
rally possesses a large number of up-
to-date parts, and there is no reason
whatever why he should not use these
in his latest effort.

" There is also the question of
using old panels and cabinets which
are sometimes not of the correct size
for the particular design which the
constructor desires to build.

" The layout of a receiver can be
rather critical, especially if it employs
one or more H.F. stages, and if the
components are cramped up on a
smaller baseboard in order to get
them into a stock cabinet it is quite
possible that the results will be
unsatisfactory.

To Our Correspondents
" Such a procedure is not fair to

the designer of the set, and can only
cause the constructor a large amount
of trouble and dissatisfaction. Those
constructors who want to use up old
components or cabinets, etc., should
take Mr. Kelsey's advice and write in
to the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Query
Department, which will always be
willing to help them."

In conclusion, we must thank those
many readers who are following so
closely the proceedings of the meetings
and who write giving us their views.
We cannot always reply individually,
but our correspondents can rest
assured their letters are read with
the keenest of interest and that all
suggestions are very carefully con-
sidered.

0111 !WHIM!

.11 Make a special point of
getting the February issue

of the
" WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
ON SALE JAN 15th PRICE SIXPENCE.
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Quickly Switches over
from Radio t,
Gramophone - "

4-11.
ss\ 11b.t

\ YEAR IN .4),-;
YEAR OUTqtr

11/fflia.1177/f

NEW
GRAMOPHONE
SIGNAL LAMP

we AtilW,
4 A signal lamp and a

..4

k earn of light on 91p:
t lurntabie - "

tilL."/RIMVirdaVAY't L.Zig

Gramophone Needle cup
in Walnut or Ma- 9 f 6
Kogan)'Bakelite "

TROU N D UA

BULGIN

FOR

YOU WILL BE SURPRISED
AT THE WONuERFUL RANGE
OF COMPONENTS & FITTINGS
SHOWN IN OUR NEW 60 PAGE
CATALOGUE AND MANUAL,
SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW.
ENCLOSE 2d. POSTAGE.

A. F. BULGIN & Co. Ltd.,
9.10-11, CURSITOR STREET,

CHANCERY LANE,
LONDON, E.C.4.

THE UNIQUE -
UNIVERSAL

DERFUSE HOL

-summon( pAREX)mmaammY
SCREENS & I COMPONENTS

Products PAR-EXcellence
as used and recommended for th-.

" V1 -KING " FIVE
and the

"PARATUNE" TWO
DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER - - 5 -
H.F. CHOKE - - - - - 3 6
600 -ohm RESISTANCE (with holder) 2 6
STANDARD SCREEN, 10 in. x 6 in - 2 -

Ditto (with hole) - - 2 9
PAREX S.G. VALVE HOLDER - - 2 -
COPPER FOIL, 22 in. x 12 in. - - 4 -
ALUMINIUM ditto - - 2 -

E. PAR(It,USS.
10, FEATHERSTC:Ns. BUILD i NGS,
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

_.'Phone: Chan-ery 7010 tcamtarm

To Pick-up Users
Learn how the

NOVOTO N
will vastly improve your reproduction
of records, by sending for Free
Novotone Folder and Booklet, C.N.

THE "VOLIIVERNIA." A volume control whirl, does
gixe perfect ontrol from zero to maximum Vol 'Inc
wit!, one t ton tl the kno', Silent, firm and smooth
a- don. For Itacito or Radio -GI amophone. 6/9
Slay he fitt, t o :my panel

CAMBRELL RADIO LTD. 6, BUCKINGHAM STREET, W.C.2
.90`
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******4*************
 A CONFIRMED *
* "EXPLORER" FAN
*****************Atoots4

Sir,- Following my letter regarding
the " Explorer " Three, it now gives
me great pleasure to write in praise of
its big brother, the " Explorer " Four.

I have had the Four in use for about
three weeks, and during that time have
logged, I should think, about fifty
stations at fa strength on an average
aerial, many of these coming in without
the use of the somewhat superfluous
reaction control. The medium waves
provide a station at nearly every de-
gree of the dial, but it is on the long
waves that the full beauty of the set
is realised. At any time of the day
one can tune -in Balundborg or Huizen,
Oslo or Radio Paris, at full strength,
and with excellent quality. It would
nearly be worth while to build a set of
this type to tune over the long -wave
range only.

The Low -Loss Coils
The actual construction of the set

proved rather a teaser, since I had to
build it to fit the cabinet-a large,

'self-contained affair. This meant
that the baseboard must be an inch or
two less than the original, which left
me rather cramped for space, since
I have mounted all the components
and done all the wiring above the
Itsehoard. By re -arranging the 11.4.F.
end, however, and by mounting the
de -coupling condenser and resistance
behind the wooden panel, a very
compact design maulted, though some
intricate wiring problems cropped up.

I made both coils from the ordinary
ribbed forz.er at an approximate
cost of Arshillings for the pair, and
find ,t1;a,.. they remain in step over all
tut tt..,e first few degrees of the dial.

Theitfirst dial is slightly behind on the
to ig waves, since I took off two or three

turns from the aperiodic winding of the
aerial coil. This, however, is no dis-
advantage. In view of the fact that
the North Regional will soon be
trying to blot me out, I have one or
two ideas for gaining knife-edge
selectivity with these coils, and will
let you know if they work.

A Gem on Short Waves
As regards the short waves, the

" Explorer " Four is a gem. Hand -
capacity, threshold howl, blind spots
and other bugbears are entirely
absent, while the use of a .0003
instead of the -0005 rafd. in series
with the tuning condenser is a big
improvement. As a matter of fact,
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I used the former value in my " Ex-
plorer " Three, since it reduces
the capacity of the tuning condenser
to somewhere about .00018, I think.

In conclusion, I might say that a
certain young lady who was rather
jealous of the time I spent with the
Three was so delighted with the Four
that she proceeded to tune in Ljubl-
jana, Budapest, Vienna, Milan, Rome,
etc., with the greatest ease, and even
went so far as to listen intently-
and intelligently- while I explained
the theoretical circuit. She is now
a confirmed " Explwer " fan.

Yours enA,siasticaLly,
L. PITCHFORD.

Yorkshire.
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********************
* A BAFFLE IS
* NECESSARY
********************

Sir,-We are writing to draw the
attention of your readers to a point
in connection with the demonstra-
tion of moving -coil speakers which,
although one would expect it to be
widely known, yet experience indicates
that such is not the case. We refer to
the employment of a baffle -board or
suitable cabinet when demonstrating
moving -coil loud speakers.

The theory of operation of such
speakers indicates that a baffle is
essential if the bass notes are to be
produced, and this fact is fairly well
known amongst experimenters. A
considerable number of cases have,
however, been brought to our atten-
tion where dealers have demonstrated
moving -coil speakers without the use
of a baffle with consequently very poor
results.

Sound Separation
This procedure is excused on the

grounds that other speakers with
which comparison is made have been
tested under similar conditions, but
obviously a moving -coil speaker of
any make, if operated without a baffle
or suitable cabinet to isolate the sound
emitted from the front of the dia-
phragm from that emitted from the
back, can give only a caricature of
the results of which it is capable
when normally used.

It may seem extraordinary at this
date that such misuse of speakers
could be possible, but the fact remains
that it is, and we hope, therefore,
that you will give such publicity to the
question as is apparently desirable.

Yours faithfully,
FERRANTI, LTD.

Hollinwood,
Lancashire.
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A BLUE SPOT Unit and a
BLUE SPOT

CHASSIS
stands supreme

From the apex where the unit stylus is
attached, to the outer rim where the cone is
fixed to the baffle, the whole surface is
bristling with sound waves. The wonderful
reproduction of the higher frequencies and
the still more beautiful response of the bass
register-for which all Blue Spot Units are
famous-is made possible only by a cone
scientifically accurate as regards measure-
ments in relation to the varying range of fre-
quencies, depth from apex to base, diameters
of apex and base. All must be just that par-
ticular proportion which has been proved to
be in harmony with the vibrations of the
stylus of Blue Spot Units.

Both these chassis are built by the Blue Spot
engineers-the inventors of Blue Spot Units,
and for fidelity of reproduction the cor .
bination of a Blue Spot Unit and Chassis
literally stands supreme.

Mayor Chassis, suitable

A
for all Blue  5,0
Spot Units.

Special Chassis, suitable
for all Blue 10'6Spot Units.

 THE IBRI111/11 LIVE JIMA CtiktrANIT 111-1D.0
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1

'Phom."...:LERKENWELL 357o. 'Grams: "BLUOSPOT, SMITH, LONDON.'

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and Wales: H. C. RA WSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., too, London Road, Sheffield:
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 183, George Street, Glasgow.
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LOOK INSIDE THE

Don't buy a transformer unless
the inductance is given, and full
details of its performance are
available.
R.I. give th:se details because they
inspire confidence and are a guar-
antee that you are getting the
best value for money.

The HYPERMU
The highest and most uniform am-
plification between 25 and 7.000
cycles of any transformer in existence.
Primary inductance 85 henries. Ratio

Weighi 13 ozs. In-
contestably the world's 2 1best transformer ..

The HYPERMITE
The most efficient transformer in existence for its
size and weight. Primary inductance over 50 henries.
Ratio Weight 7 ozs. Used by many
of the largest set manufacturers in this 1 2'6country

0

YPERMII
METAL

SHIELD

BAKELITE
BOBBINS

The HYPERCORE
The first nickel iron choke for use as an output filter
or smoothing choke. Low sell -capacity with high
inductance ensures brilliance in reproduction. Induc-
tance 30 henries. Will carry up to 75 milli-
amperes. Weight 18 ozs. A brilliant exa7ple 1 7'6of British Radio enterprise

Ask your dealer for
the leaflets dealing
with the R.I. Nikalloy
Three-Hypermu,
Hypermite.and Hyper -
core.

MOULDED
BAKELITE
CASE

SPECIAL
INSULATION

r,, , .7; 4..r,A I

ALL NICKEL ALLOYCORE

R.I., LTD., MADRIGAL WORKS, PUR LEY WAY, CROYDON.

0:1)revolutionised the standard of
design, construction and perform-
ance in Transformers and Chokes

by the introduction of NIKALLOY.
O
1 The Amazingly Improved Reception that

V ..: the HYPERMU, HYPERMITE and
;:..\ HYPERCORE give prove that the associa-

tion of efficiency with bigness and outward
indications of construction, as with older
types is fallacious.

These Modern Compact Components
yield positively unequalled results. The
insulated bakelite cases that conceal them
have been imitated in part by other makers
but the interiors are inimitable.

ALL NICKEL ALLOY CORE /

BAKELITE BOBBIN

-<15

MOULDED `?\
BAKELITE

CASE

SPECIAL
INSULA;TIONW
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